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Julius Kambarage Nyerere
The death of Julius Nyerere on 14 October 1999, one of the greatest African nationalist
and post-colonial leaders will be a cause of great sadness for many readers. The news
came as we were going to press, so a full appreciation and assessment of the man and
his contribution will appear in the next issue. Here, all that can be attempted is to
indicate some of the key dimensions of his life and times which might form the basis
of such a collection of tributes and evaluations.
One, inevitably controversial issue, is the ujamaa experience, which needs to be
assessed at the level of his ideas and writings but also of his practice. As Ahmed Rajab
wrote in the Guardian (15 October 1999), those of us who saw ourselves as being to his
left constantly found that his positions on class, on commitment to the poor, were
ones we could accommodate. The social and economic policies pursued by Tanzania
following the Arusha Declaration will also figure in any assessment of his
contribution. However, a much more considered and rounded set of views - and
debates - is needed rather than the simplistic notion that has been a feature of
obituaries in the western press, namely that the economy got into an awful mess
because he pursued socialism.
Less contested would be an evaluation of his contribution to the Tanzanian political
system. His commitment to constitutionalism and due process, while not unblemished, has provided a crucial legacy, reinforced by his almost unique decision to retire
gracefully from government. The justification for his electoral one-partyism,
particularly in light of his later conversion to multi-partyism, would be a matter (with
the benefit of hindsight) for debate. But, arguably, for those who saw him in action,
particularly speaking to ordinary people in Swahili, his greatest bequest to Tanzania
and indeed African politics was in his style, of leadership: direct, honest, concerned,
warm, prepared always to field any question rather than pontificate; his use of
humour, even to this point of self-deprecatingly laughing at himself; a style that
fostered openness and debate. This example has contributed, along with the
widespread use and promotion of the Swahili language, to the openness of debate and
political self-confidence that continues to characterise Tanzanian political culture.
In the 1960s and 70s, his contribution to the broader liberation struggle in southern
Africa must also be acknowledged, but the extent of his involvement has probably
not yet been given the credit and weight it merits. He did not merely host exiles; Dar
es Salaam was the rear base for the ANC, Frelimo, SWAPO and the MPLA, and the
entrepot for their supplies. He saw all these struggles in a strategic perspective, which
was in turn translated into practice by the Liberation Committee of the OAU, for
which Tanzania provided headquarters and a secretariat. He was consistent and
uncompromising in his support - unlike some leaders who did little more than pay lip
service to the cause of liberation and others who betrayed the movements in Angola
and Zimbabwe at key moments.
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He was one of the few leaders that truly deserves to be called 'charismatic'. The Review
hopes to be able to reproduce a number of different views from those who were
exposed to the spell and influence of Mwalimu as well as others who may have seen
him from a more critical distance.
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Editorial: Ending Endemic Violence:
Limits to Conflict Resolution in Africa
Chris Allen
Endemic violence and 'new wars' in Africa since 1990 not only differ in character from
old wars, but have proved far more difficult to resolve. Attempts to bring about the
end of the conflict, achieve a lasting peace, establish a sound basis for economic and
social reconstruction, and begin processes of reconciliation - taken individually or
collectively, these have resulted far more often in failure than in success. By contrast,
efforts at conflict resolution in the late 1980s and, very early 1990s were, although
flawed, generally successful - with the obvious exception of Angola. The last of these
Cold War-related resolutions, that in Mozambique, is discussed in Graham
Harrison's contribution to this issue.
Among the post-Cold War failures in conflict resolution, the most intractable have
been those in which conflict has arisen within states characterised by possessing
prolonged spoils systems, analysed by Allen in this issue. Within this category
several states are marked by histories of continuous and intensifying conflict:
Burundi, Sudan, Congo-Brazzaville, the Central African Republic and Nigeria (see
further in Allen's article and its bibliography; for Congo-Brazzaville see BazenguissaGanga, 1998; Amnesty International, 1999; and for Burundi, Lemarchand, 1996;
Amnesty International, 1998).
Another subcategory consists of states where peace has been temporarily established
in certain regions, but where conflict persists in others: Rwanda, Uganda, and Chad.
Thus Chad has seen a pattern of short-lived peace agreements broken by one or more
regional military leaders (Azevedo, 1998; Nolutshungu, 1996; Massey & May, 1999).
In Rwanda, the Northwest is dominated by the continuing activities of the
Interahamwe and the ex-FAR (Rwandan Armed Forces) infiltrating from the Congo
(African Rights, 1998); while despite the post-1986 achievements of the NRM
government in Uganda, it has failed to contain, let alone stop, the attacks and
abductions by externally-backed insurgent groups in the West and North (Behrend,
1998; HRW, 1997). In both cases, conflict has brought with it substantial evidence of
violence and human rights abuses from the government side as well as that inherent
in the insurgents' strategies and goals.
A final subcategory consists of outright failures, like Somalia, or cases in which shortterm resolutions have existed or exist now, and then have broken down or seem likely
to break down: Sierra Leone, Liberia and Congo (former Zaire). Thus Aning in this
issue remains pessimistic over the viability of peace in Liberia despite arguing that
the Ecomog-run disarmament process did achieve a measure of success in the mid1990s. The recent fighting in Lofa county, attributed to Liberian 'dissidents' based in
Guinea is the latest in a series of such incidents since March, and forms part of a wider
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pattern of the replication of spoils politics by the Taylor regime, and the revival of
state abuses and regional conflict characteristic of the 1986-91 period (Outram,
1999:168-71).
Why then should conflict associated with the pattern of state collapse be so difficult to
prevent and resolve? Three groups of relevant factors can be identified, though they
interact with each other, making the groups less distinct; and one group is not
confined in its relevance to this category of conflicts alone. The groups are:
• The impact of the process of state collapse;
• The absence of political transformation as the basis for a stable peace;
• The role of external agents and forces.

Recovery from State Collapse
Allen's account of the impact of prolonged spoils politics and the nature of state
collapse makes it clear that they create particularly intractable conditions in which to
attempt to bring a conflict to an end, and to begin processes of recovery and
reconstruction, both of which are essential to the creation of a more permanent peace.
Those who have promoted conflict in these conditions lack an interest in its resolution
other than on their own terms. They have both political interests in its continuation, in
the form of protecting their impunity from accountability, and economic interests, as
is shown in the analysis of the failed peace process in Sierra Leone by Shearer (1997).
Studies of the negotiations in Mozambique, by contrast, make it clear that while their
success was by no means inevitable, it was was possible to identify an interest in
ending the war on both sides (Synge, 1997; Hume, 1994).
State collapse involves not only endemic conflict and the emergence of politicomilitary leaders with an interest in conflict, but also incorporates three interlinked
destructive processes, which create especially acute problems for recovery and
reconstruction, and activitely undermine capacity to achieve it. They are:
1) The destruction of political institutions at the centre and at local level, including
both the means for the maintaining of political order and a wide variety of basic
services. Even the idea of a functional state with which it is (in some sense) one's duty,
or in one's interest, to cooperate comes under severe and perhaps fatal attack.
2) An array of social institutions is severly damaged or transformed. The family is
undermined by systematic rape, by the abduction of children or killing of their
parents, by the involvement of children in acts of extreme brutality, and the
promotion of mass flows of refugees. These create a special set of problems (those of
healing the victims of rape, brutality etc), and weaken the social basis for recovery.
Targeting communities damages their structures, including those used in local
conflict resolution, and may affect the nature of 'community' (when it does not
eliminate or disperse the community altogether). The linking of conflict to ethnic or
clan identity transforms those identities into enduring bases for conflict rather than
for social interaction.
Many other social institutions are damaged, notably local NGOs and such bodies as
churches, which can themselves be targets, or sometimes promoters of violence: who
would now trust the Catholic Church in Rwanda after the active or passive
involvement of so many of its personnel in in the killings? And it is not only
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institutions and their capacity to organise, mobilise and mediate that are affected: so
also are associated values essential to the creation and sustaining of 'civility' - a sense
of being a citizen like others, of the value of citizenship, and of a respect of for law and
morality.
3) The economy is destroyed and/or transformed, not simply through the vanishing
of the public sector or overall economic decline, severe though this can be, with large
parts of the labour force taken out of production through death, dispersal or disease.
There is also the rapid growth of criminal economic activity, the massive theft of land
and other assets, and the growth of ecologically harmful activity, like logging and
some forms of mineral extraction.

Political Transformation
The essence of the argument in Allen in this issue is that, with the exceptions of
Angola and Algeria, the largest and most intractable African intrastate conflicts of the
1990s have arisen primarily from a political process - the prolongation of spoils
politics into its terminal phase, that of state collapse. In these cases, attempts at
conflict resolution that are based around leaders formed by this process, especially its
terminal phase, and which leave untouched the bases of spoils politics, will simply
fail, or will create anew the conditions for endemic violence in the medium term. A
different political system is needed as the basis for peace.
One method that will not of itself achieve such a transformation is the holding of
elections (which, after all, were the remote progenitors of spoils politics). Sierra Leone
is perhaps the most tragic example of this, but Nigeria and Liberia are, and will be,
further instances. Finding the means for transformation is extremely difficult, though
three patterns in the history of spoils politics suggest possible, but highly constrained
paths. Earlier in its history one outcome of spoils politics was 'populist revolt', which
can be seen as 'based on a different form of politics and express(ing) different political
relationships and goals, notably the creation of democratic and accountable political
systems' (Allen, 1995:310). Populist revolt is not, however, an enduring phenomenon,
nor would it seem to be possible under conditions of terminal spoils, as all the
examples we have are from the 1980s.
One aspect of populist revolt was popular mobilisation, not against a particular
government so much as against the incompetent, elitist and exploitative nature of the
spoils system itself. This can also be seen in the nineties, both in Sierra Leone in 1996
(Aning, 1998) and more generally in Nigeria, with its long history of democratic
resistance. While, however, it is spoils that evokes such resistance, it also creates
conditions that so far have made that resistance unsuccessful.
Military resolutions have also been possible in these forms of conflict. In both Rwanda
and Uganda the state collapse process gave rise to armed movements with radical
political programmes, better understood as akin to the armed liberation movements
of the 1970s or in Eritrea than as being like warlord organisations. The activities of
these movements contributed, of course, to the actual collapse of the state; but their
presence did provide a degree of central authority, and a programme, as a basis for
reconstruction. At the same time, such movements may be too weak, or too mixed in
character, or too isolated in a larger universe of armed groups, to succeed - as can be
seen in the Congo recently. Military victory, too, may not put an end to all conflict,
especially where neighbouring states support armed rivals, as have the both the
former and the current 'governments' in the Congo, and that in Sudan. As a result of
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this, and of the external factors discussed below, political transformation in Uganda
and Rwanda has been stunted, and abandoned in favour of the retention of power.

External Actors & Forces
The process of state collapse owes something of its timing, speed and even nature to
external factors, which when they persist after collapse will also undermine conflict
resolution. The most evident factors are economic, as the states involved include
many that are highly indebted and/or extremely poor, and which are increasingly
unable to compete in (or even enter) international markets. Also significant has been
the growth of illegal forms of trade (illegal at least in the eyes of those who regulate
international trade), especially that in raw materials (diamonds, timber), people
(slavery), small arms, and drugs (the last of which has financed armed bands in both
Somalia and the Great Lakes area). Terminal spoils and state collapse are more than
simply products (in part) of such factors; they also help considerably to sustain them,
and thus to reproduce conflict.
Three other factors come into play once a 'complex political emergency' has arisen,
and make its resolution more difficult and less certain: the nature of intervention;
relief, aid and conditionality; and the management of conflict resolution. As with
earlier factors, these interact and overlap, strengthening their mutual impact.
Intervention, whether by African or non-African actors, can undermine conflict
resolution in three ways. Often it is delay in intervention or its inadequacy, that is the
key, with Rwanda the most poignant example, though it is unclear to what extent
even a expanded UN force could have prevented the 1994 genocide. Not all delays, or
every absence of external military intervention, should be seen in this way, however,
as intervention can itself be harmful, being inappropriate or partisan. French
involvement in the Great Lakes area in the 1990s has been an important contributor to
the continued conflicts in Rwanda and in (former) Zaire. Equally, the planned but
abandoned international intervention in former Zaire in late 1996, early 1997 (Massey,
1998), can be seen either as a failure to protect vulnerable refugees, or as an attempt to
halt the advance of the AFDL and enforce a negotiated settlement that would have
protected Mobutu's interests (and with that, those of the residues of the former
Rwandan regime).
Perhaps most common, however, is intervention that is wrongly conceived, as it was
in Somalia, where as Lyons and Samatar (1995) among others establish, the US/UN
strategy was to bully or bribe various warlords into reaching peace accords, none of
which resulted in more than a brief suspension of conflict. Maren (1997) and Bryden
(1995) have argued (as have others) that this strategy combined with UN spending
actually prolonged the conflict. An alternative existed, based on a much more
combative, peace-enforcement stance towards warlord and other armed groups,
combined with measures to strengthen Somali 'civil society'; but this was never more
than partially and half-heartedly entertained as a viable strategy.
One of the more extraordinary aspects of the period after the Rwandan massacres and
the French intervention known as 'Operation Turquoise' was the pattern of funding
provided by the 'donor community'. Far more went to support refugees in the camps
in the then Zaire than went to the new RPF government in Kigali, which was instead
instructed to begin servicing the debt of its murderous predecessor. Inevitably the
spending on refugees sustained the Interahamwe and ex-FAR groupings that
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controlled the major camps, and provided political and financial benefits for the
Zairean government and for Mobutu. Alex de Waal (1994,1997) sees this as linked to
a broader pattern in which the involvement of humanitarian agencies, whether public
or private, 'damages the search for local political solutions' without being able to
establish effective solutions of their own (1997:xvi), in part because of a lack of
accountability combined with an inadequate understanding of the politics of conflict
(or famine, the main focus of the 1997 study). Mark Bradbury provides a related
argument in a recent paper (1998) which draws on much of his recent work. In this he
argues that the application of
developmental relief models and strategies in complex political emergencies ... (has) a
negative impact ...on the rights, welfare and livelhood of populations in distress.

This he sees as rooted in a 'broader view of contemporary wars in Africa - that they
are internal wars, and that their causes and solutions lie within', rather than the
international community sharing responsibility, both for cause and solution.
Aid, both bilateral and multilateral, has also tended to be meagre. That it comes with
conditions is no less important, since the neoliberal strategies underlying structural
adjustment lending encourage forms of economic activity and growth that do little to
reduce proverty and in particular to help the main victims of conflict. There is a lack
of appreciation that state collapse and endemic violence require distinct economic
and social strategies. Similarly political conditionality makes a fetish of elections, and
places a considerable emphasis on human rights issues, while actual funding and
other forms of support do little or nothing to sustain democratic political
development, the rule of law or the pursuit of justice.
Finally, the management of conflict resolution, now an industry akin to the disaster
relief industry, has come to conceive of conflict resolution as a set of technical
problems, of mediation and negotiation between combatants, or disarmament,
demobilisation and demilitarisation, or election organisation and monitoring etc. By
seeing all occurrences of conflict as examples of the 'same thing', experience from any
conflict may be seen as relevant to the management of another, and solutions that
have been effective in one case seen as likely to be effective in others. The close
interrelationships between the various 'problems' thereby becomes neglected, and
stock solutions like elections are promoted without adequate consideration of
whether they can be effective in the circumstances (see further Lisk & Reynolds 1998;
Lyons 1999). What is needed is a better understanding of the different political
processes underlying conflict, giving rise to different forms of conflict amenable to
different forms of resolution, including the fostering of distinct new and supportive
political processes, which may range from something as modest as mediation and
compromise to one as difficult as the transformation of the entire political system.
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Clean-ups, Conditionality & Adjustment:
Why Institutions Matter in Mozambique
Graham Harrison
This article critically evaluates the nature of administrative reform in the
context of conditionality and structural adjustment. Structural adjustment
programmes constitute the broader environment and prioritisations within
which donors and creditors support institutional reform. This raises the
questions concerning the ownership and purpose of reform, especially if
one bears in mind the substantial inequality of power between individual
severely-indebted states and multilateral creditors which enjoy the alignment
of many bilateral donors behind their prognoses. One can identify some of
the contradictions that this relationship produces through an examination
of Mozambique's experience with donors in respect to corruption and anticorruption strategies. Here, corruption constitutes part of the politics of
adjustment, and the reforms which are to tackle it have to work on an
institutional terrain which has already been subjected to the disintegrative
effects of a decade of adjustment and minimally-controlled donor influence.
All of this renders the idea - often at the base of much donor thinking
concerning reform - of a stable and enlightened leadership motivated to
implement rational/technical reform throughout government at best a
simplification and at worst a misrepresentation.

In November 1997, The Global Coalition for Africa (GCA) held its annual forum in
Maputo, Mozambique. The theme of the meeting was Corruption and Development.
At the meeting, President Chissano pledged his government to take various measures
to tackle corruption, all of which reflected the emerging international consensus
concerning anti-corruption measures, notably stronger anti-bribery legislation and
civil service reform. The GCA is collectively chaired by African politicians and Robert
McNamara, former President of the World Bank. McNamara, in a statement two
weeks after the GCA meeting in Mozambique, emphasised the centrality of tackling
corruption in the broader setting of North-South relations. This reinforces the
increasingly explicit opposition to corruption taken by his former employer, the
World Bank. At the World Bank/IMF meeting in Hong Kong in September 1997,
James Wolfenson spoke of the 'importance of tackling the cancer of corruption', by
'working with ... our member countries ... to develop anti-corruption strategies'
(press release, Global Coalition for Africa). Broadly the same picture could be given
for many other countries beyond Mozambique, an increasing amount of verbiage
given over to the 'cancer' (a favourite metaphor) of corruption and an unequivocal
declaration of commitment to its combat.
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There are clear, and usually obvious, reasons why tackling corruption is important
and 'a good idea'; few now argue that corruption is beneficial because it 'oils the
wheels' of business, or extends market competition into the bureaucracy. Rather,
corruption reinforces social differentiation, alienates citizens from the state, erodes
state capacity to manage the economy, and promotes violence and crime when linked
to illicit forms of trade (Johnston, 1991:48; Gould & Amaro-Reyes, 1983). But despite
the grand 'moral coalition' around the 'good fight' against corruption, important
questions remain concerning the politics and problematisation of anti-corruption
strategies and policies. Corruption remains a remarkably diffuse phenomenon (Riley,
1993:252-253), which probably explains the large number of articles which begin with
rather empirical elaborations under the rubric 'different types of corruption' or 'how
to define corruption'. With some exceptions (for example, Philp, 1997) almost all
writers settle at the same point; corruption is the use of public resources for private
ends and it is located in bureaucracy. Contained within this generally-accepted
definition is a wide variety of political and economic activities which concern a
variety of actors. These activities may require specific ways to enforce complicity or
silence (pay-offs, threats, references to some form of imagined cultural/familial
solidarity or community) and they may involve not only the giver and taker of public
favours, but also those who are implicated by omission or commission within the
state, and those external agencies which have involved themselves so profoundly in
governance issues in structurally-adjusted Africa in the 1990s.
Concerns with corruption have recently moved up the agenda of most Western
agencies involved in sub-Saharan Africa, both bilateral and multilateral (Szeftel, 1998";
Theobald, 1997; Parfitt, 1991). This has resulted in a growing set of discussion papers
and consultancies concerning the nature of administrative reform in African states
(for example, see Lindauer & Nunberg, 1994; Ul Haque & Sahay, 1997). The World
Bank has funded general and sectoral institutional reforms, and bilateral donors fund
specific administrative reform programmes. There is also a strong and explicit
association between efforts to reduce corruption, good governance and successful
structural adjustment. The World Bank clearly holds an ideal-type of bureaucracy in
its dealings with Africans states: small, professional, and technically-proficient,
executing policies designed to facilitate the expansion of free markets and investment.
Corruption is a problem because it undermines this ideal type.
But important and difficult political questions remain untouched beneath the surface
of conference papers and World Bank discussion papers, most importantly, the
question of agency, who (what institution, organisation, or social group) should
tackle corruption? Why should they involve themselves in an anti-corruption
strategy? This article will bring these questions to the case of Mozambique, focusing
on one central aspect of contemporary administrative reform: the relationship
between Western donors and creditors, the national government, and corruption. The
first section will look at the way in which donors have problematised corruption as
part of Mozambique's political and economic liberalisation. The second part will look
at the 'logic' of donor support for administrative reform and the concomitant
repercussions of this for anti-corruption strategies.

Mozambique & the West: Corruption & Conditionality
Mozambique has experienced a rapid increase in corruption since the mid-1980s.
Although certain powerful families within Frelimo managed to build up private
power during the first decade after independence, corruption only became a
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pervasive part of Mozambique's political economy once the Renamo war had
undermined and destabilised the boundaries of the state. This led to a growing
recourse to corruption, particularly within the military which absorbed about 30 per
cent of total state revenue. Structural adjustment (Programma de Reabilitaqao
Economica), commenced in 1987, also contributed to the rise in corruption by
increasing social instability, providing the parameters for a massive increase in the
influx of external funding (often poorly monitored; see for example Abrahamsson &
Nilsson 1992, appendix 1), and enforcing a programme of economic reform which
created differentiation and opportunities for embezzlement (Hanlon, 1991; Harrison,
1999). Geographical considerations are also important. Mozambique covers a long
expanse of the Indian Ocean, and serves as a point of entry for much trade with the
rest of southern Africa. Because of this, and the lack of public resources effectively to
tackle illicit trade, Mozambique has become an important part of the global drug
trafficking network - hashish from Asia en route to Europe or America, for example.
This trade, illicit but involving huge profits, invariably creates networks of illicit
political support (Bayart, Ellis, & Hibou, 1999) The circumstantial evidence of
individuals arrested for drug trafficking being released before trial under unclear
circumstances suggests that a considerable part of Mozambique's corruption derives
from this illicit trade. However, there has not been, to date, any clear link between
illicit drug trafficking and high-ranking members of the Frelimo state elite. This is the
backdrop against which bilateral donors and the international finance institutions
have involved themselves in Mozambique's 'governance'.
In Mozambique, donors meet annually with the government to review the last year's
progress before deciding general levels of debt relief and rescheduling in keeping
with Mozambique's structural adjustment programme. These Consultative Group
meetings also involve the World Bank (Baylies, 1994; Gibbon, 1993) and deal with
questions of governance and corruption (Szeftel, 1998:231). In 1998, for the first time,
the Consultative Group (CG) meeting was held in Maputo. The basic procedure of the
CG is that the Government of Mozambique (GOM) presents its economic plans for the
subsequent year, accounts for its progress in the previous year, and makes a request
for further finance. In response, the bilateral donors produce a finance package in coordination with the World Bank which reflects the extent of their overall satisfaction
with the Government's progress thus far, and with a set of conditions attached to the
money it disburses (or should disburse, the timing of the allocation of finance is
another matter). Donors' evaluations of corruption have been central to this process:
various bilateral representatives and World Bank staff use the CG as a forum to
comment, with substantial candour, on the nature of corruption in Mozambique.
'Governance' became central to donor discourse on Mozambique from 1994, after the
elections. In mid-March 1995, both donors and the GOM in the words of Prime
Minister Pascoal Mocumbi pledged their commitment to 'strengthening governance'
{Mozambique/He, April 1995). Specifically related to corruption, the GOM committed
itself to legislating a Code of Conduct for civil servants and instituting a High
Authority Against Corruption (HAAC). The head of the USAID delegation, Carol
Peasely, reinforced the importance of these commitments by noting that if there is a
lack of progress in the area of reducing corruption 'a continued US assistance policy
will become increasingly difficult to defend' (Mozambiquefile, April 1995). The central
rationale employed by donors to emphasise anti-corruption measures was that
corruption was economically damaging, especially in regard to the level of
government revenue {Mediafax, 10 March 1995).
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A year later, in April 1996, the GOM had to report on its progress during the previous
year. No Code of Conduct or HAAC had been created. During the previous 12
months, a number of corruption scandals had come to light, not least the theft of US
maize from Maputo port which would not have been possible without collusion by
officials at the port or elsewhere. This provoked an austere reaction from donors whether hard-line US or 'softer' Scandinavian countries. Carol Peasely asserted that
'corruption is worsening', and she specified aid theft, illicit land deals, customs
evasion, politically-motivated bank loans, and drug running as sources of corruption,
even to the highest echelons of the state (Savana, 26 April 1996). Katherine Marshall,
the Director of the World Bank's Southern Africa Division, chastised the government
for not carrying out the necessary reductions in 'red tape' agreed upon by the
National Conference on Private Enterprise in 1995, and she argued again the
importance of reducing corruption in order that the state might increase its revenues
(Mozambiquefile, May 1996). Despite the general disappointment of the CG donors
with the GOM's progress, the GOM's requests for further finance were met.
The CG convened again in mid May-1997, and as before, the discussions reflected
events since the previous meeting and the more general progress of economic reform.
Initially in response to the remarks of Sergio Leite, an IMF economist visiting Maputo
in late 1995, about the need for wage constraint in order to avoid inflation and a loss in
'competivity' {Mozambiquefile, December 1995) there had been a growing and
increasingly articulate group of organisations which challenged the IMF logic of
deflation before all else. Some donors and diplomats wrote to the IMF in support of
the Mozambican government, and against the punitive thrust of Leite's comments
(.Mozambiquefile, January 1996). Since then, a coalition of non-governmental organisations, church groups, unions, and co-operatives in Mozambique - collectively known
as the Mozambique Debt Group - have become increasingly prominent in their
criticisms and questionings of SAP (Endnote 1). Even Jeffrey Sachs, the Harvard
School economist, spoke of the need for an integrated programme of rehabilitation for
a war-ravaged country like Mozambique. Leite's comments were then, unsurprisingly,
broadly unpopular.
Furthermore, during 1996, the GOM privatised or restructured parts of the state
which the IFIs and bilateral donors had become most concerned about regarding
corruption; all but one of the banks was privatised (the last has now been privatised)
and customs was to be leased out to a private firm. By 1997, about 700 state-owned
companies had been sold to the private sector, with foreign companies dominating
the largest privatised units (.Mozambiquefile, February 1997). Finally, by 1997, it
became clear that the Mozambican economy had been growing fairly constantly since
the drought of 1992, by 19 per cent, 5 per cent, 1.4 per cent, 6.4 per cent, and 7.9 per
cent from 1993 to 1997 (EIU Country Report, 4, 1998). These events provided a
powerful context for the 1997 CG meeting.
Carol Peasely, who customarily took the hardest line with the GOM in her previous
statements, began her opening address with 'warm congratulations' for the GOM
(Savana, 16 May 1997). She also said that the USA was happy with the way that the US
maize theft had been handled, despite the fact that no one had come to trial
(Mozambiquefile, June 1997). Generally, and for the first time, issues of 'governance'
were relegated to second place as the GOM was congratulated on its success with
inflation, growth in GDP, currency stabilisation, and privatisation. The World Bank
supported the GOM's plans to increase civil servants' wages (AIM Reports, 22 May
1997), and increase wage differentiation (decompression) in order to create incentives
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within bureaucracies not to indulge in corrupt practice, reflecting the World Bank's
more general recent concern with capacity building rather than merely 'roll back'.
There was mention of corruption - yet again, the GOM had to explain to the CG that it
had not legislated a Code of Conduct or a High Authority Against Corruption (both of
which were waiting to be dealt with by the Assembly of the Republic). Peasely
mentioned, with less emphasis than previously, that 'the culture of corruption and its
potential to destabilise the economy and society continues to be very worrying'
(Notmoc, 19 May 1997), but this in second place to her 'warm congratulations' with
regard to the economy.
There are two reasons why the CG decided to reduce its emphasis on corruption, both
of which are unrelated to any concrete evidence that corruption had actually fallen (it
has almost certainly increased) (Endnote 2). In the first place, structural adjustment in
Mozambique needed to be presented in a way which was as far from the comments of
Leite as possible. The reaction of the media, some donors, and groups within
Mozambique's civil society and political parties (including Frelimo) marginally, but
significantly, influenced the way in which the World Bank and other donors
evaluated the GOM's progress, especially in view of the World Bank's ongoing
attempts to define structural adjustment's optimum political context in Africa.
In the second place (perhaps influenced by the increasingly shaky state of Ghana),
Mozambique had all the makings of the elusive African creature - the successful
adjuster - commonly known as 'show case'. The CG in Paris 1997 became something
of a public relations exercise as donors reiterated the successes of Mozambique.
Phyllis Pomerantz of the World Bank in Mozambique stated that
last year's debate over whether reduced inflation or increased growth is more important
now looks futile. Mozambique has shown that it is possible to have both lower inflation and
higher growth. Persistent effort on structural adjustment does bear fruit {Mozambiquefile,

June 1997).
For Pomerantz, Mozambique proves that structural adjustment does work and that if
it doesn't, the reasons have to do with a lack of governmental 'persistence' and 'effort'.
This fits in with the recent Bank thinking on structural adjustment which emphasises
the difference between 'good' adjusters and 'poor7 adjusters.
The fortunes of the GOM at the CG meetings to date reveal that corruption is an issue
which is important to an extent, but this importance is not absolute or immutable.
Mozambique always received the finance and rescheduling that it requested; the
politics of increasing anti-structural adjustment opinion in Mozambique and the
'showcase' potential of Mozambique overrode concerns with corruption in 1997. In
1998, the IMF and the main bilateral donors agreed to grant Mozambique Highly
Indebted Poor Country status. None of the reports from the 1998 donors' meeting in
this author's possession make any mention of corruption. This was despite the
decision of the Assembly of the Republic not to pass a law. proposed by the
government to create (finally) a HAAC. The HAAC had previously been something of
a marker of the Paris Club donors' concerns with corruption in Mozambique, but the
final rejection of plans to establish this institution was met with apparent indifference.
Some informants, who closely accompanied the fortunes of the HAAC, argue that the
World Bank and other donors were quite happy to see the proposal for the HAAC fail
at the first hurdle; there was no suggestion, either from political parties, the
government, or donors, of re-writing the Bill (which often happens when the
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Assembly of the Republic rejects laws), and the Bill itself was not well drafted. It is
almost as if both the government and donors had publicly committed themselves to
an institution which, in reality, neither was particularly keen to see working.
This outcome must be seen in the context of the need to establish a basic 'social
coalition' between the international finance institutions (IFIs) and the state elite. IFI
relations with the Mozambican state are not unproblematic, and this is reflected in the
contradictory impact that Western institutions have on anti-corruption strategies. The
fight against corruption has to be balanced against political expediency, especially the
need to maintain a fairly stable and minimally pliant governing elite. If this governing
elite's stability is partly based on graft, then it follows that the IFIs, which require
these elites to implement structural adjustment programmes, problematise corruption in a specific way which does not necessarily mean aiming to minimise corruption
if this might create serious instability in the governing elite. Numerous reliable
informants, including respected journalists and researchers on land tenure and
administrative reform, have told me that corruption extends to the highest echelons in
Mozambique. It would be surprising indeed if the World Bank made concerted efforts
to 'clean up' these higher echelons as it would very likely undermine the wider
implementation of the PRES (Programma de Reabilitagao Economica).
The discussions that have taken place within the CG provide a lens through which to
analyse the evolving approach towards corruption taken by major Western creditors.
Out of the diverse and complex terrain of corrupt practice in Mozambique, Western
agencies have defined corruption in a variety of ways, most strongly as an
impediment to market-based growth. But more specific concerns, namely Mozambique's success as an adjuster, at least in terms of GDP growth, and the need to ensure
a stable political dispensation within Mozambique, the more effectively to prosecute
ongoing adjustment policy, have attenuated the anti-corruption agenda.

Administrative Reform
Since 1990, Western creditors and donors have become increasingly involved in more
specific areas of administrative reform in sub-Saharan Africa. Much of the impact of
donor involvement in administrative reform is yet to be discerned, but this
involvement clearly illustrates that the broad governance agenda, and more
specifically anti-corruption strategies, relate to a more involved and openly 'political'
set of aims held by the World Bank and others.
The previous section shows how the international politics of corruption is located
within a broader political dynamic of adjustment and conditionality, and consequently, corruption is problematised in a specific way. One can investigate this issue
further by looking at the way in which donors have involved themselves with
programmes of administrative reform. Projects of administrative reform are rarely
explicit concerning corruption; rather, reference is made to transparency, efficiency
and capacity building. Rather than considering the specific policies of administrative
reform, which remain unclear at this stage (Endnote 3), attention will be paid here to
the politics of government-donor relations and the impact of donors' concerns on the
structures and institutions of the state.
Principal-Agent Theory & Mozambican Reality
Let us begin with a brief consideration of the premises upon which donor-funded
reform are based, not only in respect to Mozambique but universally. Reform is most
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often articulated through the language of institutional economics, and more
specifically the privileging of the relationship between principal and agent. The
relations between principal (source of reform) and agent (individual upon which
reform impacts) draws us again to the question of the motives and power relations
within which corruption becomes an issue. Two points can be made to flesh out the
thinking behind administrative reform, before we return to the specifics of
Mozambique.
Administrative reform has been guided by a concern to ensure Mozambican
ownership of initiatives. The issue of ownership relates to a central aspect of most
discussions of corruption - that of agency. The standard framework through which
anti-corruption strategies are conceived is the principal-agent framework, as already
mentioned. This works as follows. Bureaucrats make an essentially economic costbenefit analysis before deciding to 'indulge' in corrupt practice. Administrative
reform should aim to tip the balance of the equation so that the potential costs and
risks of corrupt practice outweigh the benefits of indulging in corrupt practice. This
reform should be instituted by a principal in a way which 'trickles down' to all
respective agents (bureaucrats) through a tipping of the balance of the cost-benefit
ratio towards 'clean' practice. The principal is either the president/ministry or 'the
public', that is, the sovereign power. For example, a minister might increase the levels
of punishment for corrupt practice, create a stronger infrastructure of invigilation,
and increase pay and make it performance-related. There are two serious problems
with this model, both of which are raised in the example of Mozambique.
Who is the Principal?
This is not only a question of whether the Mozambican people preside over their
government (unfortunately, they clearly do not). The last twelve years reveal that the
ultimate principal is the Bretton Woods Institutions (see here especially, Hanlon,
1997). So, who is the agent? The Council of Ministers? The President? And what does
that make the middle-level state functionary? In other words, the principal-agent
theory is incapable of understanding the complex and multi-layered relations of
partial sovereignty and state decay which are part and parcel of Mozambique's
experience with the IFIs.
One of the 'unintended consequences' of the disintegration of the state apparatus is
that various external agencies co-opt different ministries for different purposes.
Again, the standard principal-agent models are rendered problematic. The assumption that initiatives of one kind or another can be 'diffused' through from one centre to
lower (and broader) echelons of administrative structure is dangerously simplistic
when the institutional tapestry of the state is so heterogeneous, riven with rivalries,
different (external) alliances, and modus operandi. These phenomena go way beyond
the assumptions of imperfect knowledge which are integral to principal-agent
models, and they relate directly to the politics of the relationship between donors and
state.
What is the Principal's Motive?
There is a glaring inconsistency in principal-agent theory. Having noted the
seriousness and pervasive nature of corruption in most bureaucracies, writers go on
to assume that the policy recommendations that they come up with (wage increases
and decompression, ombudsmen etc.) will be unproblematically implemented by
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their principals (Endnote 4). But for Mozambique, and I think many other places, the
principals are as corrupt as the agents! Why should a Mozambican minister, whose
family and private associates are benefiting from political favours, wish to implement
sweeping anti-corruption reforms unless they ensure their own immunity from them?
The answer to this question necessarily belies the idea of non-coercive reform, owned
by recently-enlightened and progressively-motivated leaderships. Leaders must be
forced to implement reform (by donors and/or civil society), and reforms may be
selectively or 'politically' implemented to affect some aspects of governance more
than others.
Administrative Reform in Mozambique
Since the early 1990s, the Ministry of State Administration (MSA) has been working
on civil service reform, often with funding from donors. The Swedish International
Development Agency (SIDA) has been funding a Brazilian consultancy firm,
FUNDAP, to work on administrative reform within the MSA. In 1993, the World Bank
began to fund this project (Endnote 5). World Bank funding for this work has now
stopped, but the World Bank remains willing to commit resources to the area of
administrative reform over the medium term (at least well into the next government,
for example, about 2003). The European Union funded another consultancy, this time
in co-operation with the Prime Minister's office, on public sector reform, undertaken
by a consultancy firm created by an ex-RIPA employee Victoria Shaw (Endnote 6).
Subsequently, bilateral donors (notably the Republic of Ireland and Holland) funded
another consultancy by Crown Agents which proposes a long term and comprehensive restructuring of the civil service (Crown Agents, 1998).
Both the World Bank and Crown Agents are concerned to ensure that any
administrative reform project is suitably 'owned' by the GOM. In this context, it is
worth noting the words of an internal World Bank memo on its Mozambique Country
Strategy:
Partly by design, partly by default, the [World] Bank today has a near-monopoly on
development strategy dialogue with the Government. [...] There is, thus ... little
accountability in the system ... [which] places a heavy burden of proof on the Bank when it
prescribes policy changes. [.. •] There is therefore a strong need for complete integration of
Mozambican opinions... If not, both the quality of work... and the degree of 'ownership' on
the side of the authorities ... may be wanting, meaning implementation may become less

effective (World Bank, 1993, no page number; emphasis in original).
Both the World Bank and Crown Agents have been working in Mozambique since the
mid-1980s in close co-operation with the government. They both have experience of
implementing projects to change the scope and nature of the state (the World Bank
through PRE, Crown Agents through technical assistance and the management of
public procurement dating back to at least 1983 when it received UK Government
funding to improve the functioning of Pemba power station). Both are aware that a
medium term and comprehensive programme of administrative reform (a very
sensitive area of donor intervention) will require 'ownership' by the government if it
is to succeed.
The concept of ownership is elaborated within parameters already set by the
adjustment agenda; a mixture of their desire to smooth the path for foreign
investment and to create an administration which more closely reflects their own
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Western ideals of governance; it means that donors require from debt-laden
governments like Mozambique a requisite involvement in any reform programme,
particularly one which cannot be explained solely by 'scientific' economic rationale,
as privatisation, user fees for social services, or new investment codes can. This
backdrop of unequal political power relations between donor and state contains
within it a paradox which became very clear in Tanzania, but with repercussions for
any extremely indebted state:
The 'lending hiatus' [from creditors] was found to have been a useful means for securing
agreement to [SAP] ..., but it was noted, apparently without irony, that Tanzanian
'ownership' of the programme was low. It was thus recommended that both the external
pressure for adjustment and the level of Tanzanian 'ownership' be increased! (Raikes &
Gibbon, 1996:225).
Returning to Mozambique, one should be aware of the political environment into
which the World Bank is intervening: its recent poor handling of price liberalisation in
the cashew industry led to a strong backlash in the media which criticised the Bank for
undermining the national cashew processing industry. In this environment, donors
who wish to see a more 'modern' (that is, investment friendly and Westernised)
administration in Mozambique will only do so when the Government itself is willing
to invest political capital - thus reducing the exposure of the Western agencies
involved.
Further complexities also calibrate the scope and nature of donor funded public sector
reform projects. The state itself is internally differentiated, partly a result of previous
donor actions (Wuyts, 1996), and conflicts of interest limit or delay processes of
reform. Many interviewees, both within government and agencies involved with the
government noted the conflicting ideas and interests of Ministers, who work
collectively through the Council of Ministers. Some also noted the tensions within the
state concerning the growing influence of Anglophone agencies. It was alleged by
some in interviews that Portugal was increasingly unhappy about the Anglophone
influence on administrative reform, which challenged its own influence over
government, and suggested that the terms of the state's refashioning were oriented
towards the norms and practices of Anglophone capital rather than Portuguese
capital.
Furthermore, whilst some parts of government receive funding for training seminars,
new resources for buildings and so on, others remain more or less unchanged (for
example, those which do not directly relate to Mozambique's liberalisation). Some
donors wish to introduce new posts and institutions. The higher echelons on some
Ministries are given free trips to Western cities to attend workshops on government
and administration. The logic of introducing new skills and practices amongst highranking civil servants is that 'foci of change' diffuse new practices, leaving the rest of
the bureaucracy to 'absorb' such practices over short periods of time as they 'trickle
down' from on high. Because of the institutional disintegration of the state,
assumptions of trickle-down are more a reflection of faith than of reality.
There is one other complication: the cross purposes of different institutions
intervening in the institutions of the state. Hanlon highlights the fact that budgetary
limits set by the IMF lead some Western NGOs to 'informally' bypass normal
budgeting procedures (Hanlon, 1997:20-21), making the monitoring of this money
more difficult (Wuyts, 1995; Hanlon, 1997:63-64). Different non-governmental
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organisations have different projects in different line ministries. The general
fracturing of state cohesion, incumbent upon the imposition of a diverse set of
agendas from foreign sources makes any kind of integrated administrative reform
difficult.

Conclusion: Corruption & the Question of Agency
In sum, corruption is a problem principally because it frustrates structural adjustment
policies. The World Bank and others wish to implement administrative reform to
create a bureaucracy which will implement adjustment more effectively and without
the blocking and distorting effects of corruption. Implementation is based on the idea
of principal-agent theory, but the Bank does not assume itself to be the principal. The
rhetoric of ownership provides the glue by which the Bank's position as principal is
removed onto the highest echelons of the state's executive, but the reality of reform is
far more 'messy7 and complex than any of this implies; and for Africa generally, much
of that mess is a legacy of a previous decade of adjustment as unadulterated 'roll back'
or 'shock therapy'.
Graham Harrison, Department of Politics, University of Sheffield
Endnotes
1) For example, an open letter was sent to the World Bank questioning the latter's
claims to have consulted civil society over the 1997 Mozambique Country Assistance
Strategy.
2) A review of the media's treatment of corruption, and interviews with those close to,
or within, the state confirm this.
3) A point made by donors/creditors at the CG meeting in 1998 (Economist
Intelligence Unit, 1998:12). There are proposals for a Crown Agents-designed
administrative reform programme. Crown Agents is in the third year of its contract to
reconfigure Mozambique's customs services.
4) See here, Robert Klitgaard (1989:447-459) and Goudie and Stasavage (1996:5). The
same assumptions exist in World Bank (1994) in the section' Reforming the Public
Sector'. An attempt to create a principal-agent model which is more interactive and
multi-layered is Groenendijk (1997).
5) Interview, Louis Helling, World Bank consultant and independent researcher,
Maputo, 23 April 1998.
6) Interview, Stuart Raines, Crown Agents Country Representative, Maputo, 23 April
1998.
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Eliciting Compliance from Warlords: The
ECOWAS Experience in Liberia,
1990-1997
Emmanuel Kwesi Aning
This article examines the strategies initiated by the Economic Community
of West African States (ECOWAS) to elicit compliance with its disarmament
policies from belligerents in Liberia's 1989-96 civil conflict. I propose to
tackle the task within a linked and holistic four-fold approach. First, I situate
ECOWAS's intervention in Liberia from 1990 to 1997 within the changing
context of international perceptions of multilateral organisation involvement
in civil wars. ECOWAS's intervention had different diplomatic phases. The
first phase under the Standing Mediation Committee lasted from May 1990June 1991, The Committee of Five Process from June 1991-August 1992,
and the Committee of Nine Process from September 1993-July 1997. Second,
I analyse the background for the collapse and the dynamics which fuelled
the war in Liberia. Third, I make an empirical analysis of ECOWAS's
strategies to elicit compliance from faction groups. I conclude by discussing
the impact and lessons of ECOWAS's strategies in Liberia. My argument is
that ECOWAS's capability to elicit compliance from faction groups as
opposed to state actors was limited partly because ECOWAS was not geared
towards dealing with these new kinds of actors, that the nature of
international relations does not have 'room' to consider the interests and
demands presented by such actors, and that the normal forms of sanctions
and 'corrective' measures applied against states in interstate relations are
not always effective when applied to faction groups.

ECOWAS & the Changing International Response to Civil Wars
The end of the Cold War has shown perceptible shifts in how the United Nations (UN)
and its major supporters perceived its roles in civil wars. Critically, the status of civil
wars in 'minor' states and their potential threats to international security are judged to
be inadequate to justify massive unilateral or collective response. Such widespread
perceptions underlie most post-Cold War approaches and response to civil wars. In
this narrow post-Cold War simplified cost-benefit analysis of intervention, mostly
espoused by the powerful members of the UN system, Liberia did not offer
geostrategic benefits - as it did during the Cold War - to justify the disbursement of
material, political and moral costs of intervention and counterinsurgency by the
international community. According to Tanner (1998:145):
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Liberia [is] a marginally important country ... [the lack of international interest]... is a
measure of how little Liberia is taken seriously.

ECOWAS, however, had another perspective. It perceived the civil conflict as
presenting a concrete threat to its member states. These differences in perception
resulted in ECOWAS's endeavours being denied international support initially. This
was because the international community did not perceive threats arising from
Liberia to the West African sub-region as threatening or undermining alleged
international security. As a response to this marginalisation, this normally fractious
collection of states was virtually left alone to respond to a crisis it perceived as a threat
to its conception and perception of international stability and security (Interviews, 18
July 1997 and 9 January 1998; West Africa, 26 October 1990). It was against this
background that on 24 August 1990, ECOWAS initiated its historic 'Operation
Liberty' to resolve the factional conflict in Liberia. By the time of ECOWAS's
intervention, Liberia was a 'forgotten country' (West Africa, 4-10 February 1991). Its
conflict was seen as a 'poor man's war' (Adebanjo, 1996) and 'a forgotten war'; the
Liberian civil war had simply become the 'world's forgotten emergency' (West Africa,
4-10 December 1995). This resulted from the fact that the international community had
refrained from showing an interest in Liberia because its 'disintegration only
minimally imperil[led] international security' (Helman & Ratner, 1992-3; African
Recovery, June 1993; Michaels, 1993). Stedman claimed that 'some civil wars are more
threatening to international security than others: '[T]he war in the Balkans is a greater
danger to international security than civil war in Liberia' (Stedman, 1993). ECOWAS's
intervention, however, succeeded in overcoming the overriding international
perception of Africa, and especially the sub-region's status as the cradle of 'afropessimism' (Kaplan, 1994; Contact (the magazine of ECOWAS), 1992:12-13 and 'new
nihilism' (Zack-Williams, 1998:10). It became the first sub-regional organisation to
intervene in a crisis militarily that has occurred within the ambit of its authority. As a
result, ECOWAS's intervention has also contributed to the 'Africanisation of
peacekeeping' and undermining the popular impression 'that black African lives
were of less value than white European ones' (Cleaver & May, 1995:485ff).

State Restructuring, Resource Appropriation & Background
to Collapse
The history and politics of Liberia have been characterised by the complex
interconnectedness of ethnicity, resources and conflict. Its political history has
alternated between virtual one-party statism and military rule. The state of Liberia is
now at the critical juncture between disintegration and possible reconfiguration.
Since the early twentieth century, several of its rulers have decisively reconfigured the
substructure of political authority in the country to deal with the reality of increasing
'state inversion'. By this I mean a situation whereby the state has decayed in varying
stages over time. The argument is that, as the Liberian state became inverted, several
non-state actors came unto the political and economic scene and began to challenge
the authority of the state. Specifically, at the central or national level, state institutions
that monopolised political and economic authority and military power and were
expected to exercise policy on a national basis were no longer effective. As such, at the
sub-state level, other actors increasingly stepped in to challenge the ability of the state
to exercise its authority. This conflict was found on several levels; national, regional
and local. Nevertheless, for the purposes of the case study and its aims, it is the
complex relationship and nexus between ethnicity, resources and conflict between
1990 and 1997 that will be the focus. In analysing Liberia's politics, different
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administrations from William Tubman (1947-71), William Tolbert (1971-1980),
Samuel Doe (1980-1989), and Charles Taylor (1989-) managed, or more appropriately,
controlled 'reforms' to acquire new resources. More often than not, these were the
unexpected convergence of interests among a myriad set of actors, both at state and
sub-state levels. Liberia's case is complex and interesting in several ways because the
process of state inversion highlights several different actors whose arrival on the
scene either wittingly or unwittingly enabled the four politico-military leaders to stay
in power. In the same vein, the modern political history of Liberia challenges some
accepted conceptions and ideas about borders, international recognition, sovereignty
and alternative forms of political authority. Closely interrelated to the discussion of
ethnicity, resources and conflict in Liberia is the issue of the privatisation of war
(Reno, 1998), and innovations in the organisation of warfare.
According to Charles Tilly, warfare prepared rulers to restrain rivals, while
concurrently shaping economies of scale and new mechanisms for controlling
populations that gave rulers a greater degree of autonomy to promote state interests
over societal interests. However, in Liberia, totally different dynamics apply.
Traditional state-building responses to security threats created concurrent hindrances
on several fronts. Two of these are, however, critical. First, among some of the
vulnerabilities that contributed to conflicts were: ethnic favouritism and exclusion,
resource distribution to clients, private exploitation of resources; and the implementation of structural adjustment programmes and their unintended consequences,
which undermined the few services that the state provided. This contributed to rebel
activities weakening agricultural production and increasing illicit mining. By 1991,
the country had experienced an almost seamless progression from politically
motivated violence to criminal violence. Second, interference with conventional
sources of state revenue during different periods arising from a combination or
otherwise of the above factors, resulted in the growth of alternate structures or
strongmen. The result of the state's response to this complex mix of problems
undermining sources and potential for revenue while at the same time threatening the
survival of the state was the privatisation of the state apparatus. Basically, external
forces, seen as compliant to the elite ruling groups, were brought in to manage both
the economy and resources. A cyclical pattern of external partners providing foreign
exchange to a cash-strapped regime to dominate local economic and political
opportunities led to further exploitation of Liberian citizens and laid the foundation
for new conflicts.
What has occurred in Liberia is that, between the aspiration of the elite - both civilian
and military - and the subsistence tactics of the populace, the state habitually seemed
to endure basically as a show: a political drama with an audience. As the Liberian case
has shown, the audience can be located both within the boundaries of the state and in
the international arena. Events in this country since 1971 have vividly demonstrated
that what occurred in the late 1980's merely set in motion forces and issues that are
still being resolved, and whose contribution to the newly emerging state structures
remains undefined. How and why has this complex interplay of interests resulted in
Liberia's tragic circumstances? What are the links between state restructuring, state
collapse, and civil war? Probably, the independent variable in all these interconnections is diamonds, Liberia's problematic 'Midas touch'. The ease of exploitation of
Liberia's mineral resources, especially gold, diamonds and iron ore, and equally easy
accessibility to the mining sources located over a wide area of the country, made
policing almost impossible. The result was that diamond mining became a smuggler's
haven.
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Warfare in Africa: Towards an Understanding of the Dynamics
of the Liberian Civil War?
What was the nature of the Liberian civil conflict? The conflict was not war in any
ordinary sense of the term; at least not in the Clausewitzean sense, that is a
continuation of diplomacy by other means. Although observers of the West African
scene were aware of a 'crisis of the state' in Liberia (Ihonvbere & Turner, 1993), most
were unprepared for the nature of civil war in Liberia. It was not so much that a
violent conflict had to be dealt with. What characterised this particular war was the
new prominence demanded by and given to faction groups who acted and functioned
as though they were recognised members of the international community. The actions
of these sub-state actors and the nature of the Liberian crisis have undermined
perceptions of states as the only significant actors on the international scene. In fact,
they have succeeded in introducing new practices into the conduct of armed conflicts.
As a result, these sub-state warring factions have partially succeeded in effectively
contesting some accepted archetypical conceptions of modern warfare.
Certain general characteristics define the dynamics of these civil wars, also known as
'wars of the third kind' (Rice, 1988; Ignatief, 1993; Hardin, 1995; Mackinlay, 1998:24ff;
Holsti, 1996:123-140; Snow, 1996:1-2). According to Yusuf Bangura (1997):
[CJombatants deliberately target civilians rather than armed opponents in prosecuting
goals; and atrocities are freely committed as part of strategies aimed at publicising political
statements. In countries rich in natural resources, ... the political goals of wars often
interact with the multiple logics of resource appropriation ... the looting of private
property, and vandalism. Such complicated outcomes have led many commentators to
portray contemporary wars as being basically anarchical (1997:117ff).

Donald Snow (1996:1-2) concurs. Liberia's conflict is
somehow different from the wars we have traditionally thought of as civil conflicts: they
seem, for instance, less principled in political terms, less focused upon the attainment of
some political ideal. They seem more vicious and uncontrolled; one cannot find the
restraining influence of... political philosophies. Instead, these wars often appear to be little
more than rampages by groups within states against one another with little or no apparent
ennobling purpose or outcome; they are indeed uncivil wars.

Consequently, in such wars, the distinction between combatants and civilians is
unclear. There are no 'fronts', no 'lines', no 'uniforms', no 'formal hierarchies'. Where
such command structures are present, they are weak and are unable to exert
disciplined control over troops. Technically, nothing can assist in differentiating
between those who kill from those who are killed.
Subsequently, the dynamics of many internal conflicts or 'wars of a third kind' have
influenced and changed the patterns of [subjregional and international involvement
in and responses to such internal crises (Brown, 1996:2; Snow, 1996:109; Creveld,
1991:48).
The conceivable reasons for the dilemmas faced by ECOWAS in Liberia must be
sought in its particular environment. To show sensitivity to the milieu within which
the Liberian disaster has occurred, the analysis will include references to the political
economy of civil war. This is because of my assumption of rationality underlying the
actions of Liberia's faction groups which allows us to perceive the interests of the
diverse factions, their capabilities and the motivations driving their actions. Such an
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approach includes an analysis of the diversity of functions that violence accomplishes, most particularly in a politically fragile, ethnically divided and economically
weak state like Liberia. Such perspectives demystify international perceptions of war
as intrinsically unjustified and dysfunctional; simply a horrid irrationality. Here, civil
war is seen as part of the political discourse in Liberia, and as such its resolution was
also subject to political design. A discussion of the specific characteristics and
dynamics of the Liberian civil war to situate the rationales of the major protagonists
within a specific nexus is critical. This is because not only does the perception of
protagonists affect the effectiveness of multilateral intervenors, but the particular case
of struggling for power to decide the future of a state imparts a specific zero-sum
nature to such struggles. It establishes and superimposes a particularly instrumentalist and opportunist logic to the political, economic and military considerations of
faction groups. A rational perception of the constraints and opportunities created by
specific incidents and occasions determine the appraisals and calculations of factions
at any particular time.
The most basic structure of the Liberian civil war revolved around the perspectives
and calculations of three major actors. First, the relationship between faction groups
and the incumbent government (later Interim Government of National Unity (IGNU). Second, the struggles among diverse factions. Third, the dynamics
identifying the interrelationships among diverse factions, the incumbent government
and then ECOWAS. Two mutually exclusive antagonistic dynamics were present: for
faction groups, interests alternated around their ability to win political power while
simultaneously exploiting natural resources. The stakes in such conflicts are equally
high for the incumbent government. For the incumbent government, the need to
maintain political control of the state, its resources and sovereign prerogatives
became the critical factor underlying its position as a coherent state. This was because
it perceived its sovereign authority over its territory, population and legitimacy vis-avis the use of force to be challenged.
For the specific purposes of this article, I discuss the interests of faction groups and the
synergistic relationship among political, military and economic calculations in some
detail. First, in the political and military calculations of factions, there was a
realisation that a military defeat would result in physical and political extermination.
This is because, once a faction group had attacked central authority and by extension
the state, the contract that binds the domestic political fabric of the state and society
had been breached. Therefore, by challenging government monopoly over the use of
violence and sovereign authority, faction groups were isolated from protection under
the law. They were forbidden and resisted not with the police but the army, and tried
not under domestic criminal law, but under laws of treason. In the immediate period
before the outbreak of the insurgency, the use of treason trials became the most
common form for eliminating opponents to the military regime. Thus, one did not
always have to commit an act of insurgency to be tried under treason laws. Unlike
interstate wars, faction groups, in most cases did not have a previously recognised
antebellum territory with which to withdraw. Since the consequences of defeat,
capture, or surrender were extreme, the only logic was to fight to the end.
Consequently, such wars were fought with particular brutality, seriousness and a
zero-sum perspective (Wesley, 1997).
Second, economic opportunities became an important factor in reproducing conflict
and undermining the prospects for peace. Over time, such economic calculations
came to exert a decisive leverage on the pattern taken by the war. In Liberia's specific
case, diverse factions sabotaged efforts towards a transition from war to peace as they
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perceived such endeavours as representing a realignment of political and military
equations and a readjustment of economic tactics and interests that were not
temporarily in their favour. ECOWAS's inability to appreciate the dynamics
governing such faction group perception of the war was based on its misunderstanding of the nature of the conflict, and the faulty premise that faction groups were
'criminal elements', and thus could be 'ordered' to comply with disarmament. This
was also partly based on the misunderstandings and misconceptions of the
consequences of the political and economic uses of war, and the importance of the
prize for which faction groups waged war. Such calculations impacted on the conduct
of the war, making its rationales instrumental and opportunistic in the extreme.
Politically, the largest faction group, the National Patriotic Front of Liberia (NPFL)
and its leader, Charles Taylor, juggled and sustained different interest groups while
concurrently tapping into their specific concerns and presenting the NPFL as capable
of resolving their difficulties. There were multiple political, military and economic
logics and advantages in using such a group. The primary reason was that as a faction
group, there were no specified international rules and regulations governing its
behaviour, and to which its leader and members could be subjected. Thus, French
diplomatic and economic support was obtained because the NPFL presented its
struggle as against Nigerian hegemonic interests on the sub-region. Concurrently,
large business firms domiciled in the European Union and with temporary bases in
Cote d'lvoire negotiated business deals without having to satisfy export controls and
other demands.
Due to the relative success and innovativeness with which faction groups exploited
natural resources and negotiated economic deals, there was a particularly opportunistic and instrumental edge to the manner in which the war was fought. These
correlations were usually overlooked in the analysis of the civil war resulting in only
the brutalities being emphasised in isolation. The Economist proved incapable of
comprehending the dynamics fuelling the Liberian crisis and the NPFL's intransigence in complying with the demilitarisation components of agreements it had
signed, dismissing the 'country's weird collapse' and declaring that 'Liberia's
problems evade rational explanation' (21 November 1992). John Mackinlay concurred
that the organisation was led by 'unattractive and shadowy figures' (1998:24).
However, a different approach is needed to understand the dynamics fuelling the
war. This can be appropriately done through a rational choice economic analysis of
the cost and benefits of continuing the war. Such an approach reveals a distinctive
rationality to the NPFL's 'irrational' and 'unattractive' actions.
By March 1991, the political economy of the war and the development of other
ancillary activities resulting from war-related enterprises had expanded to such an
extent that it involved several thousand people both high and low profile and could
not easily be stopped. The resort to violence by the NPFL and other parties and their
unwillingness to end the civil war correspondingly mirrored a rational choice
analysis of the costs and benefits of continuing the war. With control over vast
territories rich in natural resources, the NPFL commenced the efficient and calculated
exploitation of these abundant natural and mineral resources. From this period, a
lucrative export business based on diamonds, timber, iron ore and gold was initiated
with French, Belgian, Turkish and Taiwanese contacts. To circumvent the blockade
that had been placed on the ports of Buchanan, Harper and Greenville, these products
were shipped through the Ivorian port of San Pedro that did not face the same
blockade as the Liberian ports of exits under NPFL control. Especially Ivorian
intermediaries and their French counterparts among others chose to deal directly with
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the NPFL war machine to bypass the export controls and restrictions that any such
export through the embargoed ports would have brought. To John Chipman,
... Charles Taylor's control of most of the country has been credible enough that foreign
companies have dealt directly with him (1993:254; West Africa, 8-14 March 1993:369).

It was within this context of the NPFL's presumed international 'credibility' that the
difficulties faced by ECOWAS in eliciting compliance from the NPFL and other
groups should be positioned. Appreciating Taylor's tactic was important under the
circumstances because this constituted part of the reason that kept the conflict going
for seven years. Interrelated military, political and economic factors guided Taylor's
negotiation position. The NPFL's interests were not static, but responded to the
specific stage and level of 'success' of their war. It was only when their position was
weakened either politically or militarily that Taylor seemingly wished to negotiate
and/or comply. More often than not, it was a tactic used as a window of opportunity
either to re-arm or to win new political allies. In Taylor and the NPFL's calculations,
every new situation was evaluated in terms of the constraints and opportunities that it
potentially generated for the organisation. Strategies were subsequently initiated in a
way that advanced the NPFL's interests and undermined that of ECOWAS. NPFL
intransigence inevitably became more entrenched as the conflict began to factionalise
and new groups targeted the NPFL specifically. However, ECOWAS inexperience in
dealing with civil wars and faction groups contributed to creating distinctive
problems which underlay the Liberian impass in resolving the crisis. Also, eliciting
compliance from such actors is different from state actors since the element of
sanctions is more difficult to apply. Part of the difficulties arose from the fact that this
was the first time that ECOWAS had undertaken such activity.
It is clear from the preceding analysis that the Liberian war had little relation to
perceived tenets of war. Snow asserts that, 'the most striking military observation that
one can make about many new internal wars [like Liberia] is how non-military some
of them seem' (Snow, 1996:109). The task of ending such wars through disarmament
processes differs from that in interstate conflicts that involve identifiable actors in the
Clausewitzean sense of the state, the army and people. Therefore, the resolution of
such conflicts is operationally different from interstate conflicts. In Liberia, ECOWAS
dealt with 'an array of ... largely unattractive and shadowy ... non-state actors who
have set up rival factions in what was once a sovereign state' (Mackinlay, 1998:24).
According to Edward Luttwak, 'at present there is a profound contradiction between
the prevailing military mentality, ... with its Clausewitzean adjuncts, and current
exigencies' (1995:115). Snow agrees with these difficulties: 'it is not clear that the
Clausewitzean formulation is entirely appropriate for describing contemporary
reality' (Snow, 1996:25).

Formulating Policy Towards Sub-state Actors?
If the discussion of the civil war in Liberia does not fit the Clausewitzean tenets of war
and soldiers, what were the key characteristics of the war, and the actors whose
compliance ECOWAS sought, and how did this impact on ECOWAS's policies?
Generally, there was: the absence of a doctrine or strategic plan {Africa Report, October
1990; Africa Confidential, 27 July 1990:10; Snow, 1996:1-2); lack of political concepts and
ideology (Sawyer, 1997); selective manipulation of ethnicity and identity (West Africa,
1-7 August 1994); preoccupation with the control and exploitation of territories of
resource significance (Reno, 1995:114; Duffield, 1998; Sesay, 1997); spread of
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humanitarian crisis (Sesay, 1995:208). With these characteristics, what strategies were
initiated by ECOWAS to elicit compliance from faction groups and their warlord
leaders?
ECOWAS's initial peace plan for and intervention in Liberia implicitly assumed that
there would be an arms control component. This objective was, however, not
explicitly spelt out in the first accord signed at Banjul, The Gambia. The result was
that the NPFL and the Independent National Patriotic Front of Liberia (INPFL)
continued to have access to their sources of weapons. Changes, however, became
apparent from September 1990 when a new Field Commander, Joshua Dogonyaro,
interpreted his mandate of 'limited offensive' in two ways. First was the extension of
the safe haven status and perimeter surrounding Monrovia. Second, ECOMOG was to
ensure that no weapons arrived at the bases of the NPFL. It is difficult to discern how
the brief given to the new force commander could be achieved when Taylor and his
NPFL laid claim to most Liberian territory. The objective of 'limited offensive' was to
'limit the amount of arms and ammunition reaching Taylor' (West Africa, 26
November - 2 December 1990:2895). Knowing the military realities on the ground and
the complicity of some ECOWAS member states in their support for the NPFL and
other groups, the major aims of 'limited offensive' remained unattainable. This
persisted until a general embargo or a more concerted international effort was made
to pressurise his backers into withdrawing their support.
Most of the agreements and accords had explicit disarmament components in them.
These components usually covered all or some of the following measures: arms
control; disarmament (arms embargoes, weapons buy back programs, and the
disarming of combatants and irregular forces); and demobilisation (reintegration of
combatants into civilian life, and the formation of new national security forces). As
disarmament components became a constant feature of peace accords, how prepared
were ECOWAS's leaders to show the tenacity, discipline, courage and consistency
needed to carry out this policy? These were deemed critical to the successful
resolution of the conflict, but were not successfully carried out until seven years later
(partly as a result of the sheer numbers of weapons in circulation, which invariably
reinforced the inability of peacekeepers to disarm combatants effectively).
Several problems that resulted in the non-implementation of agreements were
specific to the political, military and strategic considerations of faction groups in the
post-signatory stage. There were, however, certain general problems that undermined multilateral efforts at achieving compliance. Apart from the nature of the
conflict, other factors included inadequate funding, logistic problems, coordination
problems and what Adibe characterised as 'dysfunctional parallelism'(1997:484). The
non-implementation of the disarmament components of agreements caused delays,
because of the lack of adequate planning, the lack of reliable and accurate information
about the disarmament process, most especially the quality and quantity of weapons
in circulation that were to be collected. ECOWAS had no real understanding of the
Liberian local scene. This compounded the already intricate nexus between the
dynamics of the Liberian conflict and the domestic politics of sub-regional states.
Critically, the lack of understanding of Liberian braggadocio', called 'morale'
(Sawyer, 1997:12) among Liberian fighters, enabled the NPFL to lay claim to large
territories without any effective control. This 'ignorance' of the local socio-cultural
and political dynamics enabled major sub-state actors to win concessions from
ECOWAS, United Nations (UN) and the Organisation of African Unity (OAU).
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Compounding the difficulties of carrying out disarmament was the lack of focus
between multilateral organisations concerning the specific modalities, schedule and
procedures of the disarmament components of their missions.
Other categories which also influenced the effectiveness of ECOWAS's disarmament
activities in Liberia were that peace agreements were signed within the context of an
intrastate conflict that in the end had taken an overbearing ethnic character; and the
drawn out and protracted character of the Liberian conflict helped in creating an
alternative war economy both inside Liberia itself and along its contiguous borders
with Sierra Leone, Guinea and Cote d'lvoire. Weapons in Liberia acquired an
economic and a security 'value' (Sawyer, 1997:12) for those who possessed them. This
eventually generated specific hazards and threats for the demobilisation of troops
and, subsequently their successful reintegration into civilian life (Edo, 1996:68-73, 77).
Weapons in Liberia had simply become a form of security and currency; ECOWAS's
endeavour to disarm and demobilise factional combatants should be seen within the
context of the presence of arms and ammunition, especially small arms and light
weapons (Alao & Sesay, 1995).

Eliciting Compliance from Warlords: Problems & Difficulties
Arms Embargoes
Arms embargoes became an inherent part of ECOWAS's peace efforts in Liberia from
September 1990, when the port of Buchanan was blockaded. Inevitably, the
controversies surrounding the appropriateness of this policy eventually resulted in
the blockade being lifted. However, continued NPFL resistance to compliance with
the disarmament components of agreements and peace accords and the simultaneous
proliferation of factions increased the level of fighting. In June 1992 ECOWAS
threatened to 'impose comprehensive sanctions against Charles Taylor and the NPFL
controlled areas of Liberia, and any other party that failed to comply with the
implementation of the programmes' (Contact, Journal of ECOWAS, July 1993:24-26).
Recognising its weakness in effectively sealing all entry points, especially the land
borders, ECOWAS sought UN Security Council support. On the initiative of
ECOWAS, the UNSC convened on 19 November 1992 to consider the Liberian
conflict. Resolution 788 was adopted which imposed an arms embargo on Liberia.
Subsequently, all violations of the embargo were to be brought before the Council
Committee established to monitor the implementation of the arms embargo and
consider any such violations. Despite this concerted effort, there was every indication
that embargoes were inadequately enforced. In contravention of the embargo, faction
groups continued to obtain weapons by using unconventional suppliers. By turning
to non-state commercial suppliers, weapons were obtained in exchange for exploiting
and utilising natural resources in the areas under the control of specific faction
groups. Indeed, it is questionable if an effective embargo would have reduced the
ability of factions to obtain weapons from their regional supporters. The vibrant war
economies straddling the Liberian borders with its contiguous states created easy
markets for the 'cheap' acquisition of weapons that not only impaired the effective use
of the disarmament strategy, but also endangered the security of especially UNOMIL
officers who were unarmed (Olonisakin, 1995:41; Fifteenth Report of UN SecretaryGeneral, 23 January 1996).
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Weapons Buy-Back Programme
A close correlation developed between the level of insecurity and mistrust among
faction groups and the quantity and quality of weapons delivered to ECOWAS. What
explains this fact is the lack of clear confidence-building measures and an apparent
lack of progress in negotiations. Subsequently, it became obvious that to achieve a
modicum of success, a new and more flexible strategy had to be adopted. This
resulted in an informal and partial introduction of a weapons-buy-back scheme by
IGNU in September 1992. It was introduced when it became apparent that, without an
economic incentive, the NPFL's participation in the disarmament programmes could
not be assured. Accordingly, IGNU introduced a 'cash-for-arms' programme,
whereby rebel soldiers who disarmed were given cash rewards, small scale business
loans and job training schemes to help in providing better alternative possibilities of
post-combat life (West Africa, 6-12 July 1992:1143). According to Amos Sawyer, the
hub of these strategies was the reintroduction of combatants who had been living a
life of violence and crime to productive ventures and alternative modes of useful
contribution to societal development (Interview, 16-17 December 1997).
Taking into consideration the fact that almost 25 per cent of all fighters were children,
there was a need to disarm and quickly reintegrate such young people into productive
ventures. A study of child soldiers in Liberia showed that during the demobilisation
phase, some child soldiers had become 'stranded in the capital without family or
community support' (Godwin-Gill & Cohn, 1994:82; Wessells, 1998; Human Rights
Watch, 1996). Despite IGNU's introduction of a cash-for-arms program, subsequent
agreements did not have specific stipulations concerning child soldiers. As a result,
there was no incentive to demobilise (Interview, 15 December 1997). Controversy,
however, surrounds the effectiveness of weapons buy back and cash-for-land deals.
According to a World Bank study:
Weapons-buy-back programmes have had limited medium-term impact in reducing the
number of weapons circulating in countries which have: (1) porous borders with countries
with active weapon markets; (2) lack of capacity to enforce regulations on the open carrying
and criminal use of weapons; (3) apolitical, economic or security climate which enhances the
security and economic value of owing and using a weapon (World Bank, 1995; Colletta, et
al, 1994).

Disarming Private & Irregular Units
Until the Cotonou Accord in 1993, none of the earlier agreements had made an issue of
disarming of private and irregular units. These groups were eventually characterised
as 'noncombatants'. This designation is difficult to differentiate from the non-private/
non-irregular forces involved in the conflict and Cotonou did not clarify how such
differentiation could be made and their disarming carried out. Furthermore, one
critical peculiarity of this crisis from the start was the disdain that all the involved
combatants had for codes and conventions of war. Especially in an irregular war
where guerrilla warfare and tactics had been the mainstay of 'military' strategy,
faction leaders did not know the number of combatants under their control because of
the lack of permanent allegiance and alliance to the faction. Undertaking any effective
differentiation between supposedly private and irregular units was, therefore,
difficult under such insecure conditions; the more so because of the inability of the
facilitators to define the type of weapons they were looking for. This meant that
ECOMOG/UNOMIL was expected to disarm all people 'in possession of weapons
and warlike materials' (Akosombo Accord, 1995, section E, Article 6).
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Under the Cotonou Accord, after due registration, licensing and certification,
weapons were returned to their owners. This process created difficulties since this
was not a regular war with known insignias and codes. Alleged noncombatants could
go through the registration, licensing and certification process and still be actively
engaged in conflict. The low level of disarmament and the increasing suspicion
resulted from differentiating between combatants and noncombatants required a
further clarification by the Akosombo supplement accord. The clarification sought to
improve the ability of ECOMOG and UNOMIL to drastically reduce the quantity of
weapons in circulation. Whatever outcome this clarification had on the level of
disarmament is questionable as the Akosombo Accord was engulfed in controversy
among the different factions and had to be clarified at Accra. Compliance with
disarmament initiatives was still not successful, partly because weapons had come to
attain both a security and economic value. For most of the fighters, economic
incentives - called 'value' and loot - had become the primary motives for fighting
(Sawyer, 1997:12; de Waal 1996).

Disarming Combatants
Disarming faction groups has been a component of most of the agreements and
accords signed during the course of this conflict. However, no specific programmes
were set up for the post-disarmament and demobilisation stages. It was only under
the Cotonou accord that demobilisation was linked to 'retraining, rehabilitation and
re-absorption of all former combatants to normal social and community life'
(Cotonou Accord, 1993, section H, article 9 (2)).To improve the prospects of better reabsorption into the social life of the community which they had left, educational and
community programmes were to be initiated(section H, Article 9 (3)).
ECOWAS's strategy was that combatants had to turn in weapons upon registration at
designated assembly points before qualifying to receive whatever scanty benefits
were being provided. With the exception of a few cases, the disarmament of
combatants was voluntary. There were, however, a couple of incidents where
coercive strategy had to be used to elicit co-operation with disarmament teams
(Interview, 21 June 1997; Daily Champion, 21 May 1992:19). Mutual suspicion among
the factions also contributed to non-compliance with the disarmament components
amid acrimonious reciprocal accusations of parties refusing to disarm. Thus, as 6
April 1996 demonstrated, none of the warring factions were fully committed to
disarmament in case fighting broke out. Not only that, disarming also meant that the
economic security and livelihood for many combatants would be undermined and in
some cases totally eroded (Interview, 15 December 1997; Shelpedi, 1998:8).
Thus in Liberia's case, several overlapping dilemmas contributed to making faction
group compliance with disarmament components of agreements an agonising and
arduous process. These included: political problems; logistical difficulties; humanitarian problems; security issues; problems with child soldiers; and economic issues.
Difficulties in eliciting compliance with the disarmament components of agreements
were to change, however, under the Abuja Extension Agreement or Abuja II. This
agreement marked a major departure from the previous agreements on the question
of disarmament and election. After seven years of non-compliance, Abuja II
strategically shifted responsibility for the success of the disarmament process entirely
to the faction leaders, who for the first time were held responsible for the noncompliance of their combatants. This approach included stipulated deadlines and the
imposition of penalties for non-compliance. Introducing this proactive approach
signalled to all faction leaders the prelude of a more interventionist and robust role
for ECOMOG and UNOMIL in guaranteeing the disarmament component of Abuja II.
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Abuja II also reduced implementation delays by introducing a stringent sanctions
regime which, according to T. M. Shelpedi, contributed to '... successful [disarmament] in the Liberian peace process' (1998:9). Doubts, however, persisted concerning
whether faction groups had withheld troops and weapons for possible future use, and
uncertainties remained as to whether the numbers of combatants to be demobilised
were fully accounted for. The impression was that a sizeable number of them had
crossed the borders into areas where they were assured of sympathetic support. NPFL
combatants were generally thought to have entered Sierra Leone where their
'revolutionary' compatriots in Sierra Leone, the Revolutionary United Front (RUF),
still controlled the countryside, and were simultaneously junior partners in a much
maligned military regime. ULiMO-K is thought to have sent some of its best and
battle hardened combatants across the border to Guinea, while ULiMO-J, Liberia
Peace Council (LPC) and Lofa Defence Force (LDF) sent their troops among the
predominantly Yakuba ethnic group along the Liberian-Cote d'lvoire border
(Interview, 17 July 1997). Also, the weapons which were not collected, stored and/or
destroyed during ECOMOG/UNOMIL operations did not stay in Liberia alone.
Rather, they were ploughed back into the sub-region, and added to the proliferation of
weapons in neighbouring countries like Cote d'lvoire, Sierra Leone, Senegal and
Guinea. In these countries, there are ready markets and insatiable demand for small
arms by diverse sub-state actors to fuel their conflicts with central authorities and
criminal activities (Interview, 18 July 1997).

Conclusion: Lessons from the Intervention
The lessons that can be learned from the Liberian example cannot necessarily be
applied to other African sub-regions without some modification. However, from our
discussions of Liberia's collapse, it becomes clear that specific country analyses can
help sub-regional or multilateral organisations perceive early warning signs of
political, social, economic and ethnic crisis which, combined with specific geographical intelligence systems and analysis, might enable more constructive conflict
prevention. In this context, three of the major lessons from our study of ECOWAS's
experience in Liberia are:
1) The issue of early warning: this concerns the setting-up of systems of early warning
of and reactions to political crises. In the West African case, this will need to be
strengthened under the auspices of ECOWAS to use economic, 'culturally sensitive'
and other relevant indicators to design a conflict threat evaluation. One approach is to
survey and react to all socio-political and economic incidents that can lead to conflict.
2) A deeper understanding of the local dynamics fuelling the conflict. This is another
monitoring approach, which should consist of conferring with different segments of
the population affected by obvious economic and political patterns of inclusion and
exclusion.
3) Risk-mapping should be introduced to provide a constant and updated range of
verifiable information that can point to the potential for a crisis breaking out at a
specific place. This will help in identifying countries or groups that are either being
persecuted or have the potential to cause conflicts, and should rely on the use of local
key informants with credibility. Risk-mapping is another way to identify crisis factors
that can result in conflict by using a recommended checklist of evidence for regimes
and other multilateral organisations to monitor emergency feasibility's in politically
unstable areas.
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This article has attempted to analyse ECOWAS's demilitarisation endeavours in
Liberia thematically and chronologically. Despite the initial weaknesses and
difficulties of co-operation, ECOWAS's institutional handicaps were overcome and
almost a third of all combatants were disarmed. Several issues arise however. A
critical one is the difficulty in getting faction groups to comply, and one clear
conclusion of this paper is that limited and unfinished disarmament initiatives can
have extremely destabilising consequences not only for Liberia, but the region as a
whole. We should also ask why faction groups did comply when they were initially
opposed to the intervention scheme, and even when compliance run counter to the
short-term interests of the major participants in the war. Here, politics being the art of
the attainable also played a decisive role. Most faction groups resisted compliance
commitments, not simply because it did not serve their interests, but also because of
scepticism concerning compliance levels from other signatories. To help alleviate
such difficulties, monitoring and review procedures must be established specifically
to collect and validate data relating to faction group implementation efforts.
The question of security impacts on the suspended Liberian reconstruction
programme in ways that ECOWAS's leaders had not anticipated. The major reasons
should be sought in the ECOWAS-brokered transition from war to peace, and the
potential for a retrogressive process from peace to war in Liberia, and especially in
Sierra Leone, Guinea and Senegal. These are characterised by four mutually
reinforcing dynamics. First, by January 1997, there were four main factions involved
in the Liberian conflict, none of which won a decisive victory and none of which were
completely disarmed and demobilised. Second, the elections declared free and fair
were won by a leader of one of the warring factions. Third, the elected government,
claiming the prerogatives of sovereignty has defied agreements signed with
ECOMOG concerning security and the reorganisation of Liberia's security forces.
Fourth, there is the fear of the manipulation of earlier NPFL combatants into the new
security forces. This is heightening instances of insecurity in society. ECOWAS is
already discovering that
a large number of ex-fighters who were expected to have been demobilised and reintegrated
into society ... [have] found their way back to their former enclaves, dug out hidden arms
and resorted to various criminal activities. Some of them have found themselves occupying
government positions without proper orientation and therefore continue to behave like exfighters (Shelpedi, 1998:9).
Due to ECOWAS's Liberia experiences, especially the difficulties in disarming and
demobilising sub-state actors with small arms, all ECOWAS members have
considered a voluntary moratorium on the export, import, and manufacture of light
weapons. The moratorium was supposed to have been approved in July 1998. It will
expire in 2001 whereupon its impact will be assessed and adjusted.
Emmaneul Kwesi Aning, Centre for Development Research, Copenhagen, Denmark. Paper
delivered at The Royal African Society's Biennial Conference on Comparisons & Transitions
at the School of Oriental and African Studies, SOAS, London, UK, 14-16 September 1998.
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Ransoming the State: Elite Origins of
Subaltern Terror in Sierra Leone
Jimmy D. Kandeh
Elite practices that valorised pillage, massified society, banalised violence
and 'sobelised' the army are central to understanding the tragedy of
subaltern terror in Sierra Leone. The appropriation of lumpen violence and
thuggery by the political class undermined security and paved the way for
the political ascendancy of armed marginals. By heavily recruiting thugs,
criminals and rural drifters into national security apparatuses, incumbent
political elites sowed the seeds of their own political demise as well as that
of the state. Socially uprooted and politically alienated, lumpenised youth
are inherently prone to criminal adventurism and when enlisted in the army
are more likely to become 'sobels' or renegade soldiers. This article situates
the transformation of praetorian violence from a tool of political domination
to a means of criminal expropriation in the engendering context of elite
parasitism and repression.

The role of politicians or the political class in creating the conditions that allowed
subalterns to usurp power and terrorise society cannot be overstated. In his March 10,
1998 reinstatement speech, President Ahmad Tejan Kabba expressed profound
disappointment at the collaboration of prominent elites (many of whom he had
granted amnesty for past abuses) with the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council
(AFRC) junta. While acknowledging that his policy of forgiveness and amnesty may
have been misconstrued as a sign of weakness, Kabba noted that:
... the people we forgave and those whose misdeeds we overlooked were the key collaborators
with those who raped our women and children, killed unarmed men and women and almost
destroyed our country. ... While we unreservedly condemn the junta and its RUF allies, we
must not forget to ask ourselves why it happened. Where did we go wrong as a nation? ...
greed and treachery ... were the underlying causes of this tragedy ... . Some of the
collaborators were the very people who presided over this system of corruption and
incompetence. It encouraged others to deny justice and fair play to the ordinary citizen of

this country (Reuters, 10 March 1998).
Yet it is these very rapists, mass murderers and arsonists that Kabba has now decided
to include in his government. By paying ransom (four ministerial positions, etc) to
war criminals in a last desperate effort to hang on to power, the political class has once
again demonstrated that no evil is beyond its opportunistic embrace. How an
agreement that rewards those responsible for some of the worst atrocities committed
against civilians in recent memory can be expected to form the basis of 'everlasting
peace' is unfathomable. Much easier to cut through and understand is the common
agenda and operational logic that tie the political class to armed subalterns.
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There is perhaps no better illustration of the morphing of predatory elite/armed
lumpen interests and stratagems than the backing the latter continue to receive from
Sierra Leone's legion of discredited politicians. In addition to Joseph Momoh (former
President of Sierra Leone from 1985-92) and Abass Bundu (a former APC and NPRC
cabinet minister), the list of prominent APC politicians who closed ranks with the
AFRC junta included Alhaji Musa Kabia, Joe Amara Bangali, Nancy Steele, Ibrahim
Kargbo, Wiltshire Johnson, Victor Foh, Alikali Bangura, Sani Sesay, Dauda Kamara
and Hassan Barrie, to name just a few. Not to be outflanked, John Karefa-Smart, loser
in the 1996 presidential run-off elections, also freelanced as outspoken apologist for
the AFRC junta and an opponent of its forcible removal from power. Certainly not lost
in all of this were the dramatic status re-definitions involving former patrons and
clients. Momoh, once Johnny Paul Koroma's (the AFRC/RUF Chairman or 'foot of
state', as he was mockingly referred to by locals) benefactor, found himself
clientelised by his former protege during the 1997-98 lumpen interregnum. During
the January 1999 invasion of Freetown by the AFRC/RUF, which was repelled by
Nigerian-led ECOMOG forces and local militias, Momoh broke out of prison (where
he had been serving time for his role in the AFRC junta) to join his 'sobel' loyalists in
the bush. Rogue patrons losing status and subaltern clients moving up to become
patrons highlight the indeterminacy of patron-client locations and the fluidity of class
boundaries.
Sierra Leone's descent into state terrorism has been variously interpreted as heralding
the dawn of a 'new barbarism' (Kaplan, 1994), as the outcome of a patrimonial
(Richards, 1996; Reno, 1997) or spoils (Allen, 1995) crisis, and as the product of
lumpen acculturation (Abdullah, 1997; Rashid, 1997). For Paul Richards, RUF terror
represents a desperate response to the collapse of a patron-client system of politics; it
is not, he argues, the result of 'environmental stress or social anomie', as suggested by
Kaplan. William Reno also makes the point that 'Sierra Leone's leaders ... faced
armed opposition not only from citizens they can no longer patronise but also from
army units they can no longer pay' (1997:227). Yusuf Bangura parts company with
Richards and Reno in maintaining that political terror in Sierra Leone 'does not have
only one logic, but several: there is obviously the logic of political violence ... but this
competes, coexists and interacts with the logics of banditry, hedonism and brutality'
(1997:130). Rather than a patrimonial crisis, Bangura's interpretation is that the Sierra
Leone crisis is fiscal in nature and linked '... to the informalisation of key industries
like diamonds ...' (1997:133).
Taking Bangura's argument a step further, it should be noted that it is not uncommon
for patrimonialism to thrive even as the fiscal crisis it engenders unfolds and deepens.
State failures in Sierra Leone paradoxically enhanced the role of political patrons and
expanded opportunities for the predatory expropriation of public wealth, albeit in an
increasingly high-risk environment. From this basic flaw in the contradictory ruling
class functionality of the state flowed the pathologies of massification and subaltern
political violence. Thus, while the recent focus on lumpen culture and violence
(Abdullah, 1997) provides useful insights into the social background of AFRC/RUF
leaders, it fails to address the more important issue of how lumpen violence moved
from the fringes of society to engulf state and society. Problematising this extension of
the social parameters of subaltern violence is critical to understanding why and how
armed subalterns were able to 'successfully' ransom the state.
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Predatory Functionality of State Power
As the primary instrument of class formation, the state in Sierra Leone lacks relative
autonomy and is highly amenable to the interests of political incumbents. Although
favoring the material formation of the political class, the state in Sierra Leone is
dysfunctional to the reproduction of ruling class domination (Kandeh, 1992).
Formative ruling class functionality describes the capacity of states to create
conditions and pursue policies that privilege the accumulation of wealth by ruling
elites. Reproductive ruling class functionality refers to the capacity of states to
successfully define, embody and project the interests of ruling classes as universal and
legitimate. While formative functionality erodes relative state autonomy, relative
autonomy is a requirement for reproductive functionality. More specifically, it is the
spoils or predatory logic of political domination and the absence of ruling class
hegemony that limit the relative autonomy and reproductive functionality of soft but
ravaged and mangled states like Sierra Leone.
The reproductive ruling class dysfunctionality of the state in Sierra Leone is rooted in
its predatory functionality. A defining attribute of predatory domination is the
unfettered 'conversion of political power and position into economic wealth for the
benefit of the few at the expense of the many' (Callaghy, 1984:191). Control of, and
access to, public offices and resources determine the social location of predatory
elites. But while state power is materially transformative for ruling elites, the
corruption and repression that attend its exercise often preclude the construction of
legitimate political institutions. The prolonged absence of a legitimate political order
can in turn generate widespread discontent, social disorder, armed insurrections and,
in some cases, state collapse.
Conversion of state offices and public resources into sources of private wealth has
been the primary mode of accumulation among Sierra Leone's political elite since
independence in 1961. Siaka Stevens (Prime Minister/President of Sierra Leone from
1968-85), turned over the entire diamond and fishing industry to Jamil Sahid
Mohammed, his Afro-Lebanese crony and business partner, who also at the time
operated his own bank in addition to marketing, insurance and light manufacturing
ventures. Under Stevens, Mohammed attended cabinet meetings (although he was
not a minister or official member of the government), occasionally vetoed ministerial
appointments, reversed ministerial decisions and routinely violated government
foreign exchange regulations. At the height of his awesome power as chief economic
patron of top APC politicians, Jamil Mohammed was allowed to maintain a heavilyarmed 500-strong personal security force consisting mainly of Lebanese and
Palestinians.
Malfeasance in the Stevens dictatorship afflicted all levels of state administration. In
the public bureaucracy, for example, the president's secretary and head of the civil
service tasked his subordinates to falsify documents and inflate financial expenditures. Abdul Karim, the official in question, patrimonialised the civil service by
operating an elaborate tribute system of appointments and promotions based on
bribes. To be appointed district officer in the diamond mining town of Kono, a civil
servant had to pay Karim an initial bribe of Lei 0,000 (the equivalent of ten thousand
U.S dollars at the time) and monthly payments of Le8,000 to keep the job.
Appointment and retention of provincial and district administrators in non-mining
areas were based on the same corrupt, neofeudalist formula, with appointment bribes
of Le7,000 and monthly retention payments of Le3,000. Assistant district officers paid
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Le5,000 and Le2,000 to be appointed and retained respectively (Globe, 12 April 1982:1
& 3). In this way, government positions from top to bottom came to be structured by
the requirements of a tribute mode of expropriation that was nothing short of a
reinvention of precolonial processes of surplus appropriation.
Underwriting this tribute mode of accumulation by civil service personnel was the
direct embezzlement of public outlays and resources. Contracts were signed on behalf
of the government with suppliers who were paid for consignments that were never
delivered; salaries for 'ghost' workers were routinely paid into the accounts of top
bureaucrats; public construction materials and equipment were often diverted to
private use; parastatals like the Sierra Leone Produce Marketing Board (SLPMB) and
the Rice Corporation were ravished by managing directors who happened to be
relatives/clients of prominent politicians, and; the involvement of politicians and
bureaucrats in diamond mining and smuggling, as well as profiteering and hoarding
of goods, deprived the state of revenue and hastened its functional contraction.
By the time Siaka Stevens hand-picked Brigadier Joseph Momoh to succeed him in
1985, the state was already on the verge of collapse. Hosting the Organisation of
African Unity (OAU) conference in 1980 had plunged the country into a financial
tailspin from which it never recovered. While this August assembly represented a
huge bonanza for incumbent political elites and their business cronies, it carried the
hefty price tag of a whole year's budget. Furthermore repeated devaluation of the
local currency decimated the middle class as salaries lagged behind staggering rates
of devaluation and inflation. Combined with the social effects of unbridled elite
corruption, devaluations of the local currency deepened the misery and destitution of
the average Sierra Leonean.
Momoh, thus, inherited a predatory regime that was steeped in corruption,
opportunism, cronyism and sycophancy. He clearly lacked the stature and political
acumen of Stevens and unrealistic expectations that he would be an improvement
over the latter never materialised. Instead, a parasitic cabal known locally as the
Binkolo Mafia (most of its members hailed from Binkolo, Momoh's hometown)
replaced the personal rule of Stevens. The members of this inner circle belonged to
Ekutay, an organisation of Limba politicians, cultural entrepreneurs and influence
peddlers. Membership in Ekutay became such a prized social currency under Momoh
that even opportunistic non-Limba elites sought to join.
Glimpses into the scope and magnitude of corruption under Momoh can be obtained
from the proceedings and reports of the Beccles-Davies, Lynton Nylander and Laura
Marcus-Jones commissions of inquiry and from two studies of the subject (Reno, 1995;
Kpundeh, 1994). According to the White Papers based on the findings of these
commissions, top politicians and bureaucrats in the Momoh administration were
found guilty of massive corruption, dishonesty and abuse of public office. The
Beccles-Davies Commission White Paper, for example, concluded that both former
president Stevens and Momoh had acquired assets far in excess of their official
emoluments. The NPRC government confiscated these assets, as well as those of other
top APC functionaries. A Reconciliation Commission established by the Kabba
government to review petitions of parties whose properties were confiscated by the
NPRC, reversed some of the NPRC's decisions. The commission, however, reserved
its harshest strictures for ex-president Momoh. Noting that there was a preponderance of evidence regarding '... the subterfuges adopted by Dr. Momoh to convert
government property to his own benefit and to attempt to conceal that he had done
so', the commission, in a scathing denunciation, went on to state that 'Momoh
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appeared to treat Sierra Leone as his personal fiefdom and felt that he was at liberty to
act as if its finances were at his disposal no matter what contrary advise was tendered'
(Cross Report, 1997:7-8).
By all accounts, the state was more predatory but less repressive under Momoh than
Stevens. Momoh's dismissive and lax response to the problem of corruption - officials
implicated in financial abuses were simply required to reimburse the state - created
an enabling environment for corruption to thrive. Hassan Gbessay Kanu, former
finance minister in the Momoh government, reportedly defrauded the government of
US$15 million but was never prosecuted because he was a member of Ekutay {The
National, 11-13 November 1991:1). Tom Obaleh Kargbo, Momoh's Permanent
Representative to the United Nations and another Ekutay stalwart, sold the country's
diplomatic premises in New York and pocketed the money (New Shaft, 10-16
December 1991:1-2). Not to be outdone, Abdul Karim Koroma allegedly misappropriated millions of dollars in his capacity as foreign minister in the Momoh government
(WeekendSpark, 13 December 1991:1).
By the time Momoh was ousted from power in 1992, the state's extractive and
allocative capacity had all but disappeared. Gross Domestic Product (GDP) had fallen
from $1.1 billion in 1980 to $857 million in 1990, with average annual growth rates of
3.0 per cent (1980-85), 1.1 per cent (1986-90) and -5.1 per cent (1991-95). International
reserves, which stood at a paltry $31 million in 1980, dipped to an all-time low of $5
million under Momoh. Average GDP growth rates in the last five years of the Stevens
dictatorship (1980-85) hovered around 3.0 per cent but dropped to 1.1 per cent in the
first five years (1985-90) of the Momoh government. From 1990 to 1995, not a single
economic sector or activity registered any growth (see Table 1 below), with exports
showing the sharpest decline.

Table 1: Average Annual Growth Rate (%) of the Economy
Indicators

1980-90

GDP
Agriculture
Industry
Services
Exports
Domestic Investment

4.4
5.7
-1.1
2.8
-6.5

1.6

1990-95
-4.2
-2.8
-2.8

-5.9
-15.2
-20.0

Source: World Development Report 1997

Declining exports were due to the informalisation of the economy, the closure of the
iron ore mines, diamond smuggling by rogue politicians and businessmen and the
pervasive insecurity created by the RUF rebellion. Export revenue, which stood at
$224 million in 1980, plunged to $139 after five years of the Momoh government.
While trade as a percentage of GDP declined from 62 per cent in 1980 to 40 per cent by
1995, aid as a percentage of GDP ballooned from 8.0 per cent in 1980 to 36.0 per cent in
1994. Total government revenue as a percentage of GDP also experienced a sharp
decline from 17.0 per cent in 1980 to 3.9 per cent in 1990 under Momoh, well below the
African average of 25.5 per cent for the same period. The increased contribution of
taxes on domestic goods and services as a percentage of total revenue (see Table 2
over) was the product not of any expansion in domestic economic capacity but of the
precipitous drop in export earnings which predated, and could therefore not be
blamed on, the RUF insurrection.
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Table 2: Sources of Government Revenue as % of Total Revenue
Source of Revenue

1981 -90

Income, Profits, and Capital Gains
International Trade Taxes
Domestic Goods and Services Taxes
Other Taxes
Non-Tax revenue

1991 -95

26.0
41.2
22.7
1.2
8.8

22.8
37.7
35.4
0.3
3.8

Source: World Development Report 1997

The decline of the official mineral economy (at one time diamonds alone contributed
over 70 per cent of export earnings) deprived the state of revenue while expanding
opportunities for predatory accumulation. As politicians and bureaucrats became
increasingly involved in the diamond industry, more resources became available for
predatory consumption. Contrary to Paul Richards' contention that 'resources
available for patrimonial redistribution in Sierra Leone went into sharp decline' in the
1980s and 1990s (1996:51), declining state revenues suggest not a contraction but an
enlargement of the private resource base of political patrons. Rather than the cause of
a 'patrimonial crisis' in Sierra Leone, declining state revenues resulted from
patrimonial entrenchment. Thus even as the state was losing revenue, foreign aid
receipts quadrupled, politicians were making more money and 'patrimonialism was
never threatened' (Bangura, 1997:134).
Sierra Leone has also been hamstrung by its massive debt burden (see Table 3 below).
The country's total external debt was $723 million when Momoh took over from
Stevens in 1985 and $1.15 billion after Momoh's first five years in office. Although the
average annual growth rate in the country's debt was higher (12.3) during Stevens's
last five years than in Momoh's (10.1) first five years, the fact remains that Sierra
Leone's national debt quadrupled under the APC (Stevens and Momoh). Particularly
debilitating is the high debt service ratio (as a percentage of exports) which coincided
with declining export earnings.
Table 3: Sierra Leone's External Debt

Total External Debt (Million $)
External Debt as % of G N P
External Debt as % of Exports
Debt Service as % of Exports
Multilateral Debt as % of Total Debt

1980

1995

435
38.3
157.7
23.2
14.2

1,226
159.7
1,163.5
60.3
34.3

Source: World Development Report 1997

Given Momoh's horrendous performance in office, most Sierra Leoneans were openly
jubilant when his government was ousted from power in 1992. In his first full address
to the nation after seizing power, Captain Valentine Strasser, the National Provisional
Ruling Council (NPRC) Chairman, denounced the 'nepotism, tribalism, gross
mismanagement and total collapse of our economic, education, health, transport and
communications system' under the APC {West Africa, 11-17 May 1992:788-789). He
went on to explain that:
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We have initiated this clean-up exercise to eradicate from our country the destructive,
exploitative and oppressive regime of the APC government hitherto under the misguided
leadership of the so-calledMajor-GeneralJ.S Momoh. We have been made to take this line of
action in order to save our country from the total catastrophe that we are rapidly headedfor
(West Africa, 11-17 May 1992:788).
After a brief period of modest restraint, NPRC leaders began lining their pockets with
public funds and living opulent lifestlyes that were incommensurate with their social
background, official salaries and positions of responsibility. Junta leaders transformed Kabasa Lodge mansion into 'a private disco where they danced, smoked pot
and snorted cocaine through the night' (Rubin, 1997:46). Like their predecessors, they
openly sold the country's passports to foreign nationals, especially Hong Kong
Chinese, for personal gain. Dispatched on an overseas mission to buy arms, Lt.
Komba Komba absconded with the money to the United States. The Mountain Fatfoot
anti-smuggling campaign, ostensibly designed to encourage citizens to turn-in
diamond smugglers, was transformed into an elaborate diamond laundry scheme by
NPRC leaders. The entire editorial staff of the New Breed newspaper was detained for
circulating a report, first published in a Swedish newspaper, 'detailing allegations of
epic corruption ... by very top government officials selling the country's diamonds
and buying up houses in the United Kingdom' (West Africa, 28 Feb.-6 March 1994:362).
By the time the NPRC transferred power to the democratically elected government of
Ahmad Tejan Kabba, most of its key players had secured extensive property holdings
in the United States, United Kingdom and the Caribbean. In the words of Thaimu
Bangura, minister of Finance in Kabba's first cabinet, 'those boys [NPRC] looted
everything they could lay hands on - not a cent was left in the treasury; they stole
everything' (Sierra Leone Progress, August 1996:3).
The 1996 transition to constitutional democracy in Sierra Leone failed to herald a
break from the institutional and elite practices of the past. Kabba's amnestisation of
rogue politicians, his lame response to the problem of corruption and the fact that his
cabinet consisted mainly of discredited politicians, signaled continuity rather than
rupture with the past. Rather than frontally engage the country's rapidly deteriorating security situation, Kabba became inordinately diverted by politically costly
gestures of reconciliation extended to personalities (examples included Momoh, Jamil
Sahid Mohammed, Abass Bundu, Musa Suma) whose venality and unpatriotism
devoured the state. Allowed to return home from exile in neighbouring Guinea,
Momoh was the recipient of a hefty pension, in addition to a house, security detail and
two cars - all at tax-payers expense. For someone identified by most Sierra Leoneans
as a key architect of the country's ruination, Kabba's political dalliance with Momoh
symbolised the extent to which he was either out of touch with popular currents or
was no different from his predecessors. When students of Fourah Bay College
organised a demonstration to express their outrage over Momoh's pension package,
they were tear-gassed, severely beaten and violently dispersed in a manner that was
all too reminiscent of the Momoh and Stevens years. Both Kabba's response to student
protests and his political lovefest with the likes of Momoh and Jamil Mohammed
(who also returned from exile) shattered the hopes of many Sierra Leoneans for
genuine political change.
Kabba's failure to draw a firm line against corruption, his violent response to student
protests and his efforts to muzzle the press, undermined his standing with the public.
The decision to withdraw Executive Outcomes (a South African mercenary outfit
hired by the state to provide security) and the failure to court-martial coup plotters
severely weakened the government's capacity to deter military coups. With Executive
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Outcomes out of the way and with Kabba's popularity declining, the leaders of the
May 1997 coup surmised that the Kabba government could be easily toppled. What
they did not anticipate, however, was the scale and resilience of local and external
resistance to their retrograde usurpation.
The sole objective of the AFRC coup was the criminal expropriation of public
resources and private property. The earliest indication of this was the frenzy and
dispatch with which public buildings and private homes were ransacked, looted and
set ablaze. On the first day of the coup, the central bank and treasury buildings were
plundered and torched by soldiers and criminals released from Freetown's maximum
security prison. Emptying the prison of all inmates and arming them betrayed the
criminal intent and recklessness of the coup leaders. Banks, businesses, parastatals,
hotels, schools, public buildings and private homes were indiscriminately and
systematically looted by gunmen. Many private homes, some of whose occupants fled
for their lives, were occupied by junta members. The junta's reported $45 million
ransom demand for reinstating Kabba's government underscored the extortionist
agenda of the AFRC coup.
As traumatic and dehumanising as life was under the lumpen dictatorship of the
AFRC/RUF, the extortionism of these subaltern usurpers was consistent with
patterns of accumulation established under the APC and NPRC dictatorships.
Subaltern appropriation of elite modes of accumulation collapsed the parameters of
the 'expropriatable' from the public to the private. Thus, whereas public resources
were the main targets of APC plunder, the 'equal opportunity' pillage of the AFRC/
RUF made no distinction between public and private property. Furthermore, whereas
elites relied on violence primarily to maintain or protect their dominance, the utility
of violence for lumpens is mainly extractive/extortionist. The greater potential for
individual dispossession/victimisation under predatory lumpen dictatorships (NPRC,
AFRC/RUF), as opposed to predatory elite dictatorships (APC, SLPP), partly
accounts for the intensity of the Sierra Leone public's antipathy toward lumpen rule.

Massification/Lumpenisation of Society
Extreme class polarisation and massification of sizable elements of society are among
the many outcomes of long periods of predatory dictatorship. Mass society describes
' a social system in which elites are readily accessible to influence by non-elites and
non-elites are readily available for mobilisation by elites' (Kornhauser, 1959:39).
Atomisation of individuals, the absence of social autonomy for elites and non-elites,
and the loss of authority and community, are among the primary markers of mass
societies. Given Kornhauser's conceptual usage, mass society as a condition is to be
distinguished from massification as process. Although Sierra Leone was not a mass
society at the time of the AFRC/RUF coup, massification had been progressing at an
alarming rate, especially among the youth segment of the population. Furthermore,
AFRC/RUF strategy was geared toward massifying society by reducing an entire
population to the material and psychological status of lumpens. Abductions, random
looting of private and public property, widespread peasant dispossession and
displacement, and the routine beheading and maiming of innocent civilians, were
specifically calculated to massify and brutalise society into submission.
Massification in Sierra Leone, especially lumpenisation, was the product of both elite
pillage and subaltern banditry. Subaltern banditry was spearheaded by lumpens - an
inchoate mass of thugs, hoodlums, pickpockets, transients, vagabonds, panhandlers,
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and discharged jailbirds. Commenting on the social background of the RUF
leadership, Yusuf Bangura notes that the
... majority of those who trained in Libya were either from the loosely structured 'lumpen'
classes, or those with a troubled educational history ... drawn from a stratum of Sierra
Leonean society that is hooked on drugs, alcohol and street gambling. They have very
limited education and are prone to gangster type of activities - sometimes acting as clients
of 'strong men' in society or leading political figures and government officials (1997:126).

While subalterns face a greater threat of lumpenisation than other social strata, the
actions of its armed elements tend to also foster massification. The result is that
lumpenisation ceases to be a predominantly urban phenomenon as rural children are
abducted from their homes and desocialised by armed gunmen. By systematically
razing villages to the ground and displacing their inhabitants, armed lumpens were
able to increase their numbers and expand their terror as uprooted individuals
became more vulnerable to abduction/recruitment by rebel commandos and criminal
gangs. In this way, armed subalternity both influenced and was shaped by processes
of societal massification.
Elite parasitism and aggrandisement set the tone for expropriating the state and
impoverishing society. As one observer points out, Siaka Stevens created
...a kleptocracy whose main objective was to loot the land. In partnership with European
and Lebanese financiers, Stevens and his coterie engorged themselves on the country's vast
natural resources, while the rest of the nation slid to the bottom of the U.N charts rating
human misery around the world (Rubin, 1997:46).

Sierra Leone is currently listed in world development rankings as one of the poorest
countries on earth. It has one of the lowest life expectancy (40 years) and literacy (30
per cent) averages, and one of the highest infant mortality rates (179 per 1,000 live
births), in the world. Less than a third of the population has access to health services,
safe water and sanitation and with the sixth lowest GNP per capita ($180) in the
world, it is little wonder why Sierra Leone is a society torn apart by protracted social
unrest and political turmoil.
Non-delivery of public services and collective goods had a devastating impact on the
youth segment of the population. One area where this was most felt was in education.
As president, Momoh was on record as saying that education was a privilege rather
than a right of citizens. If education did not constitute a right, then the government
was under no obligation to provide, much less guarantee, it for its citizens. Thus
education as privilege under the APC came to be synonymous with huge disparities
in access to educational opportunities. Government scholarships to attend institutions of higher learning were routinely awarded not on the basis of academic merit
but on the strength of a prospective student's patronage ties and ethnic identity. It was
quite common, for example, for students who were admitted at Fourah Bay college to
be denied scholarships while those receiving government scholarships failed to gain
admission. This anomaly of 'admission without scholarship' and 'scholarship
without admission' expressed precisely the sort of injustices that alienated the vast
majority of Sierra Leonean youth, many of whom did not have the means to pursue
their education abroad or the political connections to secure domestic scholarships.
Worse still was the fact that many who made it through college could not find
employment after graduation and those who found jobs were seldom paid, if at all, by
a government that could no longer meet its payroll.
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Non-payment of teachers, in addition to the lack of basic instructional materials,
devalued schooling among a whole generation of Sierra Leonean youth who no
longer saw education as the cultural capital that could uplift them out from the
dunghill. The lumpen quip 'den say Abass Ali, yu say Davidson-Nicol' (Abass AH, an
illiterate but wealthy businessman, was held up as a better role model than DavidsonNicol, considered one of Sierra Leone's academic giants) captured the erosion of
confidence in the transformative potential of education among Sierra Leonean youth.
If teachers failed to teach because they were not paid, students learned nothing in the
absence of anyone to teach them. Endemic truancy and loss of hope among school
children was the inevitable outcome of the state's abdication of its responsibility to
develop and harness the human resources of society. As dropout rates soared,
criminal behavior and banditry increasingly came to define youth responses to the
collapse of meaning and loss of hope in their lives.
Elite predations, state recession and lumpen banditry were not the only causes of
social immiserisation in Sierra Leone. International Monetary Fund (IMF)
conditionalities that required successive governments to end subsidies for basic
commodities, privatise and deregulate the economy, devalue the national currency
and reduce government spending, also contributed to the rising levels of poverty in
Sierra Leone. IMF involvement in Sierra Leone's economy, however, has been
symptomatic of a much broader problem which goes back to the role of elites in
creating the conditions that undermine the economic sovereignty of their states.
Economic mismanagement may provide windfalls for elites but it is disastrous for
mass populations because it can lead to the functional contraction of the state and IMF
wardship.
By looting public resources and enfeebling the state, political elites directly
contributed to the lumpenisation of significant elements of society. It was these
lumpens who later formed the core of the NPRC and AFRC/RUF dictatorships. That
underprivileged elements of society could actually seize power suggests the absence
of hegemonic elites and affirms the centrality of armed subalterns in the maintenance
of elite dominance. This centrality stems in large part from elite valorisation of
lumpen thuggery and violence. Reliance on thugs to stay in power made it easier for
them to seize power. In a sense, elites were the first to appropriate lumpen thuggery
as a mode of governance; by the time lumpens took charge of the state, their value
system was already firmly implanted in the deflated institutions of the state.

Banalisation of Violence & Thuggery
Violence, to paraphrase Hannah Arendt, destroys power as it graduates into terror.
Terror, properly understood, '... is the form of government that comes into being
when violence, having destroyed all power, does not abdicate, but on the contrary,
remains in full control' (Arendt, 1970:55). Unlike violence which can sometimes be
justified but not legitimised, power needs legitimation for its effective exercise. The
more political elites rely on violence to silence political opponents and perpetuate
their dominance, the greater the likelihood that violence would spiral out of control
and consume not only its architects but society as a whole.
The centrality of violence and thuggery in Sierra Leone politics can be traced to the
exclusionary, repressive mode of exercising power by incumbent political elites.
Among what distinguished the AFRC/RUF from its elite antecedents was its
transformation of violence into a tool of criminal extraction. Violence and thuggery
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sustained the one-party dictatorship of the APC but this mode of silencing the
opposition was hardly extended to the extraction of resources from private citizens.
Starting with the NPRC, however, organised pillage became part of the survival
repertoire of renegade soldiers and, by the time Kabba was sworn-in as the first
elected president in Sierra Leone's history, the state was already engulfed by a
peculiar form of political violence whose dynamic had less to do with politics than
with the criminal expropriation of public resources and private property.
The massive intrusion of thuggery and violence into Sierra Leone politics in the 1970s
was mostly instigated by APC incumbents who were more interested in holding on to
power than in legitimating their dominance. This primacy of domination over
legitimation reflected the absence of a hegemonic ruling class capable of promoting
material and institutional development. As Robert Fatton observes,
... ruling classes exist throughout Africa but have yet to become hegemonic. They dominate
more by threatening and/or using direct violence than by providing moral, material and
intellectual leadership. Politics in Africa is not consensual but Hobbesian, and the rule of
the ruling class is not democratic but dictatorial. The absence of hegemonic ruling classes
thus explains African despotism (1992:20).

Siaka Stevens was fond of saying that 'force is the only language the ordinary man
understands' and much of what he did as president reflected this self-serving
perception. The imposition of one-party rule in 1978, and the subordination of society
and the state machinery to the 'interests of the recognised party', effectively
delegitimised political power, alienated the vast majority of citizens and sowed the
seeds for subaltern rebellion and terror.
APC violence and thuggery relied almost exclusively on the recruitment of urban
thugs and rural drifters. As Ismail Rashid (1997) points out, most of the thugs
recruited by APC patrons in the 1960s and 70s came from peri-urban enclaves like
Sawpit, Magazine and Kanikay - all in Freetown. Nestled in these lumpen tenements
were potes where youth congregated to smoke pot, gamble and 'pass time.' Potsmoking, gambling and membership in hunting and 'Odelay' societies defined some
of the everyday activities and organisational affiliations of city lumpens. Many thugs
who rallied to the cause of APC patrons did so out of sheer opportunism and
adventurism even as they failed to see how their actions contributed to the misery of
their lot in society. Abayomi Alhadi (alias 'Highway'), perhaps the most notorious
and feared lumpen thug to emerge in Sierra Leone's post-independence history, was
often used by APC chieftains to intimidate political opponents and carry out political
assassinations.
The drug culture among Freetown's lumpen youth attracted university and
secondary school students. With student radicals serving as a 'vital link between
students on campus and lumpens in the city', the politics of urban lumpens began to
change by the late 1970s (Rashid, 1997:22). Increased interaction between students and
lumpens led some in the latter category to begin to address issues that transcended
their immediate needs and circumstances. This exposure to student radicals also
coincided with the 1970s global economic recession and the popularisation of reggae
music whose lyrics often denounced social injustice and political repression. Reggae
music in the potes reinforced the message of student radicals that the political system
was decadent and in need of radical change. The cumulative effect of these
interactions was to make Freetown's lumpen youth less collaborationist vis-a-vis
ruling elites by the late 1970s.
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Growing urban lumpen confrontationism led the APC to turn its attention to the
recruitment of rural lumpens and peasants (largely along ethnic lines) as political
thugs and as regulars in the security apparatuses of the state. The assumption behind
this shift was that rural lumpens and peasants were more likely to remain loyal and
less prone to be confrontational than their more impressionable and capricious urban
counterparts. Unlike urban lumpen whose loyalties were inherently suspect, rural
lumpens - many of whom found their way into the army through ethnic patrons who
often happened to be top politicians - were expected to be more subservient to the
interests of their patrons.
The role of lumpen thugs in Sierra Leone politics prior to the 1990s was mostly limited
to the electoral arena. Electoral violence in many instances involved the razing of
entire villages to the ground and the displacement of their inhabitants. Thaimu
Bangura (a former minister in Siaka Stevens and, later, Kabba's government) was
implicated in the torching of two villages whose inhabitants were opposed to his
candidacy in the 1982 elections. The Forster Commission of Inquiry, set up to look
into incidents that established a reign of terror in Kabala in 1978, revealed how the
village of Krubola was incinerated by thugs acting on the orders of S. B. KawusuKonteh, then minister of Mines. Finoh Marah, in her testimony to the commission,
described how she was raped and how Mrs. Kawusu-Konte enlisted the help of some
men to hold her legs apart so that she (Mrs. Kawusu-Konteh) could smear her private
parts with pepper {Tablet, 22 May 1979:8). In another typical example of gross
electoral brutality, Mr. I. S Kebe (at the time managing director of the commercial
insurance company and a candidate in the 1982 parliamentary elections) was
seriously harmed by thugs acting on the orders of his opponent, Ibrahim Sorie.
According to one report, Kebe's
... feet ivere carefully sliced and a concoction of pepper, onions, and Bengnes Balsam nibbed
on the wound and carefully bandaged. The same mixture was rubbed to his eyes and a
careful smear was made on his private parts. All this ivas done in the presence of his mother,
ivith uncles and a large crowd of onlookers. Finally, he was tied to a landrover and dragged
through Roknpr town {Globe, 18 May 1982, p. 6).

Responding to the unprecedented levels of violence in the 1982 elections, which was
the first to be held under the one-party constitution, Siaka Stevens casually noted that
'man is a beast all over the world; there have been difficulties here and there which
you can't help' {Africa Now, June 1982).
By far the most telling example of elite-inspired electoral violence in Sierra Leone's
post-independence history occurred in the Pujehun district in the early 1980s. As a
result of the APC government's brutal response to the Ndorbgowusui defiance
campaign in Pujehun, thousands of peasant families were uprooted from their homes
and villages; many fled to neighbouring Liberia as the entire district simmered with
rage and violence. Peasant distrust of the state, especially in the Southern and Eastern
provinces, continued to grow after this incident especially as it became obvious that
neither the APC nor its successor NPRC could secure the countryside and protect its
inhabitants. Displacement and destitution, more so than anger against the state,
forced uprooted, lumpenised peasant youth from Pujehun and other areas into
brigandage and criminal terror.
Violence against prominent regime opponents was also common under the APC. In
the most celebrated case, Sam Bangura, who was at the time Governor of the central
bank, was found dead at his house in December 1979 under very mysterious
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circumstances. A Coroner's inquest into the Governor's death concluded that he was
murdered. The government subsequently indicted the Governor's niece (Tity
Koroma), security guard (Abdul Bai Conteh) and two of his watchmen (Simity Jalloh
and Mohamed Jagne) on charges of murder. All four were convicted but later
pardoned by Siaka Stevens.
Political violence also extended to the independent press whose members were
unrelentingly harassed by security agents of the state. The premises of two
newspapers were demolished by the APC government after attempts to intimidate
their editors failed. Edited by Julius Cole, The People newspaper was an organ of the
opposition Sierra Leone People's Party (SLPP). Most of its columns were critical of the
APC which was trying to shrink the political space for opposition and independent
parties. The People-WAS eventually put out of business in 1970 when its premises were
destroyed by APC thugs. This violent suppression of freedom of expression was
repeated eleven years later when the offices of the Tablet, the only independent
newspaper at the height of one-party rule, was blown-up by armed thugs and security
personnel in 1981.
What elites do, especially how they exercise state power and how they engage
political opponents, condition what subalterns consider permissible. The violent
elimination of political opponents by the AFRC/RUF is reminiscent of what they
were mobilised by elites to do in the past. The main difference today is that the thugs
who elites once relied on to intimidate and eliminate their opponents have come home
to roost. They now realise that they can use the violence they produce not only to prop
their patrons but to usurp them, not only to eliminate opponents but to extort society,
and not only to reproduce lumpen penury but to overcome it. This transformation in
the use of political violence gave a particularly menacing character to the AFRC/RUF
campaign of criminal terror.
Paul Richards has strenuously argued that acts of subaltern violence in Sierra Leone especially RUF beheadings, amputations and maiming of innocent civilians - are
neither barbaric nor irrational and express desperation rather than terror. According
to him,
Whereas it is true that the war in Sierra Leone is a terror war, and involves horrifying acts
of brutality against defenseless civilians, this sad fact cannot in any way be taken to prove a
reversion to some kind of essential African savagery. Terror is supposed to unsettle its
victims. The confused accounts of terrorised victims of violence do not constitute evidence of
the irrationality of violence. Rather they show the opposite - that the tactics have been fully
effective in disorientating, traumatising and demoralising victims of violence. In short,
they are devilishly well-calculated (1996:XVI).

Well-calculated or not, terror in the long run does not advance the interests of its
architects. As Yusuf Bangura points out in his critique of Richards's book,
The cutting-off of hands to prevent adult villagers from voting may be a rational RUF
strategy, as Richards insists, but one would have to stretch rationality to its limits to
explain the logic behind the decision to subject to the same treatment 9 and 10-year-olds
who do not vote (1997:123).

Richards fails not only to situate RUF violence in the broader context of elite practices,
he also overlooks the changing role of violence as suggested by RUF/AFRC banditry.
For the NPRC, AFRC and RUF, violence functioned less as a mechanism of political
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domination than as a means of expropriation. This 'primitivisation' of accumulation
represented a form of lumpen mimicry of elite modes of accumulation.

'Sobelisation' of the Army
'Sobelisation' of the national army, or the transformation of army regulars into
brigands and armed robbers, can be traced to the mode of recruitment in the security
apparatuses of the state. While 'sobels' were disproportionately soldiers with lumpen
backgrounds, senior officers in the army also colluded on a routine basis with rebel
forces and lumpen 'sobels'. 'Sobel' officers and lumpen 'sobels' shared a common
interest in destabilising the state and terrorising the population; the political loyalties
of some 'sobel' officers to the former APC government may also help explain the
dramatic upsurge in 'sobel' activities under the NPRC. Rogue officers not only
engaged in and benefited from massive looting by forces under their command, some
had political motives for engaging in activities that undermined state security. Expresident Momoh's front organisation, the National Forum for the Restoration of
Democracy (NAFORD), was, for example, reportedly 'active in fomenting dissension
in the SLA' (Riley and Sesay, 1995:124)
All regulars with lumpen backgrounds in the Sierra Leone army did not become
'sobelised'. As a matter of fact, the lumpenity' of 'sobels' had more to do with their
social background, 'life world' and behavioral propensities than their social location.
As salaried workers, soldiers are not lumpen; they are only lumpen insofar as they are
products of a culture that is steeped in violence, thuggery, hooliganism and banditry.
While the plurality of lumpens in society are not 'sobels' or central to the political
process, those recruited as thugs by political patrons or into the security apparatuses
have greater access to elites and the corridors of power than other subordinate
groups. This unmediated proximity to power, and the centrality of violence in
maintaining the political system, invites coups by the military underclass.
'Sobelisation' deprofessionalises the army, shatters rank discipline and contradicts
the very raison d'etre oi the military as state institution. Politicisation (ethnicisation) of
the army, and its subordination to the government of the day, paved the way for its
denationalisation and 'sobelisation'. In the words of president Kabba,
For nearly thirty years nozv, recruitment into the army ... has been based on tribal and
political patronage. The government of the day regarded the army as an instrument of the
ruling party and not as a national institution. Its role was relegated to that of protecting the
ruling party, insulating it from the people and ensuring that however unpopular the party
in power became, it remained in office indefinitely. To give practical effect to its new-found
role, the mode of recruitment into the army was altered from that based on qualification to
one based on the card system - that is, one based on political, tribal or regional affiliation.
The latter method of recruitment involved the hierarchy of the riding party vetting potential
recruits and giving cards for recruitment only to those who proved to be party faithful. In
the course of time, the army came to be composed almost entirely of men and women loyal
only to the ruling party. The result of this mode of recruitment was that every soldier had a
political patron and collectively, those patrons belonged to the ruling party, to which the
army owed its loyalty and allegiance, and not the nation {West Africa, 20-26 October
1997:1671).
While the link between recruitment patterns and the conduct of the Sierra Leone army
cannot be overemphasised, the fact remains that the army was already politicised by
the time the APC came to power in 1968. By rapidly Africanising the officer corps of
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the military after he became Prime Minister in 1964, Albert Margai had sought to
reward his ethnoclients in the army, most of whom happened to be Mende officers.
Thus, the percentage of Mende officers serving in the army doubled from 26 per cent
under Milton Margai (Albert Margai's predecessor) to 52 per cent under Albert
Margai (Cox, 1976). Siaka Stevens reconstituted the officer corps of the army after
1968 by purging nearly all Mende officers. By the time Momoh was overthrown in
1992, the officer corps of the army consisted almost entirely of Northerners.
The RUF insurrection, which started under Momoh, prompted a dramatic increase in
the number of lumpens recruited into the army (Zack-Williams and Riley, 1993). As
Momoh himself explained,
... in the quest to increase numbers, training standards dropped and discipline may have
subsided also, because not much time zvas given to screening entrants. The result is that a
large number of undesirables, waifs, strays, lay-abouts and bandits may now be in the
nation's military uniform (West Africa, 28 October - 3 November, 1996:1676).

Momoh increased the size of the army from 3,000 to 14,000, with most of the new
recruits drawn from the ranks of marginals - 'raray man dem', 'dregman dem' or
Kaplan's 'loose molecules.' The loyalties of lumpens recruited into the army after the
war started were far more ambivalent than those whose enlistment predated the war.
Momoh and his 'Binkolo' cabal desperately sought new recruits to serve on the war
front but the only reason lumpens wanted to be on the war front was to plunder
diamonds and pillage the countryside, not to fight rebels with whom they often
colluded. Poorly trained but heavily armed, scores of chronically destitute lumpen
youth were deployed in the countryside where they did more to terrorise innocent
civilians than engage the enemy. It was 'when the civilians figured out that their
attackers were not only rebels but also government soldiers gone foul, that they took
to calling anyone in uniform a "sobel" - soldiers who took the guise of rebels to
pillage, rape, maim and murder' (Rubin, 1997:47).
As the security situation deteriorated across the country, and in the midst of glaring
evidence of collaboration between 'sobels' and rebels, provincial urban communities
organised civil defense militias to defend their towns. Most of these efforts were led
and coordinated by secret society members and vigilante youth. In one such effort,
Hindos (members of the Poro secret society) mobilised in Kenema in 1994 to defend
their town against marauding gangs of rebels and government soldiers. This
grassroots response to a deteriorating security environment was triggered by rumors
of an imminent attack on the town by rebels/'sobels'. Poro laws, including a dusk to
dawn curfew, were briefly enforced by Hindos whose efforts to supplant the
authority of an ineffective government brought them into direct conflict with
elements of the national army. The bloody confrontation that ensued between poro
members and government soldiers consolidated the hostility of the local community
toward the army and the state.
The determination of Hindos to defend their town against an undifferentiated
assortment of rebels and renegade soldiers subsequently galvanised into a national
effort to resist 'sobel'/rebel usurpation of power after the 1998 AFRC coup. Tensions
between army regulars and civil defense militias, and the perception that the SLPP
government was partial to the militias, may have precipitated the AFRC coup (Riley,
1997; Zack-Williams, 1997). But animosity between a 'sobelised' army and civil
militias determined to protect their vulnerable communities mirrored a deeper
antagonism between state (especially its security forces) and society. That 'sobelised'
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army regulars later joined rebels to seize power and embark on a campaign of mass
terror merely confirmed the 'sobel' degeneracy and lack of professionalism of the
Sierra Leone army.
The 'sobelisation' of the army meant that the rebel war was unwinnable. It was
impossible for the state to defeat rebel forces when its own troops were
indistinguishable, in both appearance and conduct, from those of the enemy. The
rebel war became unwinnable not because the rebels were popular but because the
national army was no less unpopular than the RUF. Lacking the public support that is
critically needed to launch and sustain an effective counter-insurgency, the army
became a liability rather than an asset in the rebel war. It was in recognition of the
army's intractable 'sobelisation' that the NPRC government decided to hire Executive
Outcomes, a South African security firm with interests in Sierra Leone's diamonds, to
help wage war against the rebels (Harding, 1997; Rubin, 1997). With the help of local
civilian militias, Executive Outcomes was able to recapture diamond mining areas
and temporarily turn the tide of the war against the rebels.
'Sobelisation' also dovetailed into warlordism as 'sobel' officers recruited and trained
auxiliary forces to not only provide security but to also mine diamonds and engage in
other clandestine activities. The fact that most of those recruited were lumpen minors
was consistent with the policy of the Sierra Leone army 'which had been drafting
minors for several years, often through a system of patronage in which an officer in a
remote posting would take on young able members of families that could no longer
sustain themselves' (Harding, 1997:92). Although not officially enlisted in the army,
minors conscripted into the security outfits of rogue officers wore national army
uniforms and carried weapons supplied by the state. Since they were not paid by a
state that could not even determine the number of men and women in uniform, most
of these 'sobel' auxiliaries engaged in active looting of public and private property
from which their bosses profited.
Without 'sobels' in the army, RUF insurrectionists could have been defeated and the
country spared the agony and trauma of the 1990s. But saddled with an army that
could neither protect society and from which society could not be protected, the
average Sierra Leonean ultimately bore the brunt of the mayhem unleashed by
'sobelised' soldiers and their rebel allies. What started as ethnopoliticisation of the
army under Albert Margai degenerated into lumpenisation under Stevens and
Momoh and sobelisation during the Momoh and NPRC years. While members of the
NPRC junta were not necessarily sobels, their actions nonetheless reinforced
processes of sobelisation in the army which culminated in the AFRC coup.

Conclusion
How political elites accumulated wealth and exercised power helped shape the
dynamics of AFRC/RUF terror in Sierra Leone. The predatory exercise of state power
by APC politicians established patterns of rule that were inherently incompatible
with societal interests and the long-term reproduction of elite dominance. A
dysfunctional state increasingly at odds with society and incapable of performing
basic tasks could not withstand the deadly struggle for access to the country's mineral
resources among elites and lumpens alike. Subaltern appropriation of elite modes of
accumulation resulted in the transformation of violence from a tool of political
domination to a means of criminal accumulation by state agents.
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The recent (July 1999) signing of a power-sharing agreement between the Kabba
government and the RUF demonstrates how far political incumbents are willing to go
to forge alliances with just about anyone (including mass murderers, rapists and
arsonists) as long as they remain in power. Members of the political class who find
themselves out of power are equally predisposed to close ranks with any group that
can help them gain access to state offices and public resources. Kabba's Faustian
bargain with RUF lumpens and their elite backers is a 'remedy' that may prove to be
worse than the malady. What is more likely to happen is that the power-sharing
arrangement between the SLPP government and the RUF would unravel and violence
would continue to plague Sierra Leone politics into the foreseeable future.
Already, there are reports that Momoh's APC is planning to merge with the RUF
{Concord Times, July 12,1999:1). Given the role of the APC in banalising violence and
valorising pillage, as well as the extent of the party's collaboration with the AFRC/
RUF junta, news of a merger between these two anti-democratic outfits should come
as no surprise. What is glaringly ironic, however, is that the RUF would be aligning
itself with the party against whom it originally launched its armed insurrection. What
this suggests, inter alia, is that the disagreement between armed subalterns and
political elites is not over how to organise and exercise political power but, rather, it is
over who has access to public offices and resources.
Opponents (including popular sectors) of the power-sharing provisions of the Lome
'Peace' agreement overlook the fact that the political class has always shared power,
albeit under different circumstances, with armed subalterns. Prominent APC leaders
(S. I Koroma, a.k.a 'agba Satani', comes to mind) were after all, thuglords. What has
changed is that the thugs and vandals the political class once relied on to carry out its
dirty work are now demanding a greater share of the spoils of political office. Absent
political elites who regularly resort to violence and thuggery as 'acceptable' modes of
engaging political opponents, subaltern terror would have remained a fringe
phenomenon with no direct or significant impact on the political system. Correspondingly, just as political elites appropriated lumpen violence, lumpens also embraced
and diffused the pillage ethos of the political class. This mutuality of interests and
stratagems that unite armed lumpens and political elites is key to understanding
Sierra Leone's descent into criminal terror in the 1990s.
Jimmy Kandeh, Department of Political Science, University of Richmond, Virginia,
USA.
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Warfare, Endemic Violence & State
Collapse in Africa
Chris Allen
African politics in the nineties have been marked by a series of violent
breakdowns of order, and in some cases the disappearance of the central
state, in a large number of states. Attempts at the analysis of this
phenomenon have involved several different but complementary
approaches, notably those invoking globalisation, the economics of 'new'
war, the crisis of the neopatrimonial state, or social and cultural factors as
keys to explanation. These either confine themselves to case studies, or
treat all instances of endemic violence as open to the same analysis, in
part because they treat violence or warfare as themselves the central objects
of analysis. An alternative approach does not see 'war' as the problem, but
is instead concerned with the historical circumstances within which endemic
violence occurs and which can be seen as possible causes of that violence.
This approach allows for the simultaneous existence of several different
historical sequences involving war and violence, and identifies one key
category of cases of endemic violence which covers the great majority of
those cases in the nineties: violence associated with the process of state
collapse in Africa. It attributes the origins of violence in these cases to the
degeneration of their 'spoils politics' systems under the impact of their
internal dynamics, accelerated by economic decline since 1980 and the end
of the Cold War. As spoils systems develop into 'terminal spoils', so violence
intensifies and takes on new but necessary forms, and a process of state
collapse begins, interacting with the growth of violence in ways that
accelerate both.
Two themes have predominated in the literature on African politics of the last decade:
democratisation, and internal war. While the former theme has generated a
considerable theoretical and critical literature (see Osaghae, 1999 for a recent
instance), the study of conflict, war and violence has focused much more on case
studies and the implications of warfare for external actors (whether multinational
bodies like the UN, individual states, or non-state bodies like NGOs involved in relief
and development activity). The descriptive phrase 'complex political emergencies'
well illustrates both aspects.
Theoretical analysis is less well-developed, and suffers several weaknesses. Thus,
while internal wars, and violence more generally, are now far less likely to be seen as
irrational (on this, see for instance, Duffield, 1998; Kaldor, 1999), attempts to explain
violence and internal war tend to treat all instances of these (vague) phenomena as in
principle similar, and thus as open to the same form of explanation (Clayton, 1999, ch.
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7), as with the related state collapse literature, notably Zartman (1994). This may be
related to the extent to which information and analysis in this area has come to rely
less and less on scholarly research, and more and more on those working for NGOs
(including scholars such as Mark Duffield, whose work on war and violence is so
impressive). From the NGO standpoint, cases of violence, human rights abuse or
critical need for emergency relief, are similar and call for similar responses; and there
is a tendency to understand them as instances of the same phenomenon.
Even when they have some features in common, instances of violence and warfare do
not necessarily prove to be sufficiently similar in their origins, basic character and
long-term outcomes, as a comparison of events in Mozambique, Sierra Leone and
Algeria will suggest. One highly significant category - associated with prolonged
spoils politics and state collapse - does however share a common origin, character
and dynamic, which in turn has serious implications for conflict resolution, the
restoration of peace, and post-conflict reconstruction. It is this category, discussed
very briefly in an earlier general essay on African politics (Allen, 1995:313-5) on which
the second half of the present article concentrates.

Patterns of Violence & Warfare
Extensive violence and warfare became seemingly commonplace in Africa in the late
1980s and 1990s, marking Ethiopia, Mozambique, Angola, South Africa, Algeria,
Uganda, Sierra Leone, Liberia, Somalia, Burundi, Rwanda, Sudan, the Central African
Republic, Congo-Brazzaville, and Zaire. In one sense the presence of violence and war
is not a new phenomenon, but several features of the current version have attracted
special attention to it, and have suggested that we should see what is happening as a
new form of warfare and violence. These features include:
• Heightened intensity and scope of conflict, and a quantitative increase in
victims, the great bulk of whom are civilians rather than those under arms. Thus
in southern Sudan and the Nuba mountains area a recent estimate argues that
there have been two million conflict-related deaths in the 16 year period 198398, some 40 per cent of which occurred in the four years after 1994 (Burr, 1998);
• Pervasiveness and ubiquity of violence within individual states, ranging from
genocidical campaigns in Rwanda to the sporadic but frequent outbreaks of
conflict in Nigeria (for a recent report on violence in the Delta area, see HRW,
1999, May);
• Dramatically increased risks of interpersonal violence (rape, armed robbery,
murder, etc) and of insecurity, linked to the growth of crime and a breakdown of
civility and respect for law;
• Changes in community-level conflict. In an early study for Oxfam, Mark
Duffield noted a contrast in pastoralist areas of the Horn between 'old' and
'new' forms of conflict. The former were limited in scope and intensity, used old
and inefficient weapons, were governed by norms both of combat and of its
resolution, and tended to have goals of the redistribution of cattle or access to
land and water between the conflicting groups. By contrast, the new forms are
very intense and destructive, use modern weapons, are not rule governed
(though they are not irrational), are often associated with orgies of violence, and
have goals involving seizure or destruction of food and other resources, and
thus their denial to one of the groups (Duffield, 1990);
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• Warfare now frequently takes the form of civil war, and civil war of
considerable duration and resistance to resolution: there are very few cases in
which the risk of further conflict has been substantially reduced - as in
Mozambique - as opposed to being briefly suspended, as in Sierra Leone;
• It is also associated, though not on a simple or one-to-one basis, with state
collapse.
It is worth exploring the 'newness' further, first empirically and then analytically.

Characteristics of the 'New Violence'
Looked at broadly, what is implied in the studies of war and violence in the nineties or more accurately what it is feared may be true - is that violence has become a norm
within social and political behaviour, not an option and a last resort; that violence
may now have become an end in itself, rather an instrumental device; and that
violence and warfare have become self-reproducing, with no prospect that they can be
brought to an end.
The overall pattern of violence in the nineties is associated with some five general
features (though each may not always occur in every potential instance, and the extent
to which they occur will vary).
Targeting
Violence is directed very largely at civilians rather than rival armed groups, and at
entire groups rather than unlucky individuals. The groups overlap, inevitably, and
the basis of targeting can shift, as in Liberia (Outram, 1997); they include:
• Opposition groupings and organisations (such as moderate Hutu in Rwanda),
those resisting state policy, rival factions, and the press and human rights
NGOs;
• Communities, especially those in control of valued assets like land or food;
often the attackers will belong to different ethnic or religious groupings and/or
will claim to be the original inhabitants, as in Zaire. But simple expropriation
through warfare is common also, as in the Horn (Duffield, 1994);
• Ethnic or related groupings (Turton, 1997); in extreme cases targeting may
become or approach genocide, as with Rwanda in 1994, but also Burundi in 1972
(Lemarchand, 1996) and Sudan in the 1990s, with the Nuba (African Rights,
1995b; Burr, 1998);
• Vulnerable groups, such as children, women, or refugees. Thus children have
not only been recruited into armed groups and involved in brutal attacks on
others as in Liberia (HRW, 1994) or Sierra Leone (HRW 1999, June, 28-29), but
have also been abducted in large numbers, as in Uganda (HRW, 1997 Sept;
Amnesty International, 1997 Sept). Women have frequently been abducted,
killed or mutilated (as in Sierra Leone), and we should note the general very
high incidence of rape, and the use of rape as a weapon, rather than as a frequent
but individual and opportunistic act (see, for example, the essays in Turshen &
Twagiramariya, 1998). Thus:
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During the 1994 genocide, Rwandan women zvere subjected to sexual violence on a massive
scale, perpetrated by members of the infamous Hutu militia groups ...by other civilians,
and by soldiers of the Rwandan Armed Forces ... Administrative, military and political
leaders at the national and local levels, as well as heads of militia, directed or encouraged
both the killings and sexual violence to further their political goals: the destruction of the
Tutsi as a group(HRW', 1996).

Warfare also creates refugee flows (which may well be the intent of the attacks, as in
'ethnic cleansing'); more recently in the nineties, claims of deliberate attacks on
refugee groups have become more common, notably in the Great Lakes area
(Refugees International, 1997; HRW, 1997 Nov; HRW, 1997 March; Amnesty
International, 1997 Dec; Amnesty International, 1998 Nov-1).
Extreme Brutality
In some areas, notably Liberia (Ellis, 1996), Sierra Leone (HRW, 1999 June), Rwanda
(African Rights, 1995a; HRW, 1999 March), Mozambique (Nordstrom, 1997) and to a
slightly lesser degree Angola (HRW, 1999 Sept) and Algeria (HRW, 1998 Aug),
violence has taken appalling, barbarous forms. These have included violent rituals
involving use of body parts or of ritual murder; mutilation and torture, including of
women and children; the forcible involvement of relatives, children and spouses in
killing; and rape. All warfare involves brutal, even barbarous, acts. What has been
suggested is occurring in these cases is, however, a general practice of extreme,
irrational brutality, orgies of 'senseless' violence, violence as an apparent end in itself,
as Outram in desperation proposes (1997:362). F Ellis begins his study of 'ethnic and
spiritual violence' in Liberia by referring to the 'the savagery of the Liberian conflict'
(1995:165). Later he mentions 'appalling atrocities committed by fighters, particularly
the practice of cannibalism ... Charles Taylor himself has been reported, probably
accurately according to some who know him well, to have drunk the blood of
sacrificial victims' (192). The Sierra Leone conflict has involved seemingly random
slaughter and a persistent practice of mutilation by chopping off hands, feet, ears etc.
(Richards, 1996; Amnesty International, 1998 Nov-2; HRW, 1999 June). The more
recent reports from human rights groups contain much testimony from victims, such
as this, from Lucia, aged ten, seized with two friends last January by four rebels:
They marched us up the hill where we were joined by another rebel and two more adult men.
And, then they started hacking off our arms. When it was my turn they pushed me to the
ground and told me to put my right hand on a big stone. One rebel held me down, one put
his foot on my arm while the one they called 'Blood' hacked it off with a big axe. Then they
did the same thing with my left hand; they hit each hand one time each. We couldn't run;
they had their guns on us the whole time. It was so fast; the whole thing only took about ten
minutes. Then they ivalked us back down the hill and back to our compound. When my
mother saw me, with my hands dangling from my arms and blood spurting everywhere she
screamed and burst out crying. When they were cutting me, I heard them say, 'now you
will know the rebels; noiu you will know the bitterness of war! (HRW, 1999 June, 31)

Forcing individuals to participate in the killings of neighbours and family is also
common. Usually the participation is limited to being forced to witness killings, but it
may go further, as an example from northern Uganda illustrates. The speaker is a
female student, one of a large group abducted in 1996 and held for a year by the Lord's
Resistance Army headed by Joseph Kony:
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One time, a girl who was abducted from a certain village tried to escape but was caught by
the rebels. The girl was brought in front of us and the rebels told us to stomp (her) to death.
We killed the poor innocent girl, who thought of nothing but (trying to) rescue herself from
them. If we did not kill the girl we were going to be shot by guns (HRW, 1997 Sept, 88).

State Initiation or Sponsorship of Violence
This is a common feature, and can be seen in extreme form in Rwanda, Burundi and
Sudan. The government may often cite the prior occurrence of violence by non-state
groups as an apparent trigger or excuse, but the character and organisation of its
violence makes it clear it is neither reactive nor defensive. The most self-evident forms
involve attacks by the air force, army or police, usually on civilian targets, as in
Nigeria (HRW, 1999 Feb 2; HRW, 1999 May) and Sudan (Burr, 1998; HRW, 1999 Feb
1), or in Somalia during the 1980s (HRW, 1990). Equally common, however, are cases
in which political or military leaders create or sponsor militias, which then carry out
the attacks in place of, or in collaboration with, the army. The Rwandan Interahamwe
militia is a familiar example; others are provided by the Kamajor (or Kamajoi) in Sierra
Leone (Muana, 1998), and a variety of groups in Algeria. An alternative is for state
agents to promote attacks on targeted communities or groups by arming and/or
encouraging their local rivals, as in the Niger Delta or in the Kivu area of Zaire in the
mid-nineties (Amnesty International, 1996 Nov; USCR, 1996; Prunier, 1997). One
consequence of such actions is that the victims may themselves acquire weapons and
organise self-defence groups, as occurred in Kivu, in Liberia and eventually in the
settled agricultural areas of Somalia, thus enhancing the risk and scope of violent
conflict.

War as Business
Warfare has usually been accompanied by opportunistic looting. In the 'new wars',
seizure of assets like land or diamonds, gold, and timber appear to be more important
than military victories or the control of strategically significant areas (though these do
have some importance, as in Angola). The reasons for the loyalty of the rank-and file
may have far more to do with opportunities for looting, than ideological or ethnic
motives. In addition to asset seizure, one encounters the levying of taxation and
tribute (including the use of road-blocks by the rank-and-file), the use of forced labour
(porters) and the seizure of people - women as 'wives' and children as soldiers, as
well as enslavement in Sudan (see for example, CSI, 1999). Even regular armies (as in
Sierra Leone), and forces not initially involved in accumulating resources can become
looters - Nigerian units in ECOMOG being the classic case (Reno, 1996).
Warlordism
Closely associated with this last is warlordism, a term borrowed from studies of
China, which not all scholars see as appropriately used in Africa. It has been used to
illuminate studies of conflict in Chad (Charlton & May, 1989), Liberia (Ellis 1995;
Outram, 1997), Somalia (Adam, 1992, Compagnon 1998), and even South Africa,
where it became common to refer to the leaders of localised armed groups as Inkatha
(or ANC) 'warlords'. What these cases (and others such as Sierra Leone and Zaire/
Congo, but not South Africa) have in common is the presence of many rival armed
groups (often created by divisions within earlier groups, as in Liberia), and a practice
of organised looting rather than military confrontation. Each is headed by a
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commander (often a politician rather than a soldier) who operates through personal
authority rather than military hierarchy. Such groups are poorly disciplined, prone to
extreme violence, and usually highly destructive.
They operate by exploiting areas under their control, through looting, and taxing, but
also by developing export trades with external business interests which have
included foreign firms (Reno, 1993), politically-connected individuals in neighbouring states, and Ecomog commanders (Duffield, 1998:81-87; Reno, 1996). Commanders
seize key assets for their own enrichment (and for use in arms purchasing or
patronage, as with Savimbi, or Charles Taylor), while the rank-and-file are, as it were,
licensed to loot what is left. It is both destructive, and reproduces warfare, even
though rival groups may attempt to avoid clashing with each other, as in Sierra
Leone. In the longer term, it is self-destructive, when resources run out and the basis
for warlordism attenuates or evaporates.

Why These Patterns?
Five lines of explanation, or approaches to explanation, have developed in the
literature, each of which tends to focus on only part of what I have been describing,
and several of which overlap with, or complement others.
1) 'New barbarism' accounts, associated with, for example, Robert Kaplan's writing.
These seem to me to be overgeneralised, and at times to be based more on ignorance
and hearsay than evidence (Kaplan, 1994). I have commented on them elsewhere
(Allen, 1995), and there is an extended critique in Richards (1996), particularly of the
element of environmental determinism that can often be found in the approach.
2) 'Economics of ivar' theories (Jean & Rufin, 1996; Keen, 1998; Reno, 1997b). This
approach sees new wars not as a reversion to barbarism or as the result of ancient
ethnic hatreds, and thus as essentially irrational, but as a response to changing
economic conditions arising from the economic crisis and decline of the 1980s. Within
this context, violence becomes functional (Berdal & Keen, 1997:797-800), rather than
irrational, and its functionality accounts both for its presence and its persistence - its
endemic nature. Thus attacks on the Nuba in Sudan can be seen as more concerned to
drive them off land earmarked for allocation to wealthy supporters of the NIF regime
than as the simple measures of counter-insurgency that government claims they are
(Burr, 1998:23, 32).
Similarly key characteristics of warlordism can be explained, such as the concentration on economically exploitable regions and especially those with exportable
mineral or timber resources, its links with foreign firms, the centrality of looting, and
the avoidance of military engagements. Recruitment into militias and even armies in
the nineties can be seen as providing job openings for the rapidly growing numbers of
poorly-educated unemployed youth (see Kandeh in this issue) as well as opportunities for looting and thus accumulation. Collusion between the 'rebels' and formal
armies - so characteristic of Sierra Leone and visible in Liberia - can be partially
explained by their common interests in looting, arms trading (and perhaps drug
trading), and the exporting of timber, diamonds etc.
This approach counters views of new wars as irrational, and helps to explain the
short-term dynamics of war, including the difficulties of conflict resolution (see
Shearer, 1997). It is less convincing when faced with 'senseless violence', and is
limited in its analytical scope, tending to be satisfied with the identification of
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economic rationales for individual features of violence. It thus requires placing in a
larger analytical context, which globalisation accounts promise to do (see below).
3) Approaches rooted in the nature of African political systems and the impact of the end of
the Cold War and of economic decline. Thus Richards (1996, chap. 2), looking at Sierra
Leone, and Chabal and Daloz (1999:81-87) more generally, characterise African
regimes as 'neopatrimonial', and argue that reproduction of the patron-client
relations which sustain such regimes is threatened by economic decline, the loss of aid
and other transfers, and in some cases the loss of Cold War sponsorship, as in Zaire.
This reduces openings for clients at the very moment when they are most needed, a
situation Richards refers to as a 'crisis of patrimonialism'. 'The Sierra Leone war' he
goes on to say, 'is a product of this protracted, post-colonial, crisis of patrimonialism'
(1996, xviii).
This approach goes further than locating news forms of war and violence in the
nineties; it also has a certain dynamic to it, in that it implies intensified competition for
resources, and an increased use of violence as an element of competition. It also
implies a growing vulnerability of those in power, and thus a willingness to
contemplate extreme means to retain power. Thus like the economic approach, it is
useful in handling general patterns, and questions of timing and incidence; but not in
coming to terms with brutality. My own approach belongs in this category, and I shall
return to it later in the article.
4) Globalisation approaches. These are primarily concerned to explain why new forms of
war (and associated political and economic organisation) should have occurred in
many locations in the last decade or so, and should have shared the same general
character. Thus Mary Kaldor (1999, chaps. 4, 5) sees these wars as the product of
globalisation's destructive impact on national levels of political and economic
organisation. This results in the decline of central authority (especially over the
'instruments of physical coercion' (92) and the growth of a variety of sources of
authority and power, together with a growing informalisation of the economy, and
the erosion of economic and social security for the majority of people. One common
political response is the emergence of violent 'identity politics' - 'movements which
mobilise around ethnic, racial or religious identity for the purpose of claiming state
power'(76), or indeed power at sub-state level. Those losing power at national level,
and other 'excluded elites', engage in identity politics as a 'survival tactic', which
'plays to and inculcates popular prejudices' (78).
It is also sustained by economic informalisation, which is 'the product of neo-liberal
policies pursued in the 1980s and 1990s. These policies increased the level of
unemployment, resource depletion and disparities in income, which provided an
environment for growing criminalisation and the creation of networks of corruption,
black marketeers, arms and drug traffickers, etc' (831). This context is then used to
situate, rather more than to explain, characteristic features of the new wars, including
the multiplication of types of armed groups (92-95), techniques of warfare including
the elimination or expulsion of targeted communities (97-100), and the financing of
war and of armed groups (101-106).
A similar argument is advanced by Duffield (1998) in an essay on 'post-modern'
conflict which lays a greater stress on African examples. He sees the resultant
conflicts, much as does William Reno (1995,1997a), as arising from political strategies
'representing viable and innovative non-state forms of political authority. Global
marginalisation has given local actors the chance to rework the nature of political
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authority' (82). Later he refers to the 'emergence of long-term political projects that no
longer need to anchor political authority in conventional territorial, bureaucratic or
consent-based structures, yet at the same time need to establish international linkages'
(97)
This approach clearly draws on accounts of war as a business, warlordism, and
warfare as associated with the decline of African neopatrimonial systems. At the same
time it allows greater scope than these do to external factors, whether the
globalisation process itself, or attempts at global economic management by the IMF
and World Bank through structural adjustment programmes, or the importance of
links with external economic actors for the new armed groups (Ibid, 83-4). As a result,
while identifying the 'internal' features of new wars, and their ties to the 'postpatrimonial state' (Ibid, 87), the approach is less concerned (and less able) to provide
an account of the internal political dynamics of these wars.
5) Approaches using social, cultural, and individual factors. Such approaches promise to

handle 'mindless violence' better, and can be found in the recent special issue (No 15052,1998) of Cahiers d'etudes africaines in Richards and in Ellis, and in Chabal & Daloz.
Several studies have suggested that at least some of the sources of contemporary
violence lie in local history and ritual, but not in the sense of Kaplan's resurgence of
ancient hatreds or the 'existence of long-standing traditions of social banditry and
warlordism' (Ferme, 1998, summarising the argument of Lewis, 1998). Thus Michel
Galy sees violence in Liberia as strongly influenced by past histories of state violence
visited on those in the interior, which gave rise to ritual and symbols reflected in the
dress and behaviour of the Liberian fighters of the nineties, and which allow them to
objectify their victims and thus perform on them 'diabolical sexual acts, murders and
dismemberments' (1998:553). Ellis's well-known earlier study of Liberia offers a
similar interpretation:
in the civil war, in a world grown anarchic, acts of violence are daily performed in the
familiar language of the secret society rituals, but now out of control. Ritual murders are no
longer carried out by officers of established cults, but by unqualified adolescents.

The strange costumes of the fighters - often involving wearing female attire, or
peculiar objects (like teddy bears) can then be seen as 'improvise(d) masks' (1995:194).
Richards' account of Sierra Leone has many parallels to Ellis (1996, esp. ch. 2), but
Ferme (1998) sees the similar use of women's clothing in Sierra Leone not as
improvisation but as cross-dressing, which she argues has strong connections with
warfare and deep roots in Mende culture.
Richards treats the Revolutionary United Front in Sierra Leone as a coherent
insurgent movement rather than as one of many warlord groupings, at least in the
early nineties, the period his study covers (for a critique see Bangura, 1997 and other
essays in the same special issue). Its leadership, and some of its urban following, he
sees as 'excluded intellectuals', and his analysis from this point helps inform that of
Chabal and Daloz, who suggest that violence at state level is the product of its growth
at individual level, 'a continuation by other means of the violence of everyday life'
(1999:83).
Everyday life is violent, they argue, because state control of violence has broken
down; economic decline has created (and continues to create) economically excluded
groups, especially ill-educated young men denied the sort of jobs their precursors
would have expected; and 'criminal' activity displaces legal economic activity, as it
alone functions effectively, notably within the informal sector.
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These excluded groups are already involved on the fringes of criminal activity, and
are alienated from the state, from authority generally, and from those who are not
excluded (notably those who benefit from the spoils of politics). They develop crude
and limited ideologies, drawing on fragments and images from religious (and
especially millenarian) movements, populist and revolutionary ideas and texts, and
ethnic propaganda. Such groups provide some of the recruits (most notably the older
and earlier recruits) for the expanding armies of the 1990s - as in Liberia and Sierra
Leone - the militias (Sudan, Rwanda), anti-state groups such as the RUF in Sierra
Leone (which may readily become warlord in character), and warlord groupings
generally.
How might this approach get to grips with 'senseless violence'? Two types of
argument are offered. On the one hand, some violence may be seen as instrumental.
Thus Ellis (and many other authors) suggest that acts of extreme and arbitrary
brutality may be intended as acts of exemplary terror, designed to cow populations,
and enhance the status of the armed group. Richards goes further, in identifying the
amputations of women's hands carried out by the RUF in 1995 as informed by 'simple
strategic calculations': such acts would interfere with the harvest, and thus dissuade
captured 'recruits' from deserting back to their villages to take part in that harvest
(1966:xx). In the following year the technique was used to 'scare away would-be
voters - cutting off the hands that might otherwise cast a vote' (Ibid, note 10).
On the other hand, we may have recourse to the social and ideological makeup of the
group to explain its violence, together with such factors as a desire for revenge on
holders of authority and wealth (hence the humiliation of village chiefs etc before
wholesale killings begin); the effect of drugs (for example, Ellis, 1998:168); and
deliberate acculturation into violence of recruits to the armed group, as part of the
breaking down of old loyalties and the creation of a new and exclusive community
(which is consistent with the different treatment of women 'recruits', who are seen as
labour or as sexual objects, not as fighters).
While such factors may well play a part, it is worth recalling that what they are being
used to explain is largely limited to Liberia, Sierra Leone, and perhaps Mozambique.
The accounts are more readily seen as country-specific, and as providing reasons why
violence in Liberia or Sierra Leone does not resemble that elsewhere in Africa.
Torture, mutilation, and cannibalism are not coterminous with warfare and violence
even in the nineties, and we need to distinguish violence that appals because of its
scale or its calculated and wholesale targeting of communities or women (as in
Rwanda and Sudan) from violence that appals because of its extreme, degrading and
inhuman brutality. Approaches that conflate these, and imply that all instances of
violent conflict are systematically marked by the latter character will not serve us well
in examining violence and warfare more generally.

The Politics of Endemic Violence: Terminal Spoils, State
Collapse & Warfare
The different approaches to the analysis of 'new' war and violence in Africa sketched
in above - with the exception of Kaplan - do help us understand many of its features:
its timing, its relationship to economic changes and external forces, its durability, and
its sociology and psychology. They are weaker, however, on its politics, in two ways.
Firstly although much of the analytic work occurs within single-country case studies,
there is a tendency to assume that all instances of large-scale internal conflict will
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submit to the same analysis, that we are studying the same phenomenon and the same
process in each case, albeit with variations on a theme (for a collection that stresses the
degree of variation, see Clapham 1998). Secondly, the question of whether and how
African political systems themselves generate such violent conflict has not been given
systematic extended treatment. Thus although Chabal and Daloz (1999:83) distinguish between 'political' and 'criminal' types of armed conflict, and assign much of
what I shall be discussing to the latter category, their analysis is more concerned to
argue that all African states are 'disordered' and prone to violence as a result of the
degree to which their neopatrimonial systems of support-generation and authoritycreation have broken down in recent years.
In the remainder of this article I shall argue that there is a key category of instances of
endemic violence, covering the great bulk of such instances, and that (much of) its
roots may be sought in the internal dynamics of 'spoils polities'. The analysis thus
draws on and extends that in Allen (1995), and begins by summarising part of its
argument. Before that, however, it is necessary briefly to discuss three cases of
endemic violence that will be excluded from the analysis, and to say that it is not
intended to cover examples of lower-level or sporadic violence, such as that that has
occurred in Lesotho or Kenya (HRW, 1993; HRW, June 1998).
The three excluded cases are Mozambique, Angola and Algeria (Endnote 1). In each,
the basis for exclusion is not that the character of violence and conflict has no
similarities with those included; far from it, as some of the material above indicates
(Endnote 2). It is rather the historical sequence within which that conflict occurs that is
radically different. Thus the political systems in the three cases have a different origin
and nature to those I see as examples of prolonged 'spoils polities'. Conflict itself has
distinct origin is the cases of Mozambique and Angola, being rooted in the Cold War
and its South Africa's then 'total strategy'.
The outcomes too may differ. One implication of my analysis, well illustrated by the
experience of Sierra Leone and the Democratic Republic of Congo since 1997 is that
violence generated by prolonged spoils remains endemic and that conflict resolution
is extremely difficult to achieve (see further in the editorial and in Aning's
contribution to this issue). Resolution may however have been achieved in two of the
three exceptions. Mozambique has been at peace, and has been reconstructing its
state, since the early nineties, while the violence in Algeria would appear to be being
wound down by its main progenitors in the aftermath of the recent elections, though
not without continued casualties and human rights abuses (HRW, 1999 Aug; Ellyas &
Hamani, 1999). Angola continues at war, a war that looks increasingly like that
associated with prolonged spoils (Shearer, 1997; Duffield, 1998). It may be that the
Angolan political system (or systems, as there is no single source of central authority)
is now better understood as having developed into something akin to spoils politics.
There is however very little scholarly literature on the nature of the present political
system in Angola, as opposed to that of the war and attempts its resolution.

From Spoils to Terminal Spoils3
In Allen (1989) I argued that by the end of the first post-independence decade the
majority of independent African states had undergone a process of political reform
producing variations on centralised-bureaucratic political systems, which allowed
the destabilising effects of clientelism (or patronage politics) to be contained in the
medium term. A second group, in which these reforms failed or (more often) were not
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carried out, was marked by the continuation and intensification of destabilisation,
producing 'spoils politics' systems.
Spoils politics occurs when the primary goal of those competing for political office or
power is self-enrichment. Under these conditions, patronage politics, involving the
exchange of material benefits for political support, occurs only when actual
competition for office occurs (mainly during the run-up to elections), or to protect the
ruling group from a short-term threat (e.g. from a general strike). State resources are
otherwise used either to maintain the army, the administration and a declining set of
public services, or are the subject of fierce 'winner-takes-all' competition within the
ruling group. For that group, public office is valued not for its powers or potential,
nor to serve the public interest, but in order to achieve a cash return to the investment
made in obtaining the office. This is readily seen in Nigeria, where Richard Joseph
(1988) has labelled the latter phenomenon 'prebendalism'. Spoils politics occurs as
readily within a military as a civilian regime, and is inhererently unstable, in the sense
that regimes in spoils politics systems are continually subject to challenges to their
continuance, and will in most cases fall, often to a coup. Examples of long periods of
rule by the same individual are rare: Sierra Leone under Siaka Stevens (1968-1989);
Sudan under Numeiri (1968-1986); Rwanda under Habiyarimana (1973-1994);
Somalia under Siad Barre (1969-1991) and Zaire under Mobutu (1964-97).
Some examples of spoils politics became late converts to centralised-bureaucratic rule
(Benin, for example, see Allen, 1989). In most cases, however, spoils politics became
prolonged for twenty years or more, with the following outcomes:
• The political system (spoils) survived, but not individual regimes (Nigeria,
Uganda, Burundi);
• The spoils system was confronted by 'populist revolt', which led to a new
regime, and in most cases to a different political system, which initially stressed
democracy and accountability. These regimes, of which the most long-lasting
was that in Burkina Faso under Thomas Sankara, did not survive long, and there
are few examples (Ghana, 1979 and 1981/82; Liberia, 1980; Uganda, 1986/88).
There are, though, possible examples of the pre-emption of populist revolt
(Sudan, 1986; Nigeria);
• The political system, and the state, collapsed (or appeared to becoming close to
collapse): Sierra Leone, Liberia, Somalia, Rwanda, Chad, Burundi, Zaire,
Congo-Brazzaville, the Central African Republic, and possibly Ghana 1979-81
and Uganda 1983-86.
The characteristic political features of prolonged spoils politics are :
• Corruption occurs on a massive and endemic scale. It is also highly
concentrated, in that while the practice is widespread, even universal, a small
group will extract the bulk of benefits, and notably the head of state. In Nigeria
one could see this process being attempted, especially under Abacha, but it was
not possible to achieve the same degree of concentration as in smaller states, or
ones in which residual power is more concentrated in a group around the head
of state (as in Zaire under Mobutu). Ultimately assets may be directly seized, or
allocated to political supporters (or external bodies like firms or private security
companies), and extraction carried out privately rather than through state
machinery;
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• A more or less complete withdrawal by the state from a large range of functions
and services (health, education, roads, economic management, law and order,
justice etc), as in Sierra Leone from the early eighties (Abraham & Sesay, 1993),
or Zaire in the 1990s. This may be complemented by withdrawal from the state
by citizens, notably in the areas of tax payment and obedience to the law/central
authority (but not necessarily local authorities, especially those with roots in the
past, such as chiefs). Seemingly similar behaviour may occur in centralisedbureaucratic states in the 1980s, as the result of economic decline, structural
adjustment programmes, and a reduced grip on the state; the extent is less,
however, and outcome quite different;
• Ethnic conflict (and sometimes religious and/or regional conflict) not only
becomes commonplace - see Nigeria - but is often promoted deliberately by the
state (Rwanda, Burundi, Liberia, Somalia, Sudan). As a result of such
promotion, and the resort to arms by threatened groups, localised and highly
destructive forms of warfare occur, and eventually warlordism;
• This is but one form taken by a broader pattern of political violence, for which
the central or local state is - again - frequently responsible, especially in
combination with ethnic conflict. Thus in Rwanda, 'in addition to their
increasing resort to coercion to protect their power, Habiyarimana and his
supporters sought to undercut the opposition and retain legitimacy through a
strategy I call the 'organisation of chaos'. Beginning with the formation of the
multiparty government in 1992, Habiyarimana's supporters began to sow
disorder in society' (Longman, 1999:348). A little later in Zaire there were a
series of violent attempts at dispossessing or expelling ethnic groups in various
provinces, notably Kasai and Kivu. The last of these attempts, in North and
South Kivu in 1996, in part involved attempts headed by the local Prefect to
seize control of land farmed by Banyamulenge communities or individuals,
descended from groups that had migrated in past centuries from what became
Rwanda. To assist in this, the Prefect mobilised local units of the army and
police, ethnic militias drawn from 'indigenous' communities, and armed bands
from the Interahamwe and Rwanda Army groupings based in the Rwandan
refugee camps in the area (Amnesty International, 1996 Nov; Prunier, 1997). It
was this attempt that led directly to the final collapse of the Mobutu regime and
Zairean state;
• Monopolisation of power. Where the head of state possesses the means to
achieve this, there is intense resistance to any transfer of power (e.g. Rwanda),
not simply because of the threat of loss of access to wealth, but because of the
need to avoid accountability for past abuses and violence (to defend the
'impunity' of ruling groups; see, for example, Burundi). Attempts at retention
may however be undermined by the next process;
• Erosion of control of coercion. At its simplest, failure to pay and equip the
security forces may lead both to loss of control and to units themselves
becoming violent looters, as with the Zairean Army. Other sources of loss of
control lie in the growth of divisions within the security forces, often over the
allocation of spoils, and the development of local armed groups, in the form of
militias or self-defence groups.
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From Prolonged Spoils to Terminal Spoils
Two processes emerge from these features, depending on their relative weight, and
each having local variations:
1) The combination of corruption and withdrawal tend to promote an implosion of the
state, in which it ceases to exercise administrative or legal authority outside the
capital (and quite possibly not even within all parts of the capital), while the elite join
in a sort of corruption 'feeding frenzy', visible in Zaire from the mid-eighties, and in
embryo form in Ghana in 1979-81, under Limann. In this version, state collapse takes
the form of the fading away of the state; it may be accompanied by some violence, but
the underlying process is not itself one of violent disruption, so much as steady
erosion;
2) The other three features promote an explosion of the state, in which it turns on its
own population (or parts of it, as in Rwanda and Sudan), and/or in which the original
regime is replaced by a collection of warring armed factions, often headed by
warlords (Somalia, Liberia, Chad; Sierra Leone).
The timing of these events, the great bulk of which occur in the 1990s, with Chad as the
main exception, is linked to two broader phenomena, affecting all African states in
different ways. The end of the Cold War, together with the economic marginalisation
of Africa, led to a loss of external interest in the fate of particular regimes (or growing
hostility to them, as with 'fundamentalist' Sudan), and the loss of resources, both
external and internal (leading to loss of state capacity, and increased internal
competition). Furthermore, the onset of terminal spoils itself is hastened by economic
decline arising from prolonged spoils politics; thus what we are examining is not a
sudden crisis (as the Rwanda massacres were initially characterised), but a gradually
intensifying process which eventually results in a qualitative shift - the collapse of the
state.

State Collapse
We can now characterise and summarise the main features that occur with the
terminal stages of spoils politics. In combination they represent an acute political,
social and economic crisis which it is very difficult to resolve, although some attempts
have been made.
The main political features include:
• The decline or disappearance of state functions and offices; in some cases even
very basic activities (security; central banking functions) may be carried out by
private entities (as in Sierra Leone where the pre-1996 regime used private
security firms like Executive Outcomes as security forces (Howe, 1998), while
the post-1996 regime came to rely on the KamajorslKamajoi);
• Abusive use of remaining institutions, notably the army and police, or the
capacity to tax, though this is usually only of external trade;
• Contraction, fragmentation or disappearance of central authority, even when as in Zaire - it is 'held' by a long-standing head of state; by the mid-1990s
Mobutu had very little control over events (Young, 1994; Clark, 1998);
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• Relationships between the state and society consist very largely of mutual
avoidance, or violence and resource extraction (for example, taxation, looting
etc).
Associated with these are several economic features, including:
• General contraction of the economy, through the loss of state economic activity
and the decline of infrastructure, law and security (this is hard to quantify, and
easy to overestimate, as much of the formal economy is replaced by unrecorded
informal sector activity);
• Contraction may in turn lead to acute decline, including the loss of the bulk of
trade and agriculture (even of food for autosubsistence). This occurs especially
during war, though some forms of trade survive war, or even thrive on it, as the
'economics of war' school have pointed out. Poverty and food insecurity
become acute and may be deliberately induced by the state (Somalia pre-1991,
Sudan);
• Alternatively, there is a marked growth of the 'second economy' notably in
illegal or criminal activity (e.g. smuggling, drug trading etc), and the revival of
forced labour (and slavery), often associated with warlordism. We can see early
examples of the former in Ghana in the 1970s (kalabule) and in Uganda in 1975-86
(magendd);

The social consequences of these processes are devastating, and include:
• The widespread collapse of social institutions, especially those that in any way
rely on the state, but including the social bases of the 'way of life' of entire
communities; often this is because the state has itself especially targeted key
social institutions (such as the peace-making committees of elders in Somalia),
or NGOs, or entire communities (Sudan, Liberia);
• The general erosion of family and community as social institutions, arising from
such features as systematic rape by soldiers, the use of child soldiers, the
(sometimes deliberate) spread of disease, notably AIDS, the destruction of rural
economies in war, and the forced movement of refugees. These may also arise in
some cases of civil war not associated with collapse, but in which one of the
warring parties resembles a warlord organisation, as in Mozambique (1980-92)
and Angola (1980 onwards);
• Social relations become increasingly marked by violence, crime and exploitation. Although this is less documented in the academic literature, there also
appears to be a general demoralisation, a loss of a sense of the rule of law or of a
legitimate role for the state, and changes in values, notably moral values.

Terminal Spoils, State Collapse & Endemic Violence
In the final stage of spoils politics, that of 'terminal spoils', the intensification of its
characteristic features produces qualitative changes which underlie state collapse in
its two forms. Thus corruption and monopolisation of resources underlie many of the
features of economic collapse listed above, though in no case are they uniquely
responsible. Three political features are especially significant and undergo marked
changes, to show features that do not occur in earlier stages.
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Firstly, spoils politics has always been marked by a strong desire to retain power. In
terminal spoils, this becomes a willingness to defend it all costs including endemic
violence and civil war, combined with an acute fear of peace and democratic reforms,
and opposition even to a sharing of power. The reasons are that loss of power leads, as
before, to loss of resources; in terminal spoils, it leads to the threat of permanent
denial of access to resources, not just for accumulation of wealth, but for survival.
Loss or sharing of power also undermines the myths and ideologies that are used to
exert control over one's 'own people', notably ethnic ideologies in which monopolisation of power is all that stands between one's own ethnic group and extermination
(Lemarchand, 1996). Once power is lost, or shared, the hollowness of this claim will
become evident, and political control of the ethnic group will be eroded. Finally, the
loss of total power ends immunity from accountability for the gross abuses of human
rights of which leaders of spoils systems are always guilty.
Secondly, ethnic consciousness, organisation and conflict are promoted in extreme
fashion. This can be seen in the displacement of 'moderate' ethnic leaders by
extremists (Burundi), in 'ethnic cleansing' (Zaire, Liberia), and in the growth of
attacks on ethnic (sub)groups which are designed not to intimate, subdue, or displace,
but to eliminate those groups; this may include systematic rape. Associated with this
may be the development of ethnic myths and accounts into full-blown racist
ideologies, which are often disseminated by radio and newspapers, underpinning
and being used to justify or excuse state policies or asset seizure, ethnic cleansing, and
genocide (for example, Chretien, 1995).
Thirdly, violence becomes endemic and intensified. This is not only a matter of the
state becoming violent towards its own citizens more often, more swiftly, or more
forcefully; nor of non-state forces increasingly turning to violence, although all of
these can be seen. Nor does it arise from the ready availability of weapons, including
modern, high-tech, weaponry, although this makes a contribution. It is also, and more
significantly, a matter of a change in the politics of violence. Its goals change towards
community destruction, systematic rape, and enslavement. Violence becomes the
prime means of political action (politics is violence), as in evident in the emergence of
warlordism, 'ethnic cleansing', and ultimately genocide. And these shifts underpin
and make instrumental the emergence of extreme, brutal and seemingly senseless
violence.
Thus, while external economic and political processes such as those highlighted in
globalisation approaches are important contributors to the origins of endemic
violence in contemporary Africa, it is the internal dynamics of spoils politics that is at
the root of political and social violence in those states that belong to this category. In
its early stages it constitutes the 'structural violence' to which Ferme (1998) refers in
her study of Sierra Leone; its later stages it comes to be the dominant feature of
political interaction and change.
Seeing the sources of violence in this way has two implications. First, the organisation
and promotion of war and violence can indeed involve 'innovative ... forms of
political authority' as Reno and Duffield suggest (see above); but to see these as
'viable' or as 'long-term political projects' (Duffield, 1998:82, 97) goes beyond the
evidence and is inconsistent with my analysis, which sees them as final manoeuvrings
in the dying years of a type of political system. The second implication concerns
conflict resolution, which has proved very difficult in these cases. My analysis
suggests a key reason for this is that resolution requires - in addition to
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demobilisation, demilitarisation, economic and social reconstruction etc. - the
creation of a political system that is wholly distinct from spoils politics. The current
forms of resolution, and especially those promoted by external bodies, tend to rely on
internal actors who are themselves creatures of prolonged or terminal spoils, like
those involved in Liberia, Somalia or Sierra Leone. There is no reason to suppose that
entrusting the creation and preservation of lasting peace to a former (?) warlord is a
viable strategy; a recurrence of violence, as in Sierra Leone after 1996, is far more
likely.

Endnotes
1)1 would also exclude armed liberation struggles such as those in Eritrea and Tigray,
and inter-state conflicts. The activity of certain insurgent groups, such as the NRM in
Uganda before 1986, or the Rwandan Patriotic Front in 1990-94, while forming part of
histories of endemic violence, need not be open to the same characterisation or
analysis as that of militias, warlord groups etc.
2) Much of the material cited in this study is concerned with the content of endemic
violence, and people's engagement with it, as killers, victims or resistors (see e.g.
Nordstrom, 1997); my purpose is not a comparative study of violence, but an
understanding of the relationship between it and a common but minority form of
political system encountered in Africa.
3) The remainder of this paper is based on a very large amount of case-study material
on African politics since the 1970s, which it would be absurd to list in full. Instead, I
shall give a few examples. For Sierra Leone, I have used the work of Reno (1995a, 1997,
1998), Zack-Williams (e.g. 1999), Smith (1997) and Steve Riley's many shorter pieces;
for Liberia Ellis (1995), Outram (1997), Osaghae (1996), Clapham (1988, 1989) and
Sawyer (1992); and for Zaire, Young & Turner (1985), Schatzberg (1988), Willame
(1992,1997), Leslie (1993), Young (1994), Metz (1997), and Clark (1998).
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Editor's Note:
The Reinvention of the Market from Below: the End of the Women's Money Changing Monopoly in
Kinshasaby Tom de Herdt & Stefaan Marysse.
This article appeared in the June issue of ROAPE (No. 80:239-253). The following revised tables
arrived after we had gone to press.Table 1 replaces the one on page 243; Figure 1 below replaces
the one on page 242 and Figure 2 (over) replaces the one on page 246.
Table 1: The Evolution of Rates of Depreciation and Inflation, 1970-1995
Official Rate of
depreciation of Z/NZ
vis-a-vis US$

1970-1975
1976-1982
1983-1989
1990-1995

Rate of depreciation of
domestic purchasing power of
Z/NZ°

0/1
75%
93%

58%
93%
94%

100%

100°/

Rate of effective
appreciation of Z/NZ
vis-a-vis US$*
58%
18%
1%
0%

0

Prices in the markets of Kinshasa (INS/IRES)
* This is probably a slight over-estimation; we have only taken into account inflation in Zaire.
A more correct calculus would include the change in purchasing power of the US$ as well.
Source:

Based on IMF, International Financial Statistics Yearbook 1993, and Banque du Zaire, Monthly
Digest 1/96.

Figure 1: Government Revenues, Zaire 1980-1995
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Figure 2: Money Supply & Paper Money in Relation to the GDP, 1985-1997
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Briefings
International Partnership in
the Fight Against AIDS:
Addressing Need and
Redressing Injustice?
Carolyn Baylies
The Xlth International Conference on
AIDS and STDs in Africa (ICASA), held
in Lusaka in September 1999, provided
an airing of contradictions associated
with the AIDS epidemic - acknowledgement of the necessity for community
based interventions alongside the elaboration of an international partnership
initiative which lacks clear mechanisms
for ensuring the incorporation of communities; affirmation of the unacceptability
of the disproportionate burden of AIDS
falling on the people of Africa alongside
rationalisation of unavailability of
antiretrovirals because of their current
'high cost' and regret that market weakness has dissuaded (western) researchers
and pharmaceutical companies from attention to vaccines; recognition of the
pressing need for political commitment
and deployment of local as well as
external resources to needs for both
prevention and care, alongside a continuing and visible lack of leadership from
the top; affirmation of the need to focus
on youth, but with too few of their
number invited to share, much less lead,
the debate about the way forward.

devoted to HIV. It accurately reflects the
way in which HIV/AIDS is embedded in
society and protection dependent on structural as well as behavioural change. Yet
at the same time it may also reflect the
relative neglect by the medical establishment of the specific and very pressing
needs of African populations afflicted by
AIDS, with inadequate attention to treatments designed for and appropriate to
those in the developed world - a washing
of hands and looking the other way
towards more robust markets and more
substantial and reliable profits.

While an emphasis on community responses and community responsibility
for both care and prevention of HIV/
AIDS in Africa is important and laudable
- and consistent with notions of bottomup, participatory, egalitarian initiatives
as most effective and appropriate to
developmental efforts in poorer countries - there is danger in this participatory
strategy becoming the poor man's and
poor woman's lot, with communities left
to 'help themselves' because of the sheer
enormity of the problem and the fact that
there are simply not sufficient resources
(made available) to deal with it. Cure,
care and effective treatment of those
infected becomes defined as impractical.
Medical intervention may apply in those
few instances where cost-effectiveness
can be demonstrated. Otherwise, the social side of AIDS gains the stage - and
virtually the whole of it - largely by
default - attractive in part because an
Of the five streams in the conference, only assumption that its costs will be borne by
one was purely bio-medical, with the rest those in affected communities.
devoted to community, behavioural, social and economic factors. On one level Yet the enormity of need, the glaring
this was a useful antidote to a more nature of global inequality and the violatypical dominance of medical models and tion of human rights which form the
discourse in international conferences present global picture of HIV/AIDS can-
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not be denied and was asserted repeatedly at the ICASA conference. Recognition of the severity of the impact of HIV/
AIDS on Africa has been thrust, if belatedly, upon the international community.
Over the past year UNAIDS has taken a
lead in a new Africa Partnership Against
HIV/AIDS. And most recently the World
Bank, as one of the co-sponsoring agencies of UNAIDS, used the occasion of
ICASA in Lusaka to launch its own
strategic plan on AIDS, which places HIV
at the centre of its dialogue with countries
in formulating country assistance strategies.
The partnership initiative represents acknowledgement that AIDS is not just a
development issue but, for many countries, the foremost development issue of
the present and the foreseeable future.
Yet its substance, its objectives and, in
particular, the way in which it has been
enacted reflect gaps in what should rather
be workable linkages between communities, governments and international 'partners'. This is an odd sort of collaborative
initiative which attempts to cajole, to
instil a greater sense of political responsibility, and to induce a greater economic
contribution from African governments,
calling on them to take the initiative, but
apparently bringing them in only at a
second stage of partnership building. It is
a partnership which acknowledges the
necessity for community interventions
while side-stepping the matter of how the
links with communities will be forged
and resources allocated.
All the while, there are those in communities who absorb the damage AIDS
inflicts and continue, amidst great personal hardship, to help and support one
another and to engage in campaigns of
protection - in solidarity with a global
morality more imagined than real. Knowing little of schemes of partnership, but
willing to continue their struggle (because it is, after all, their communities
which are at risk, their children who are
vulnerable) in the hope that some sup-

port will be forthcoming, they also articulate the injustice which AIDS so clearly
exposes.

Flea for Assistance
This 'voice from the community' came
through in some sessions and poster
presentations at the ICASA conference
but can also be illustrated with reference
to the words of one very strong and
determined woman, Mrs Bowa (a pseudonym has been used), living in Zambia's
Luapula Province, whom two research
colleagues and I met in the days just prior
to the conference. She had been instrumental in persuading several of her
fellow women to form a drama group to
raise awareness of AIDS in her community. We had been observing the progress
and accomplishments of this group for
over three years, respectful of the integrity and commitment of its members and
of the way in which the group served to
reinforce their resolve to protect themselves, their children and their community from AIDS, as far as was in their
power to do so.
Mrs Bowa had been a strong source of
inspiration to the group in its early days,
but had to withdraw from its activities
over the past year when her son became
ill, infected by HIV. She had brought him
back to Luapula from the country's Southern Province and nursed him for several
months before he died. She had, or
course, been well aware of AIDS and the
damage and loss it inflicts, yet this very
personal loss affected her deeply and she
had not yet returned to her work in the
local market. Her sadness was evident
when we visited her, the vibrancy of her
spirit assaulted and diminished. A research colleague had expressed concern
that with her withdrawal from the group,
its effectiveness might lessen, indeed that
it might die as had happened to another
group which we had followed in the
community, when its own leader and
source of inspiration died. Yet it is a
particular sign of the strength of the
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women's drama group that its members
rica since the beginning of the epihave supported one another and have
demic, of whom some 11.5 million
collectively and individually grown, achave already died - representing 83%
quiring and sharing leadership skills and
of all global deaths from AIDS;
exhibiting a sense of collective ownership
of their activities. The group remains • 70% of all those newly infected with
strong and in turn has supported Mrs
HIV in 1998 - and 90% of those newly
Bowa.
infected under the age of 15 - live in
sub-Saharan Africa; an estimated 4
million infections in that year alone;
Nor, in spite of the depth of her loss, had
she abandoned her commitment to the
struggle against AIDS. She had an impor- • A child born today in Zambia and
tant message to give us.
Zimbabwe is more likely than not to
die of AIDS;
Those at the ICASA connference, she
said, need to know how we suffer here,
especially in the rural areas, how we lack
medication, how we are helpless to
relieve the suffering of those we love. We
know that medicines are available to
others, but not to us. We are left much
too alone to care, to support and to
grieve.

For all that she vowed that she would not
give up. What energy remained to her
would be devoted to the struggle against
AIDS. But she could not do this alone, nor
could the group, in spite of its strength
and accomplishments. Nor should they.
There is surely something wrong when
those most in need are left to 'help
themselves' and, moreover, when this is
construed as a viable and laudable strategy-

AIDS as Increasingly an African
Troblem'

• 95% of all AIDS orphans are African;
• In the most severely affected countries
a quarter of the adult population (1549) is estimated to be infected (Zimbabwe, Botswana) or a fifth (Namibia,
Zambia) (http://www.unaids.org; WB,
1999).
While these figures document need, deployment of resources and assistance is
wholly inadequate and their distribution
on a global basis highly inequitable.
Current annual spending on HIV/AIDS
in all of Africa is about US$150 million as
against a figure for the United States
alone (with many, many fewer cases) of
US$880 million (The Post, 16 September
1999). This is, of course, not a new story.
Poverty excludes, impedes the development of capabilities, disenfranchises, reduces opportunities, abrogates basic
human rights. But these global inequalities, these injustices, are particularly visible in the case of AIDS. Individuals are
more susceptible to HIV by virtue of
living in poor countries and simultaneously have less access - indeed in most
cases no access - to treatments which can
reduce viral load, or even reduce the
symptoms of opportunistic infections.

AIDS has affected all parts of the globe,
yet its impact is increasingly concentrated in Africa. High levels of vulnerability there cannot be separated from
broader afflictions of poverty, indebtedness, social and economic disruption. The
basic figures sketching the scale of the
epidemic and its entrenchment in subSaharan Africa have been well publicised If you are poor, if you live in a poor
by UNAIDS and its co-sponsors:
country, you cannot afford (you often
cannot have) access to health care or
• There have been 34 million people medication. Nor, in some cases, can you
living with AIDS in sub-Saharan Af- adequately protect yourself against infec-
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tion. If you are poor, your rights to health
and to life are compromised. This not a
new story, but is still one of pressing
urgency. It is estimated that 2 million
people died from AIDS in sub-Saharan
Africa in 1998. Yet much worse is predicted still to come. There is a glimmer of
positive change - a reduction in the rate
of incidence in some parts of Africa, for
example in Uganda, and among adolescents in Zambia (ICASA, 16 September
1999). But given the number already
infected and the galloping pace of the
epidemic in other parts of the continent, it
has been estimated that the current toll of
illness and death represents perhaps just
10% of that which may ultimately occur
(WB, 1999:5).

falling to just 47 years as against an
otherwise anticipated 64 years (WB,
1999:7). But even this may not fully
capture the extent of the crisis. As the
World Bank's vice president for Africa
Region, Callisto Madavo, said in address
in Lusaka during the ICASA conference,
'the damage AIDS has done in the present
is incalculable' (Madavo, 12 September
1999).

A New Partnership
In early 1999 the co-sponsoring agencies
of UNAIDS - UNICEF, UNDP, UNFPA,
UNESCO, WHO and the World Bank issued the Annapolis Declaration, resolving to create and support an international
partnership against HIV/AIDS in Africa.
While denoting recognition of the scale of
the emergency, the three targets outlined
in the Declaration were cast in accord
with familiar principles of cost-effectiveness, appropriateness and viability. Specifically they were:

The antiretroviral treatments available in
industrialised countries do not constitute
a cure, but with AIDS in industrialised
countries becoming increasingly normalised and treated more as a chronic illness
than a dread disease, there is danger that
the global solidarity based on common
affliction, which characterised the pos- • To reduce levels of transmission
ture towards AIDS in the early nineties,
through targeting young people, those
could diminish. To some extent this
with STDs and pregnant women;
tendency is already evident, in spite of
formal recognition of the special case of • To reduce suffering, through greater
Africa. But that an emergency has been
access of infected persons at communamed as such and highlighted by
nity level to home based care and to
UNAIDS is a highly significant gesture basic health care;
and, hopefully, far more than a gesture.
• To mitigate the impact of AIDS through
What has triggered this recognition and
encouragement of country plans to
the focusing of attention on Africa is
assist with the care for orphans, via
partly the glaring inequalities which the
special education, health and nutripandemic currently exposes, but also the
tional services.
depth of its impact on development
which jeopardises the very future of Specific elements of these targets follow
African communities and national econo- from the identification of what are conmies. To a great extent it seems to have sidered to be cost effective medical interbeen the very precipitous decline in life ventions. It is increasingly believed, for
expectancy in those most severely af- example, and as elaborated in ICASA
fected African countries which has plenary sessions, that selective treatment
brought home the message. Specifically, of STDs can dramatically reduce rates of
it is estimated that 17 years of life HIV in particular populations. There are
expectancy will be removed across nine also indications that minimal treatment
African countries with adult prevalence of HIV+ mothers and infants with relarates of over 10%, the figure in 2010-2015 tively inexpensive drugs can significantly
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reduce the probability of the latter being
infected through 'vertical' transmission.
While cost considerations are deemed to
prohibit widespread use of antiretrovirals,
humanitarian concerns point at the least
to the need and 'appropriateness' of basic
health care to alleviate symptoms of
some opportunistic infections associated
with HIV and AIDS.
Partnership objectives were situated
within a broader bed of principles which
UNAIDS has propounded since its initiation, and which were carried over in part
from the discourse on human rights and
participation adopted under the former
Global Programme on Aids. Among them
were specificity to country needs, locally
set priorities, participation by those living with HIV/AIDS, transparency, openness, shared responsibility, and respect
for human rights. The pressing question
is how far they can become reality rather
than rhetoric.
In the first few months of 1999 UNAIDS
endeavoured to widen and implement
the partnership through consultation with
African governments, international development organisations and NGOs. But
a meeting in London in April, with 11
donor countries, which generated the
next formal declaration of commitment,
continued to locate the initiative among
external actors (Meeting Statement, 23/
24th April 1999).
The statement issued at its end refines
some targets - calling for a 25% reduction
in HIV incidence among those aged 15-24
by 2005, access to basic care at home and
community level, with drugs for opportunistic infections, for at least 75% of
those living with HIV and AIDS, and
access by orphans to food and education
on an equal basis with non-orphans - and
stipulated the need for a 'significant
increase' in domestic and external resources to assist in the process. But a
precise definition of 'significant' remained
open-ended - with acknowledgement that
estimates of need ranged from $500 to
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$800 to billions of dollars. Nor were
mechanisms for research generation outlined.
If significant as an expression of support
from those whose resources might well
be called upon as 'partnership' materialised, agenda setting continued to be on
behalf of beneficiaries rather than in
collaboration with them or with African
governments. There was some irony in
this, given the thrust of the statement
which pledged that the 'Africa Partnership' should be characterised by better
co-ordinating mechanisms and that at
country level there should be partnership
between external 'stakeholders', national
governments and such 'key national stakeholders' as people living with HIV/
AIDS, civil society, the private sector, the
military and religious groups. And though
benevolent in intent, the language in
which the statement was couched reflected the broader discourse of donor
surveillance and monitoring, with the
meeting agreeing 'that all participants
(bilaterals, multilaterals and UNAIDS)
would pursue contact with national governments committed to placing HIV/
AIDS high on the development agenda'.
In suggesting that 'in some countries,
bilateral donors could take the lead vis-avis donor co-ordination', it accepted that
mechanisms already in place through
which donors have conferred and collaborated in the setting and management
of conditionalities, might be drawn on. It
would seem that the 'partnership' is less
with than on behalf of Africa, initiated
and supervised by external bodies, intent
on nudging African governments toward
a stronger political and financial commitment, and leaving as an open question
whether local ownership will be conferred thereby.

The Specific Undertaking of the
World Bank in Respect of AIDS
In the official launch of its own strategic
plan at the ICASA conference, Madavo,
vice president of the Bank, Africa Region,
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declared that despite AIDS being the
'paramount issue' currently facing the
continent, 'nowhere is the effort big
enough, or well-resourced enough to
turn the epidemic back' (ICASA, 12 September 1999). So what did the World
Bank propose to do? According to
Madavo, it 'will now put HIV/AIDS at
the centre of our development agenda,
and mainstream it in all aspects of our
work in Africa and in all channels of our
dialogue'. He promised that at the following week's meetings with African
finance ministers 'HIV/AIDS will be the
central topic for discussion'.
At one of the ICASA sessions, a representative of the Bank acknowledged that
the Bank's preoccupation with health
reforms and decentralisation over recent
years had frequently been disastrous for
AIDS work, pushing AIDS as a separate
issue off of some agendas (ICASA, 13
September 1999). But at least now, it was
asserted, mechanisms had been put in
place to ensure that AIDS was taken
account of in country deliberations - or
would be to the extent that countries
themselves brought it forward as a issue.
For insistence remained strong that governments must take the lead, to which the
Bank would lend support.

from the international community through
high level meetings'. Otherwise the strategic plan makes reference to redirecting
ongoing project funds, using innovative
mechanisms such as social funds to deliver resources to local governments,
communities and NGOs and to include
HIV/AIDS among activities financed from
the Heavily Indebted Poor Countries
Trust Fund. Finally, it is suggested that
the Bank should 'identify new ways of
financing the development of affordable
vaccines and other prevention options'
(1999:2,3).
Its strategic plan may signal some change
from policies which have sidelined, or
indeed undermined, efforts around AIDS
in the past, or focused narrowly on cost
effectiveness in consideration of interventions. Yet it remains based on assumptions that market forces and
economic performance (or threats to such
performance) remain key to evaluation of
the level of the crisis and the appropriateness of interventions. It is, after all, only
when the human toll has become starkly
measurable in respect of economic outcomes - when a developmental catastrophe has been belatedly diagnosed - that
AIDS has received such concerted attention. And while suggestions have been
made to shift resources and to utilise
social funds, the scope for intervention is
tempered by the market. As the Bank's
strategic plan makes clear 'there is no
affordable cure or vaccine likely to be
available in developing countries for a
decade or more' (1999:5). The unspoken
question here is: affordable in what terms
and by whom? The clear response - and
one which appears to be widely shared
by most actors on the international stage
- is that poverty makes for little effective
demand. The Bank and others might
nudge the pharmaceutical companies toward considering research on vaccines
appropriate to the African context, but a
little more can or should be expected.

So what has been promised? What has the
Bank undertaken to do? Its strategic plan
exhorts others - African leaders, civil
society and the private sector - to 'put
AIDS at the centre of their national
agendas'. It remarks on its own capacity
to 'raise the issue in international forums,
conduct assessments on the impact of
HIV/AIDS on development, sponsor international and regional conferences, and
identify credible business leaders who
can promote AIDS prevention in the
workplace' (WB, 1999:1). It notes that the
Bank 'should expand the resources available for fighting HIV/AIDS through increased funding for prevention, care and
treatment' without precisely saying how
this can or should be done, save, perhaps Considerations of effectiveness, approthrough mobilising 'additional resources priateness and targeting in the setting of
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priorities for resource allocation in respect of AIDS interventions are important. Questions as to the mixture of
prevention and care initiatives which
should be pursued and the extent to
which emphasis should be placed on
medical or social programmes will remain points of debate. But contextualising
them in terms of market dynamics and
profitability necessarily distorts decision
making, side-stepping equity, rights and
welfare issues. If a familiar point, this still
bears repeating.
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ments. It remains for local actors to
pressure their governments to include
NGOs and community based organisations in deliberations about HIV and
programme implementation. So what
might be made available to those such as
Mrs Bowa and the women's drama group?
Is it left to them to build their own
linkages as well as to try to assist their
neighbours? Are they left to bear the costs
themselves? To what extent should the
assumption prevail that their AIDS activities, whether oriented toward prevention or care and regardless of the cost
The World Bank's pronouncements in entailed, should operate predominantly
Lusaka were applauded by some as on a voluntary basis?
better than nothing and, even if late in the
day, better late than not at all, but also Volunteerism, a spirit of altruism and
with guarded scepticism. Zambia's Min- community service are laudable and must
ister of Health cautioned that there was be nurtured. Yet a marked difference in
long way to go between promises and expectations and provision as between
resources in hand. The editors of Zam- community based activities around AIDS
bia's independent newspaper, The Post, in Europe and North America and those
dared to ask whether it wasn't this same in Africa should not go without mention.
international institution which in the In Europe and North America commucompany of the IMF had foisted struc- nity based organisations have in large
tural adjustment policies on so many measure been creations of government
African countries, thereby increasing the funding programmes. They have often
vulnerability of some groups to HIV and incorporated volunteers, but few have
diminishing 'our capacity to organise our operated solely on this basis.
lives and destiny in a more rational and
human way' {The Post, 15 September The example of a community based AIDS
1999). Zimbabwe's Minister of Health service organisation in Ontario, Canada
was reported to have expressed his scep- evaluated by Cain (1993) is instructive.
ticism about the wider partnership on Although partly a response to pressure
AIDS in Africa, because it seemed to be from local activists, its establishment was
replicating mistakes of the past (AF- actively encouraged by the provincial
AIDS, 398, af-aids@hivnet.ch).
government. In the early nineties this
government-funded centre was involved
in community education around HIV/
What then for Communities?
AIDS as well as support for those living
For all the rhetoric about partnership, with HIV/AIDS, their friends and famiparticipation, and indeed ownership by lies. Volunteers were involved in many of
those at community level, mechanisms to its activities, but it also had seven paid
ensure that this occurs remain more staff. In total it provided services to just
hypothetical than real. When a delegate 25 people with HIV (Cain, 1993). In
at the ICASA conference questioned part- African communities with high HIV
nership representatives on the matter, he prevalence, many, more times this number
was told that international agencies sel- may be living with HIV. Yet here the
dom deal directly with NGOs, nor with assumption is far too often that commucommunities, nor even with local govern- nities must fend for themselves.
ments, but rather with national govern-
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There are many willing to put effort into
this task and many offer their time,
energy and commitment to peer education and awareness raising initiatives.
Many others care for those who are ill in
their homes and offer solace and support
to their neighbours. But care programmes
are costly for communities, whether for
those who are ill or orphans. In this task,
in particular, support is needed.
The new Africa Partnership on AIDS
offers promises of greater emphasis on
AIDS and greater levels of assistance. But
the sense of urgency felt by some, and
their impatience with current rhetoric,
has led to demands for more concrete
action, including the linking of debt
cancellation to the generation of resources
to cope with the costs of AIDS. A session
at the ICASA conference was specifically
devoted to this campaign. Certainly
greater commitment is required all
around, as are more resources. But what
may be especially crucial is to strengthen
the linkages between community-based
organisations involved with AIDS work,
whether relating to prevention or care,
and those able to assist them. It is
precisely the connections between those
at community level and others - whether
local governments, international organisations, donors or NGOs - which must be
attended to if the admirable targets specific in documentation on the African
Partnership on AIDS are to be realised.
Collective action around AIDS at community level is to be encouraged, given
the positive effects it can bring to the
community at large and to participants
themselves, but those in need should not
be perversely leaned upon to 'help themselves' - and their neighbours - in ways
which would never be countenanced in
other situations. Rights to health and life
warrant far more than this.
In the current crisis, a global redistribution of resources to assist in the fight
against AIDS can be seen not as a matter
of charity but of necessity. But in fully
accepting the developmental implications

of HIV/AIDS, such endeavours need to
be integrated with more comprehensive
policies for poverty elimination. Those
offering their individual and collective
efforts towards AIDS work at community
level need themselves to be economically
secure before they can be expected (or be
able to afford) to give more freely of their
time and energy.
Carolyn Baylies, University of Leeds,
UK.
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ment for Human and People's Rights),
which has played a leading role in the
protest movement. 'Everywhere, in all
sectors, people in different conditions,
even in the majority party, said, "No". It
was a general reaction' (Halidou
Ernest Harsch
Ouedraogo, 1999). Or, as a former ruling
party member of parliament (who reIt began with 'just another' killing of an quested that his name not be used) put it:
outspoken critic of the regime, but led to
the most widespread and sustained popuThe people have had enough. They want
lar protest movement in Burkina Faso's
the rule of law. They want an end to the
history. Those who ordered and carried
killings.
out the assassination of Norbert Zongo, a
newspaper publisher, and three compan- In a more general sense, trop, c'est trop
ions on 13 December 1998 evidently also referred to a broader range of other
expected their action to silence and in- excesses and contradictions that mark
timidate. But instead, throughout the Burkina today: the introduction of a
country, in both the larger cities and formal multi-party political system, but
smaller provincial towns, trade union- in which the ruling Congres pour la
ists, villagers, students, teachers, law- democratie et le progres (CDP, Congress
yers, secretaries and many other for Democracy and Progress) has virtuBurkinabe reacted with shock and out- ally shut out any real opposition; rerage. They staged repeated protest peated professions of support for
marches and rallies, 'villes morte' 'transparency' and 'good governance' by
stayaway strikes and sometimes physical leading figures, set against blatantly corattacks on the homes and property of rupt and ostentatious practices that ofleading government and ruling party fend popular conceptions of morality;
officials, and the wealthy businesspeople and rapid economic liberalisation (pushed
allied with them. They formed an array of by the international financial institutions)
civil associations to press for justice, civil that has enriched a well-connected elite
liberties and social rights, and began to but has left the vast majority of Burkinabe
coalesce into a vital new force on Burki- lagging in severe poverty. In a recent
na's political scene. This turn of events article in this journal, I explored some of
confronted the government of President these political and social tensions, which
Blaise Compaore with its gravest chal- have been building over the past decade
lenge since he seized power in a military (Harsch, 1998). Although written before
coup eleven years earlier.
the events unleashed in December 1998, it
concluded by citing warnings from
Trop, c'est tropl (enough is enough) quicklyBurkinabe religious and media figures of
became the dominant slogan of the civil an impending social explosion. Zongo's
insurgence. In the most immediate and assassination provided the trigger.
common understanding of the expression: enough of the arbitrary and unpunished killings by agents of the regime. From One Murder to Another
Many Burkinabe - not just intellectuals The killing of Norbert Zongo was diand political activists - concluded that rectly related to his journalistic investigathe murder of Zongo and his companions tions, concluded the Commission
was simply 'too much', explained Halidou d'enquete independante (CEI, IndependOuedraogo, head of the Mouvement ent Commission of Inquiry), which
burkinabe pour les droits de l'homme et conducted a thorough study of the assasdes peuples (MBDHP, Burkinabe Move- sination. Considered Burkina's foremost
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investigative journalist, Zongo had for a Zongo was killed on 13 December 1998
number of years used his weekly tabloid, near Sapouy, 100 kilometres southwest of
L'Independant, to criticise numerous injus- the capital, along with his brother and
tices committed by those with power and two other people. Their bodies, and the
wealth. During a long student strike at vehicle in which they were travelling,
the University of Ouagadougou in 1996- were riddled with bullets and severely
97, for example, he gave extensive cover- burned. Although the police failed to
age to the students' grievances, winning investigate and initial accounts by offiboth the students' respect and the gov- cials suggested an 'accident', most people
ernment's enmity (Wise, 1998). In the quickly assumed that figures in the repages of L'Independant, he also exposed gime or military had ordered Zongo's
many financial scandals involving high- death. The CEI investigation - authorised
level personalities: embezzlement from a by the government under tremendous
state-licenced gold mining company, the popular pressure - basically concurred,
corrupt allocation of housing plots by naming as 'serious suspects' six members
CDP municipal councilors, conflicts of the RSP, including Sergeant Marcel
within the presidential security forces, Kafando, who along with several of the
the business practices of Alizeta others also was implicated in the death of
Ouedraogo (mother-in-law of Francois David Ouedraogo. At the time of these
Compaore, the president's younger killings, Kafando was deputy to Lt.-Col.
brother), among other affairs.
Gilbert Diendere, head of the president's
personal security and one of the key
None was more explosive than the figures in the October 1987 coup that
death of David Ouedraogo, Francois killed the revolutionary leader Thomas
Compaore's personal driver. He had Sankara and brought Compaore to power.
been detained in December 1997 on
suspicion of stealing money from the The intensity of the immediate popular
household, but instead of being placed in reaction to the news of Zongo's death was
police custody or legally charged, he was conditioned by the long list of similar
taken to the Conseil de l'Entente, a killings and disappearances under
barracks and detention centre of the Compaore's government, despite the forRegiment de la securite presidentielle mal trappings of constitutional democ(RSP), the presidential guard. Ouedraogo racy. Not counting the violence of the
subsequently died on 18 January 1998. 1987 coup and its aftermath, the MBDHP
Although the official death certificate has tallied 101 people believed to have
claimed that he had succumbed to an been the victims of police or other politi'illness', Zongo's newspaper soon began cally motivated killings between 1989
citing indications that he had been tor- and February 1999. These included some
tured to death (subsequently confirmed prominent opposition political figures
by the CEI investigation). Zongo asked and intellectuals, but mostly student demwhy the presidential security force was onstrators, villagers involved in local
involved - instead of the regular police disputes, soldiers viewed as security
and courts, as required by law - and what threats, motorists who failed to stop at
Francois Compaore's specific role was in police checkpoints, and others who hapthe affair. When the criminal courts failed pened to run afoul of the authorities or of
to act on the death and Francois Compaore those in uniform. In not one of those
subsequently refused to answer a court cases, the MBDHP pointed out, was
summons in a civil suit filed by the anyone found culpable or brought to trial
driver's family, Zongo also warned about {Le Pays, 25 February 1999; Centre naa possible cover-up. He would not let the tional de press, 1999).
matter rest.
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The reaction also was heightened by the
particular brutality of the killings in
Sapouy, and the evident indifference,
even arrogance, displayed by the authorities. 'And they burned the bodied was a
common expression of disgust in
Ouagadougou. Some also noted that the
murders came less than a month after
President Compaore's re-election in November 1998 to a second seven-year term
in office, with 86 per cent of the votes cast
(albeit with the main opposition parties
boycotting the poll). If such killings
continued after an electoral triumph by
the ruling elite, then what would happen
if they were truly threatened? Who could
feel safe?

Corruption at the Top, Anger
Below

under construction on the outskirts of the
city, financed by his mother-in-law,
Alizeta Ouedraogo, who has become one
of the country's richest entrepreneurs in
less than a decade, in part thanks to the
monopoly on hide exports granted to her
tannery by the government. The commission of inquiry report on Zongo's death
provided a tiny glimpse at the links of
solidarity that bind together this political-business elite. According to testimony collected by the commission, not
only did Ms. Ouedraogo try to get Zongo
to drop his investigations into the death
of Francois Compaore's driver, but so did
the wealthy merchant and construction
magnate El Hadj Oumarou Kanazoe, a
leading financier of the CDP (CEI, 1999).
Despite the occasional dismissal or jailing of officials caught in particularly
egregious scandals, the impunity enjoyed
by the authorities over human rights
violations also extended to such financial
malpractices. 'Impunity is hard to combat
because corruption is everywhere and
one doesn't know where to begin', noted
Ernest Nongma Ouedraogo, a veteran
opposition leader who served as interior
minister under Thomas Sankara and was
jailed for six months in 1996 for publicly
accusing Compaore of corruption. To
combat graft, he proposed: 'It must begin
with the president... one should demand
that he explain his fortune', and then
move down the ruling hierarchy to the
ministers, directors and so on (E.N.
Ouedraogo, 1999).

To an extent, Zongo's murder likewise
came to symbolise a host of more general
ills and malpractices in Burkinabe politics and society. Frequently cited were the
self-enrichment and dubious dealings of
government officials and CDP leaders, as
well as the businesspeople who finance
the ruling party and enjoy special government favours in return. Corruption
has not reached a sufficient scale to
seriously disrupt the economy or cause
major concern within the business community, but its political and social implications have stirred much public anger.
'While corruption is not systematic and
generalised, still it has been clearly increasingly over the past two, three years.
More and more cases of embezzlement,
requests for under-the-table payments Many other Burkinabe also assumed outand even extortion have emerged' (Lejeal, right corruption or insider dealings to
1999:16).
explain the new riches on display. But
since Burkina's state coffers are not bounThe appearance of mansions, luxury cars, tiful - thus limiting the sums that can be
and other overt displays of wealth has embezzled from them - some also specubeen a relatively recent phenomenon in lated about another possible source of the
Ouagadougou, and a source of much wealth. 'Diamonds', they whispered, supdiscussion on the streets. Francois posedly paid by rebel forces in Sierra
Compaore's large, walled mansion, right Leone in exchange for Burkinabe military
across the road from the University of support. Such ill-gotten wealth has bred
Ouagadougou, cannot be missed. Nor much resentment and anger, especially
can the large residential housing complex set against the widespread poverty and
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difficult living conditions that afflict many
ordinary Burkinabe. A recent report on
'human development' in Burkina released
by the UN Development Programme
noted that 44.5 per cent of the total
population lives below the official poverty line. And contrary to the common
belief among external 'development experts' that social inequalities are relatively modest in such an underdeveloped
country, the report found that they are in
fact quite severe. Burkina's overall Gini
coefficient (measuring income inequality
on a scale of 0 to 1) was 0.630 in 1994,
much higher than in neighbouring Niger
(0.361), Cote d'lvoire (0.369) and Ghana
(0.339), and even greater than in Madagascar (0.434) and Kenya (0.575), generally regarded to have high levels of social
inequality (UNDP, 1998).

other towns, along with more organised
and coordinated protest actions, sometimes at the national level (see chronology).

The Politics of the Streets

When the police were restrained, as
during a procession by thousands of
secondary school students to Zongo's
grave in Ouagadougou's Gounghin Cemetery on 3 March, the demonstrations
generally remained peaceful. On that
occasion, the students, in the name of
their new collective, the Flambeau Norbert
Zongo (FNZ, Torch of Norbert Zongo),
pledged a solemn oath at his graveside:

Within two days of the killings in Sapouy,
spontaneous demonstrations broke out in
the capital and Koudougou, Zongo's
hometown. The first ones mostly involved students and other youths, but
soon salaried employees, professionals,
street vendors and many other Burkinabe
joined in. Throughout December and
January, large demonstrations, some numbering tens of thousands, rocked the
country. Burkinabe newspapers specifically reported protests in at least 16
provincial towns, but marches and rallies
were likely held in other smaller centres
as well. 'People turned out in localities in
which they never demonstrated before'
(H. Ouedraogo, 1999). During January
there were two three-day 'villes morte'
national protest strikes, the first one
practically shutting down the entire country, the second one only partially observed. After slackening off somewhat
during February-April, the protest movement picked up once more in May,
immediately after the commission of
inquiry named six members of the presidential guard as suspects in Zongo's
assassination. Again, there were spontaneous outpourings in Ouagadougou and

Many of the protests were peaceful, but
some turned violent, especially when
security forces or armed CDP supporters
tried to stop them. Demonstrators vented
their anger against the property of figures
in authority: the houses of CDP leaders
were attacked in Yako, Fada N'Gourma,
and other towns, including the Ouagadougou home of the minister of higher
education. Troops were called out to
protect the houses of Kanazoe and other
businesspeople in the capital, but could
not prevent protesters from sacking three
businesses belonging to Barro Djanguinaba, another leading contributor to
the ruling party, in Orodara.

We vow to never forget your example,
as an intrepid fighter who lived his
convictions to the end,
as an incorruptible citizen, a man of the
people, passionate for the truth.
We vow before the entire nation
to demand truth and justice for you and
yourcompanions,
reduced to ashes by human monsters on
13 December 1998.
We vow before the entire nation
to pursue to the end, in unity and
commitment,
the struggle for democracy, freedom,
justice and the homeland,
for the fall of the tyrants and the victory
of the people ... (FNZ, 1999).
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Over the following weeks, the FNZ began
organising secondary school students and
other youths into 'Norbert Zongo Cells'
at schools, urban neighbourhoods and
villages across the country {Le Pays, 9
March 1999).
Aside from the students, several other
sectors of society organised distinct demonstrations of their own to protest police
and political killings. Twice, in January
and June, electricity workers cut power to
the national grid, blacking out the entire
country. Their actions stemmed most
immediately from an incident in BoboDioulasso in January, when a member of
the electricity workers union, who had
been involved in a personal altercation
with an off-duty police commander, was
subsequently detained and beaten to
death on the commander's orders. His
fellow unionists promptly demanded that
the police in question be brought to
justice. Since this new killing was yet
another example of the brutality and
arbitrariness of those in uniform, the
movement by the electricity workers was
readily regarded both by themselves and
others as part of the broader movement
against impunity.

letter to Compaore by the organisers of
the march, after it was blocked, expressed
the 'indignation of the intellectual elite
and of Burkinabe civil society' over the
government's refusal to heed the protest
movement's demands. Addressing
Compaore, it continued:
Barbarism today takes the most insidious
forms, by celebrating illicit and rapid
self-enrichment, by frantically creating
false images to inhibit consciences and
crush the critical spirit, which intellectuals uphold. Decrees and bullets against
independent citizens, civil society and
potential political challengers - is that

your currency? (Le Pays, 5 March
1999).

On International Women's Day, 8 March,
the Association Kebayina des femmes du
Burkina Faso, one of the most politicised
women's groups in the country, organised meetings to celebrate the occasion
around the theme of countering impunity
and achieving genuine rule of law. Then
in April, about a thousand women
marched on parliament, dressed in dark
mourning clothes and carrying banners
reading 'Impunity = too many widows
and orphans'. The organisers had specifiIn February, for the first time in the cally asked men not to take part, but to
country's history, several hundred intel- stay at home and 'watch the children'.
lectuals - university professors, lawyers,
doctors - staged a public protest, dress- The breadth of the public reaction to
ing in their customary professional attire Zongo's death astounded even veteran
to mark their social status. Before they opposition politicians and took many of
were stopped by a contingent of riot them off guard. With modest electoral
police, they marched from the university support and only a handful of deputies in
campus toward the presidential palace, parliament, the main opposition parties
with the aim of submitting to Compaore a had been struggling with demoralisation
manifesto signed by 800 intellectuals. and lack of unity and direction for several
Citing a number of academics who had years. From time to time, they had
been killed by the security forces, or threatened non-parliamentary action to
arrested, fired or suspended for their protest violations of the constitution and
political beliefs, the declaration called on the CDP's dominance of the official poBurkinabe to 'reject barbarism' and 'end litical arena, but rarely were able to
the culture of silence and compromise' mobilise significant numbers of support{LePays, 26 February 1999). Subsequently, ers. With the eruption of countrywide
some academics proposed mounting civil agitation over Zongo's death, however,
disobedience actions, 'as in [apartheid] they saw a new opportunity to increase
South Africa' (Ki Zerbo, 1999). An open their leverage. Opposition party leaders
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quickly joined the demonstrations and
spoke at the protest meetings and rallies,
and several were briefly arrested as a
result, raising their stature somewhat in
the eyes of youthful protesters. But for the
most part these politicians had little
direct influence over the course of the
movement, and seemed to be scrambling
simply to keep up.
Insofar as there was any real direction
over the popular upheaval, it came from
a loose coalition of civil and political
organisations known as the Collectif
d'organisations democratiques de masse
et de partis politiques (Collective of
democratic mass organisations and political parties). Established shortly after
Zongo's death to try to coordinate the
protests and give them a more focused
voice, the Collective comprised dozens of
groups - a total of 47 by mid-March including human rights bodies, the Group
of 14 February (an alliance of ten opposition parties), women's associations, media and lawyers' groups, student
formations, trade unions, and numerous
other societal organisations.
One of the Collective's most influential
components has been the MBDHP, the
human rights group, which at its congress in May 1999 reported a total membership of 40,000, in chapters across the
country (Agence d'information burkinabe,
24 May 1999). Its central leader, Halidou
Ouedraogo, also became one of the main
spokespeople of the Collective as a whole,
while Kassoum Kambou, a magistrate
belonging to the MBDHP, chaired the
commission of inquiry into Zongo's death.
(Halidou Ouedraogo himself has had a
chequered political history: he was a
founder of the 'clandestine' Parti
communiste revolutionnaire voltai'que,
aligned with Albania when it was formed
in the 1970s. Although he was a legal
adviser to Compaore in the first couple
years after the 1987 coup, he broke with
the government and has since been one of
its most virulent critics.)

In a 'Platform of Action' issued in January
1999, the Collective outlined its main
demands: punishment for the murderers
of Zongo and his companions, thorough
investigation of all other political killings
and 'unpunished crimes', court action
against Francois Compaore, the abrogation of repressive legislation, the dropping of sanctions against protesters, an
end to police assaults on demonstrators,
the disbanding of armed militias (linked
to the CDP), and strict respect for constitutional guarantees of human and democratic rights (Collectif, 1999).

Social & Economic Grievances
Although initially the protest movement
was overwhelmingly concerned with the
issue of political killings, over time other
political and social grievances increasingly began to come to the fore. Sometimes they featured as part of protest
actions or declarations devoted primarily
to demanding justice for Zongo and other
victims of state repression. The Collective's Platform of Action, for example,
also called on the government to end
privatisations and scrap its restructuring
of the civil service. But more and more,
especially from the end of May, such
social concerns found expression through
distinct demonstrations or strikes.
This evolution was most evident among
the trade unions. The Confederation
generale du travail du Burkina (CGTB),
politically the most radical of the country's seven union federations, was an
early participant in the protests against
Zongo's murder, a prominent component
of the Collective, and a key force in
urging workers to join the 'villes morte'
national stayaways. However, the six
other federations, organised within a
separate union coordinating body, have
in recent years tended to shun explicitly
political activities and on economic issues have favoured negotiation over
strikes. Although they issued declarations denouncing Zongo's killing, they
nevertheless declined to endorse the ini-
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tial national protest strikes. Yet many of
their individual members did join the
stayaways, and over time the Bourse du
travail, the favoured venue for trade
union activities, became the site of virtually daily protest rallies, by unionists and
others. Under pressure from the ranks,
some affiliated unions and sections openly
challenged the national leaderships' cautious approach. In March Mahamadi
Ouedraogo, the secretary-general of the
Confederation nationale des travailleurs
du Burkina, scored the 'cool' response of
most other union federations to Zongo's
killing, declaring that 'too much dialogue
can be a weakness' (Le Pays, 4 March
1999).
Finally, it was around economic issues
that most of the unions were brought into
the fray. In late May, the CGTB organised
a two-day general strike of public employees to protest the government's civil
service reform programme, which would
facilitate dismissal of public sector workers and eliminate promotions on the basis
of seniority. The CGTB claimed that 60
per cent of public employees in
Ouagadougou took part, and 70-80 per
cent in the provinces. After further consultations between the CGTB and the
other unions, all seven federations agreed
to back two more two-day general strikes
in June and August, to demand a 15 per
cent salary increase, scrapping of the
government's civil service reform and an
end to privatisations, among other issues,
including punishment of Zongo's killers.
These strikes were the first time since
1975 that Burkina's fractious labour movement had come together in common
action.
In such an atmosphere of generalised
protest, other sectors of the population
also came forward with their particular
concerns and grievances. In March and
April, some 200 unemployed graduates
who had completed their studies in Cuba
years ago, staged sit-ins in Ouagadougou
to dramatise their demand for jobs. By
July-September, a broad wave of labour

agitation was sweeping many sectors of
the economy, with strikes, sit-ins, and
protest meetings by teachers, railway
workers, health employees, gold miners
and other workers. The situation in
Banfora became particularly explosive.
Sugar and cereal-mill workers demonstrated there in June to demand higher
wages and in late July the sugar workers
staged a general stoppage at the Banfora
enterprise - the largest agro-industrial
complex in the country - prompting the
nervous authorities to dispatch security
forces to both the factory and the nearby
town. In this already tense atmosphere,
the following month the Banfora shot and
killed a mechanic who had been arrested
in a sweep, prompting large crowds of
angry youths to burn down several police
stations and an armory. General defiance
of state authority was in fact spreading
around the country, with similar assults
against police in Bobo-Dioulasso and
Tiebele and widespread refusal to pay
taxes in Koudougou.
Particularly worrying for the government was a demonstration in July by
scores of uniformed (but unarmed) soldiers demanding immediate payment of
housing subsidies, following revelations
that some of the funds held on their
behalf might have been embezzled by
army officers. They marched through
central Ouagadougou at mid-day, briefly
blockading the army headquarters and
stirring general panic. The government
quickly gave in and agreed to pay part of
the amount the soldiers were demanding.
There also were earlier indications of
tension within the military, partly expressed through the dissemination of
anonymous 'tracts'. Some complained
about the use of troops to guard the
homes of prominent businessmen (normally the responsibility of the police) and
the existence of parallel but unofficial
command centres over the army, including by CDP leaders and other civilians.
To be rehabilitated, the army must cleanse
itself, declared one tract issued by a
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'group of officers' (Lettre du continent, 4 release them after a few days or weeks, as

January 1999).

Concession & Repression

new protests erupted to demand their
freedom. Indeed, the authorities' concern
about aggravating the situation appeared
to account for the generally restrained
response of the uniformed security forces.
The disgruntlement within the military
may have been another factor. Given
these constraints, some figures within the
CDP leadership, most prominently
Ouagadougou Mayor Simon Compaore,
here and there encouraged the formation
of armed party gangs and irregular militias, which displayed particular brutality
toward protesters, leading to some reported deaths.

The response of the government and the
ruling CDP to the upsurge was highly
contradictory, reflecting their seriously
weakened political position. Not only did
the authorities come under pressure from
the streets, but some of the major donor
institutions (including from the US, Denmark, Austria and even France) expressed
their 'concern' about Zongo's death and
other rights violations. Since the government depends on these institutions for a
significant portion of its external financing, it could not easily ignore their views. For the most part, however, the government responded by trying to defuse the
The CDP itself, a 'mega' party formed popular anger, stall for time and deflect
from a patchwork of patronage-based the contestation off the streets and into
political formations and frequently beset official channels and institutions, a more
by byzantine factional conflicts, displayed favourable terrain for the ruling elite. In
numerous signs of strain. Some provin- early May, immediately after the CEI
cial party congresses were cancelled be- issued its report on Zongo's assassinacause delegates feared to visit their tion, the government announced that it
constituencies or were driven out when was handing the dossier over to the
they did. A few CDP members of parlia- courts for further judicial investigation
ment openly challenged the national party and action, and several of the suspects
leadership, blaming them for permitting named in the report were subsequently
the crisis to develop and pressing for placed in custody. Later that month, in
more democratic decision-making proc- his first major address to the nation since
esses within the party. At an extraordi- the beginning of the crisis, Compaore
nary cabinet meeting in February, some sought to provide further assurances that
CDP ministers went so far as to propose justice would prevail. All persons indissolving the National Assembly and volved in the killings, he said, would
calling new legislative elections (a fre- have to answer to the courts, 'without
quent demand of the opposition parties), any exception'. He also promised to
as a way of defusing the protest move- reorganise and 're-barrack' the presidenment {Journal du soir, 26 February 1999; tial security force, and formed a College
L'Observateurpaalga, 1 March 1999).
de Sages (Council of Wisemen) to propose how to handle the numerous other
Meanwhile, as during previous political political crimes cited by the demonstrachallenges, the state employed its secu- tors (Compaore, 1999). Since the latter
rity forces to try to contain the unrest. But body was composed of relatively conthe sheer scope of the protests made this servative figures (religious leaders, tradivery difficult. Official bans on demon- tional chiefs and three former presidents),
strations and strikes were routinely ig- protest leaders viewed it as a diversion, a
nored. Hundreds of demonstrators and, way for the government to avoid dealing
more selectively, prominent opposition directly with the Collective. It also igand protest leaders were detained, but nored such independent initiatives as the
the authorities often felt compelled to formation in April of the Comite interna-
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tional justice pour Thomas Sankara, with
representatives from 15 countries in Africa and Europe, devoted to investigating
the late president's assassination. When
the College de Sages issued its report in
early August, however, it included a
more stinging critique of Burkina's political stytem than many had expected and
as well as proposals for extensive reforms, including new elections and the
formation of a 'government of national
unity' (College, 1999). Opposition parties
and human rights groups generally welcomed the report, though most remained
uninterested in new elections and cabinet
posts, insisting that justice first to be done
in the cases of Zongo and other victims of
political killings.

Whose Rule of Law?
Throughout, Compaore and other government and CDP leaders repeatedly
insisted on the importance of adhering to
the 'rule of law'. They contrasted their
conception of legality with the demonstrations and strikes, most of which were
formally illegal, as well as the 'vandalism' exemplified by protesters' attacks on
the homes and property of prominent
figures. When the government finally
agreed that the two murder case files - of
Francois Compaore's driver and of Zongo
and his companions - would be handed
over to the courts, officials at the same
time stressed the importance of not acting
hastily and of safeguarding the suspects'
rights by observing proper legal procedures.

tions to ensure their continued dominance, to the point that many have
regarded the political system as essentially a 'party-state', with little real demarcation between state institutions and
the ruling CDP. Nor have the courts been
held in high esteem. Since independence
in 1960, they have been notoriously lethargic and inefficient, favouring legal
intricacies and established procedures
over the pursuit of justice, displaying
excessive sensitivity to the concerns of
the elites while remaining inaccessible to
most ordinary Burkinabe (Yonaba, 1988;
Sawadogo, 1995). Magistrates also are
subject to considerable political pressure,
and very few judges have exhibited much
independence. The few who have, such as
the MBDHP's Kassoum Kambou, suffered demotions and administrative sanctions as a result.
Even before the eruption of the protest
movement, there were numerous demands and proposals for sweeping reform of the judicial system, to depoliticise
it and make the pursuit of cases more
transparent, equitable and speedy. Such
demands mounted when the courts failed
to bring in Francois Compaore over the
killing of his driver and when the police
and investigating magistrates refused to
move on Zongo's assassination until
forced to do so by public pressure. The
differences in approach over how the
courts should act was exemplified by an
exchange between Pierre-Olivier Sur, a
French lawyer representing Francois
Compaore, and Benewende Sankara, representing the family of David Ouedraogo,
the slain driver. Sur accused Sankara of
trying to 'politicise' the case, while
Sankara replied that he simply wanted
the docket to be handled according to
proper judicial procedure, that is, without regard to Francpis Compaore's family and political connections (Le Pays, 5
March 1999).

The government's claims that it represented the rule of law and that justice
would prevail through the established
judicial machinery were sharply contested. Critics pointed to one stark fact:
that not a single person had been brought
to court over the preceding decade in
connection with any of the other killings
that preceded Zongo's death. They also
noted the many ways in which Compaore In a context of widespread skepticism
and his supporters had subverted the toward the regular courts, some recalled
country's formally democratic institu- the speedy and highly public way in
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which the old Tribunaux populaire de la
revolution (TPRs, People's Revolutionary Tribunals) under President Sankara
(1983-87) dispensed with cases of highlevel corruption. According to Ernest
Nongma Ouedraogo, 'The TPRs should
be brought back, but with supervision
over their verdicts, since they collect fines
and some judges have been found to
embezzle money' (E N Ouedraogo, 1999).
Similarly, a protest declaration by the
Sydicat national des travailleurs de
l'education de base (SYNATEB), one of
the main unions of primary school teachers, declared that the murderers of Zongo
and his companions should be speedily
brought to trial, with the sessions broadcast live over national television and
radio, as was often done with the Sankaraera TPRs (Le Pays, 5 March 1999).
Beyond the courts as such, human rights
groups and leaders of the protest movement also insisted that the constitution as
a whole be respected, in both letter and
spirit. As the intellectuals' manifesto
concluded, all they really were demanding was that 'the constitution be brought
to life' (Le Pays, 26 February 1999). Although drafted largely by government
supporters in 1991, the constitution put
an end to the era of rule by 'state of
exception' and military decree, provided
for formal separation of the ruling party
from the state, and gave legal guarantees
for freedom of the press and opinion and
other democratic rights. 'Either we are in
a state of law, or we are still under a state
of exception' (Halidou Ouedraogo, 1999).
Some went even further in citing legal
authority for the protest movement.
Laurent Bado, a professor of constitutional law at the University of Ouagadougou, proclaimed:
If governments refuse to leave office
through brutal force or by rejecting the
desire for change by electoral means
(through cheating, stealing elections,
falsifying the vote, etc.), the people will

have no other recourse than violence,
revolution. And the law recognises that!

His immediate reference was to the April
1999 coup in neighbouring Niger, and the
law he cited actually was an article of the
French revolutionary constitution of 1793,
but few would have missed the relevance
of his remarks to the current situation in
Burkina, especially in an interview that
also touched on Zongo's assassination (Le
Pays, 22 April 1999).
As the references to revolution, social
rights, and the TPRs indicated, the discourse of the protest movement was
partly coloured by the revolutionary
experience under Sankara. Indeed, a
number of small 'Sankarist' groups continued to function and often took an
active part in the demonstrations and
strikes; four such groups came together
in August to form the new Convention de
parties sankaristes, headed by Ernest
Nongma Ouedraogo. More broadly, the
revolutionary era's castigation of corruption, insistence that public officials be
held accountable and justice be administered in a more popular manner also
clearly have left an imprint on public
thought in general.
Concepts about the importance of the
rule of law were a more recent addition.
In the 1980s, the 'law', as codified in the
statute books, was highly suspect to the
revolutionary leaders. It was seen as a
mechanism for upholding elite privilege
and constraining popular initiative. The
experience of many other countries lent
validity to that view. But at times, as E.P.
Thompson has emphasised, the 'rule of
law' also may be wielded by lower social
strata as an instrument for political and
social change, to widen the democratic
space within which they are able to fight
for their interests (Thompson, 1977).
The readiness with which demonstrators
and strikers across Burkina picked up the
demand for the genuine rule of law - in
which the mighty and the wealthy are
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held to the same standards as everyone
else - indicates that the concept has
begun to penetrate more deeply into
Burkinabe society. If it takes firm root, the
general tenor of politics in the country
will be fundamentally changed. The ruling elites will find it much more difficult
to simply impose their will, while broader
sectors of the citizenry will at last be able
to make their voices heard.
Ernest Harsch is a journalist specialising
in African political and economic issues,
and a PhD candidate in sociology at the
New School for Social Research, New
York. Some of the material for this article
was collected during a research trip to
Burkina Faso in February-March 1999.
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to country, to protest police killing of a unionist
in Bobo-Dioulasso.
23 January: Rally of protest collective in
Ouagadougou.
26 January: Protest strike, but with little
participation.
30 January: March in Bobo-Dioulasso to protest
electricity worker's murder.
25 February: Protest march by several hundred
professors, doctors, lawyers and other professionals, Ouagadougou.
27 February: President booed by crowd at
national stadium, at opening of film festival.
28 February: Protests in Koudougou against
CDP provincial congress.
1 March: Several hundred unemployed
graduates of Cuban universities stage sit-in at
Ministry of Labour (followed 27 April by
another at prime minister's office).
3 March: 5,000 secondary students march to
Zongo's grave.
19-20 March: Violent protests in Koudougou,
thousands demonstrate in Ouagadougou.
31 March: Large rally at Ouagadougou Labour
Exchange.

11 June: Marches and rallies around country.
15 June: Sugar workers demonstrate in Banfora,
block national highway.
22 June: Second national power black-out by
electricity workers to demand justice in
unionist's murder.
29-30 June: National general strike of all seven
union federations, for economic demands and
action on 'unpunished crimes'.
15 July: Uniformed soldiers, gendarmes rally
and march in central Ouagadougou for payment
of housing allowances.
22 July: Some 1,600 sugar workers in Banfora
launch a strike for higher pay.
8 August: Angry residents of Tiebele chase out
police commander over police disrespect for
local customs.
13 August: Banfora police stations burned after
police killing of a mechanic.
16 August: About 300 gold miners begin 180kilometre march to Ouagadougou to protest
closing of Poura mine, but are stopped by riot
police after half-way point.
18-19 August: Second national general strike by
seven union federations.

10 April: 1,000 women march on parliament.

26 August: 100 teachers stage sit-in in capital to
demand joba.

24 April: Thousands 'march against impunity'
in Ouagadougou.

6 September: Jobless railway workers sit in at
Transport Ministry.

1 May: May Day union marches and rallies,
protesting economic policies and Zongo's
assassination.

7-10 September: Health workers strike around
country.

10-14 May: After release of commission report
on Zongo's death, thousands of students
demonstrate in Ouagadougou, erect barricades,
clash with police. Demonstrations in Koudougou, Bobo-Dioulasso, other towns.
15 May: Protest collective rally in Ouagadougou.
17-18 May: Demonstrators and police clash in
Koudougou.
20 May: 24-hour national stayaway strike,
extended in Tenkodogo to 31 May.
24 May: United trade union protest meeting in
Ouagadougou.
25-26 May: Public employees' general strike to
protest civil service restructuring, with 60%
participation in Ouagadougou and 70-80% in
provinces.
8 June: 'Villes mortes' protest strike, partially
observed.

11 September Drivers clash with police in BoboDioulasso after policeman shot at a taxi.
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suggestion is that there is something in
the fluidity of social life in Mecufi's
villages which might be a resource rather
than a problem for conflict resolution, if
seen in the right perspective.

Graham Harrison

Villagisation, Social Conflict &
Crop Theft

The unequivocal end to war in Mozambique in 1992 is a great achievement,
however one analyses it (Armon et. al,
1998; FEF, 1995; Alden, 1997). There has
been debate about the extent to which
peace was a result of imperialist (and
sub-imperialist) desires for de-escalation
(Nilsson, 1993), or a result of Renamo's
incorporation into the polity essentially
through payments of money (Vines, 1993),
but it remains the fact that the massive
popular desire for an end to routine
violence made a return to war, should the
'politics' of conflict resolution falter, every
day a more remote possibility. In this
sense, 'the people's peace' (Wilson, 1994),
created a kind of 'ratchet effect' on
political actors, Mozambican and foreign,
towards and end to conflict.

The villages of Mecufi have always suffered a series of social tensions and
contradictions (Harrison, 1996;1998).
Many (but not all - for example conflicts
between the young and old) of these
tensions derive from the process of
villagisation shortly after independence.
The abrupt removal of peasants from
their dispersed habitats created a social
and economic dislocation which Frelimo
was unable to manage in a way that
would have protected peasants from falls
in productivity. The communal villages
were associated with material scarcity in
a variety of senses: long journeys to fields
in the bush, queues to buy scarce consumer goods, and the wearing of sacks as
clothes wore out. The Renamo war exacerbated all of this and created substantial
movements of refugees into Mecufi's
coastal villages.

For a student of Mozambique, it is a
pleasure to write of present-day conflict
resolution in this context. Mozambique is
so often the bete noir of development
studies - the world's poorest country, the
country most ravaged by debt, a country
(along with a few others, notably Angola
and Cambodia) with a massive enduring
land mine problem. In this Briefing, I
want to relate the character of conflict and
conflict resolution in the mundane sense
of day-to-day life in Mecufi district,
northern Mozambique, based on observation and interviews during six months
of fieldwork from 1995 to 1998 (Endnote
1).
First, I will sketch a typology of conflict in
Mecufi, before offering some comments
on the broader repercussions of conflict
and conflict resolution in Mecufi. My

Socio-economic disruption on this scale
created social and economic conflict,
focussed around the incidence of theft in
the villages. Lineage social relations were
undermined and eclipsed by Party authority and people from different clans
were moved next to each other in a
context of material scarcity. A result of
this was that theft of others' property,
especially crops, became a common phenomenon in the villages, and the unstable
and contested nature of official and lineage authority left no universally-accepted
recourse for those who had been robbed.
Villagisation created a no-win situation,
according to some interviewees: especially during full moon, crops were liable
to be stolen just before harvest, but to
spend more time in the fields meant that
one's house was not secure, leaving
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chickens, or household utensils vulnerable to opportunistic theft. Some built
small straw cabins and left young men to
protect fields in the run-up to harvest;
some built new head-high fences around
their house and yard. Production has
remained low since the end of the war;
and interviewees noted that, if anything,
theft had increased since the end of the
war: the fear of Renamo troops which
stopped some from venturing into fields
after dusk was now gone.

Women's War: Water
In some of the villages of Meciifi, access
to water is becoming a reason to fight.
Wells installed in the villages after Independence - often through Scandinavian
aid - have not been maintained, and
many are in disrepair or can only be used
for part of the year. Some examples:
Muinde has a population of about 4,000
and has 6 wells (hand-operated) and two
boreholes; Muaria has a population of
about 4,000 and just 5 wells which work
reliably (figures from pre-census exercise, 1998, the UNDP's Mecufi Disrtict
Profile (1997:7), and own observations).
Muaria was the village where I spent
most time. The first sound of each morning - even before the cockerels - was
women's voices as they made their first
visit to the wells in the hope of avoiding
the constant queues. This was at 4 o'clock
in the morning. Most of Muaria's wells
are situated in the coastal lowland part of
the village. One of the wells is now
salinized, but women still use the well
because the queue is so much shorter and
because other water sources are hours
away.
The most visually striking sign of the
struggle for water came during visits to
the district administrative headquarters.
To get to Mecufi headquarters from
Muaria, one has to walk to a mangrove
estuary, catch a small dug-out boat and
walk up the other side of the estuary's
steep valley. At low tide, streams of
women from Muaria walk through the

mangrove swamp, water up to their hips
and with plastic bowls on their heads, as
they make a journey to the Muaria
headquarters where there is a 'sweet
water' (that is, non-salinized) well.
It is not too difficult to imagine how this
arduous situation leads to conflict.
Women wait for hours in the queues;
arguments often break out concerning
position in the queue, and interviewees
stated that this has led to fights in some
cases. The village authorities (commonly
known as 'the structures') have put 'controllers' at the wells to manage the
queues, initially in co-ordination with the
provincial water authorities. These controllers are bribed by those who have
more money than patience, exacerbating
tensions and arguments.
Conflict at the wells, and the sheer hard
work of water collection demands immediate and serious attention. Putting sufficient wells in villages is an essential
starting point for any agency - governmental or non-governmental - that wishes
to give substance to any declarations
about the importance of gender issues in
development.
The government's main recent innovation is the 1995 National Water Programme, which aims to construct more
wells and to introduce user fees (Quarry,
1998). This has been done around the
administrative post of Morrebue, where
new wells were installed after 1995,
connected to the reactivated colonial
water substation. These wells stand in
splendid isolation in the neighbourhoods
of Morrebue, with taps rather than hand
pumps, run off channels, and a delegated
well operator (to collect the fee of MT5,000,
or about 25 pence). Hardly anyone uses
these wells for two good reasons: the
older wells still provide free water (no
investment to amortise), and in Mecufi,
MT5,000 is a lot of money. For a family of
seven, use of the new wells would mean
an expenditure of at least MT10,000 per
day. In much of Mecufi, access to cash is
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sporadic and involves small exchanges.
'Cost recovery' in Meciifi's villages appears to be something of a white elephant.
Land
Mecufi does not suffer the same kind of
land conflicts as southern Mozambique,
where land is a speculative asset for the
political elite. The source of tension in
Mecufi relates to the District's own history. At Independence, a Portuguese man
- Senhor Canas - who previously worked
in logistics in the Portuguese army
brought the property of a colonial farmer
who fled the country. Since then, he has
consolidated property in Mecufi, Metuge,
and Montepuez districts. He owns substantial herds of cattle, and fields of
various market crops.
During each visit, interviews would touch
upon relations between Meciifi's large
scale agricultural capitalist and the general population. Constantly, people would
complain that he was expanding his
property each year. One interviewee said
that he would clear the areas around his
crops, only to plant the cleared are next
year before clearing a new perimeter.
When people take their complaints to the
District administration (which has an
extremely run-down infrastructure), they
are told that Canas has already brought
the land he was working. Theories of
bribery and mutual favours between the
administration and this large-scale farmer
abound. Furthermore, local water sources
are soiled because Canas takes his herds
to drink there. The cattle also frequently
cross the path/road to the remote village
of Natuko, making it waterlogged and
unpassable in the rainy season for all
motor traffic.
The importance of land - a source of
profit for Canas, a source of survival for
the peasants of Mecufi - and the lack of
communication between the two became
very clear during a village meeting in
Muinde in August 1998 concerned with
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the new Land Law which is supposed to
deal with land conflicts. An official from
the Provincial Department of Agriculture
explained the new Law, and the rights of
the peasant farmer to a quietly cynical
audience. After the explanation (which
had to be translated into Makua via the
local secretary of the Mozambican Youth
Organisation, who did a good impression
of Samora Machel!) numerous men stood
up and angrily complained that Canas
was gaining control of more and more
land, and that the government was doing
nothing to protect the interests of the
peasants. One peasant farmer said that
the meeting was useless because Canas
was not there, and without him it was
impossible to deal with the question of
land. Peasants evoked the substance of
this land conflict to question the impact
of the new Law which, on paper, protects
the rights of 'family farmers' to land.

Political Conflict
The 1994 elections revealed that Mecufi
was a split District: 44% of the votes went
to Frelimo, 41% to Rename In an earlier
article in this journal (Harrison, 1996), I
highlighted how 'the elections have solved
nothing' in people's eyes because tensions between the parties remained intense. This must be seen in the context of
the attainment of peace - bickering,
rumours, and the odd detention or fist
fight are very different from the predations
of Renamo and (less significantly) the
village militias. And it is easy for an
outsider to forget the massive importance
of the end of the civil war for those who
were its victims. During my visit in 1998,
Radio Mozambique related that a decapitated corpse had been found in the
District of Metuge which neighbours
Mecufi. I was surprised at the extent to
which this news had gripped villagers in
Mecufi. People associated this atrocity
with the war, when villagers could never
be confident of returning if they ventured
inland from the villages: did this grisly
discovery mean that the war was starting
again?
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that the accused returned to the village
before the litigants themselves. Others
remarked that (alleged) thieves were seen
giving the police cigarettes and chatting
amiably with them. All were convinced
that there was a 'scam' taking place in
which the police received a 'cut' of the
booty in return for offering immunity to
the professional thieves. Some said that
the most well-known thieves were closely
related to the village president and others; some said that the village president
would arrange for trucks to arrive at
night to take goods under cover to
Pemba, the provincial capital. Of course,
any researcher has to maintain a degree
of cynicism in the face of hearsay, even
when the central message within all of
these responses is the same. It is difficult
to imagine a spontaneous widespread
elaboration of a series of stories of this
nature ivithout a kernel of truth. But there
are two further pieces of evidence which
are central here: first, the employment of
political authority unofficially to extract
surplus (that is, to steal) from the peasantry is a general phenomenon in Mecufi
(Harrison, 1998); second, a Mozambican
development worker who has lived in
'Grassroots' Conflict Resolution
Mecufi for many years and who I knew
The conflicts and tensions of Mecufi are well related similar accounts to me in the
constantly being modified - for better or company of extension workers, all of
worse - as a result of both people's whom agreed with his words.
conscious attempts to address conflict
and as a result of broader social and If it is true that (part of) the village
political change. Some of the most salient structures receive payments from thieves,
facets of conflict resolution in this sense then the problem becomes all the more
are outlined below.
entrenched. Theft is not merely a question of 'punishing bad people', or of
improving
the material conditions of the
Theft & the Political Economy of
villagers in general (although the latter
Extraction
would certainly be welcome); rather it
Let us begin with the least encouraging touches on deeper questions about the
evidence which relates back to theft in the nature of official power in the villages.
villages. During interviews in 1997 and
1998 many respondents related that those Frelimo's Local Liberalisation?
who were strongly suspected of stealing
from villagers in a fairly systematic way Fortunately, there is more to the local
were in cahoots with the village struc- dynamics of Frelimo power than political
tures. Those apprehended in flagrante strategies of theft. Frelimo is reconciling
were sometimes taken to the police, but itself to a real change in the post-war
were immediately released. Some said politics of the villages. In Muaria, the
The advantage of return visits is that one
can get a sense of temporal change in the
villages. From 1995 to 1998, I saw the
political tensions which principally derived from Renamo's successful implantation as a political organisation in Mecufi
slowly ameliorate. In 1995, asking questions about Renamo might have caused
disconcertion and changed the tone of the
interview. In 1998, one could freely ask
the village Frelimo authorities for the
whereabouts of Renamo members without any apparent violation of political
etiquette. Renamo members spoke in a
more relaxed fashion, and, although clear
political conflicts still persisted, there
was a basic mutual acceptance of the
other party's presence. This means that in
Mecufi village communities have resolved the intense post-electoral party
conflict through time, leaving a 'normal'
level of political animosity in its place. Of
course, tensions will very likely increase
as the second national elections approach,
but this fact does raise the question of
how the villages of Mecufi deal with the
conflicts listed above.
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village president consults with the two Renamo after the Elections
powerful chiefs, one of whom is strongly
aligned with Renamo, and in other vil- In 1995, an interview with any Renamo
lages the female spiritual authority member was a tense affair, and it usually
{pwiamwene) is invited to rites of initia- involved listening to a long list of bitter
tion. Neither of these things happened in complaints against the village structures,
1995. The Land Law stipulates that these ranging from the extremely serious to the
lineage-based authorities (often linked to trivial (the failure of the authorities to
Renamo) can act as guarantors of custodi- keep the grass cut on the village's football
anship of the land, as was mentioned pitch). In 1998, during an interview with
explicitly by the Agriculture official at Renamo's delegate for the whole of souththe meeting in Muinde mentioned earlier. ern Mecufi, it became clear that the party
Thus, tentatively, Frelimo is working out was increasingly willing to collaborate
a modus vivendi with those treated with with the structures. In Nanguasse,
most suspicion previously because of Renamo collaborated with the structures
their links with colonial rule or Renamo. to mobilise people to rehabilitate the
village's school.
As suggested by Alexander (1997), this is
partly a result of the politics of pragma- There is a common language in intertism: chiefs provide a useful infrastruc- views with Renamo and Frelimo officials:
ture for the local state to execute policies, all interviewees stressed the suffering in
whether it be to disseminate information the villages as a result of a lack of outside
or to collect taxes. It is also a result of a support. This was most underlined in
longer-standing equivocal relationship those villages away from Mecufi's one
between official and lineage power which and only all-season road, but all political
has been relatively under-researched un- representatives stressed the severe lack of
til recently. These equivocations are the facilities for education and health. In
subject of another study by this author, Nanguasse it has led to a minimal cobut one can see them in the partial operation between the two parties, which
reconciliation between official and line- the delegate for southern Mecufi stated
age power: Frelimo structures have ac- was the policy in all villages. It might also
tively courted chiefs in some areas in lead to renewed inter-party conflict as
order to integrate lineage into official one or other of the parties tries to claim
the legitimacy for any future health or
authority.
education project in Mecufi. But there is
In Muinde, a powerful and pro-Renamo something both negative and positive in
pwiamwene was replaced by another on the strongly-held common sense of marthe grounds that the replacement was a ginality and social need in the villages of
more faithful reflection of the lineage's Mecufi: it is both a terrible burden on the
passing of generations. The new villagers, and the source of a collective
pwiamwene is happy to work with the identity which might provide a stronger
village structures and has no preference voice for the peasantry, or at least instil a
for Renamo. In other words, a pro- minimal unity between the two parties.
Frelimo pwiamwene replaced a proRenamo one (with the 'assistance' of the
'Disaggregation'
structures) on the grounds that this was a
more faithful reflection of 'true' lineage A central source of social tension in the
power. More starkly, in Muaeia, the villages derives form the process of
Frelimo card-carrying village president is villagisation itself, as suggested above.
a lineage chief!
Since 1992, but especially since 1995
(when most were more certain that the
war had really ended) a part of the
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population of most villages has left to Multiple Sources of Authority
live and work inland. There are three
kinds of outmigration. First, there are the I hope to have given the reader a sense of
deslocados, who wish to return to theirflexibility and transition in Meciifi's conformer homes from which they were temporary politics - the population moveousted by the Renamo war. Second, there ments in process and the renegotiating of
are those who have left the villages to the relationship between lineage and
escape Frelimo's intrusions (or as the official power, for example. This fluidity
villagers say, 'communism'). Most often is a potential resource for the resolution
these are strongly supportive of Renamo, of Mecufi's mundane conflicts.
and they might leave with a lineage
authority to recreate lineage based pat- A concrete example. In Muaria, I obterns of settlement inland. Third, peas- served a village neighbourhood meeting,
ants leave as farmers: they wish to take presided over by an astute and magnaniadvantage of the more productive soils mous neighbourhood chief. The meetings
inland. The coastal strip along which were held every two weeks or so in order
Frelimo chose to resettle the population to allow villagers to bring their comhas sandy soils, whereas inland the soil is plaints to arbitration. The first comdarker and holds water more effectively. plaints of this meeting was brought by a
Around the river systems, productivity spiritual healer who said that after being
can be very good indeed, with banana asked by a man if he could cure his niece
trees providing shade for cabbages and of an illness and agreeing a price, he went
beans, as well as 'garden' crops such as into the bush and gathered the appropritomatoes, potatoes, and onions. Walking ate remedy which he administered to the
from the villages to these sites would lose young niece. The niece recovered from
farmers at least two hours of work time. her illness, but when the healer went to
the uncle to claim his payment, the uncle
refused,
and instead insulted him. So, the
The exit of these groups of peasants from
healer
took
the dispute to the neighbourthe villages represents a form of migration which resolves many of the tensions hood chief. Each interested party had an
created by villagisation: if a family suf- opportunity to speak, and after some
fered from villagisation because they lost consideration, the neighbourhood chief
access to their fields, or if they were imposed a fine on the delinquent uncle to
particularly victimised by the structures be paid within thirty days.
during the past two decades or so, they
can now leave the source of their oppres- There are four important lessons here,
sion. Those in the communal villages are which highlight the 'local resources' that
there because they perceive it as the least villages like Muaria might have to reworst place to live. But voting with one's solve mundane conflicts. First, the 'tradifeet is not a panacea. Outside the villages, tional' healer went to the 'official'
women collect water from boreholes dug structures to deal with the dispute in dry seasonal river beds. This water is another suggestive example of emerging
not as healthy as well water, but at positive inter-relations between lineage
present, access to well water is hardly and official power. And consider the case
easy in many (but not all) of the villages. itself: the neighbourhood president found
There is clearly an underlying question of in favour of the healer, thus recognising
development here which cannot be solved the legitimacy of the service provided by
solely through changing settlement pat- the healer. If the 'old' Frelimo values had
terns.
still been in place, the healer would have
been as likely to have been fined for
attempted fraud! Instead, after this judgement, the healer moved to sit near the
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neighbourhood chief and began to play
the role of consort, offering advice to the
neighbourhood chief on other cases. I do
not want to veer too close to the kind of
romantic peasant populism so clearly
critiqued by Brass (1997), but it remains
reasonable to stress that local communities can reconfigure their own relations
between lineage and official power in
ways which allow the beginnings of a
new 'normality' after such extreme turbulence.
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Social Fluidity & Conflict
Resolution
Neighbourhood chiefs were not the only
source of conflict resolution. Some people took their cases to the police (mainly
those who wanted punishment more that
justice), and many others resolved conflicts with recourse either to family heads
of chiefs. As mentioned, official judgements do not necessarily pertain exclusively to 'official' matters. There is a
multiplicity of institutions of conflict
resolution which appear to work in a
complementary rather than conflictual
manner. I think that this fluidity and
inter-mixing is probably the most appropriate structure (it one can use that word
here) to deal with conflicts of a day-today nature. To legislate, incorporate, or
'fix' any of these institutions into some
form of stricter relationship would be to
create rigidities in a situation where
clearly flexibility is a resource to facilitate
a (potential) tolerable degree of normality.

Second, in the meeting, everyone has a
full opportunity to speak. The process of
justice was extremely deliberative, and
this is a positive legacy of Frelimo's postcolonial rule. In another case, a defendant
successfully challenged the amount of the
fine imposed on him, and got it reduced.
He thus became a collaborator in his own
punishment, something which was confirmed by the fact that the next day we sat
together waiting for a truck to take us to
Pemba: he had a bunch of chickens tied
together at the feet which he aimed to sell
in order to raise the money for the fine.
This allowed the final decision to be more Flexibility is a necessary but not sufficient
binding and legitimate than more per- condition for conflict resolution. The
emptory or 'top-down' decisions.
questions of access to water, theft, and
land disputes all clearly relate to the issue
Third, because everyone had an opportu- of development in broader senses: both
nity to speak, the meeting tapped into the the levels of material well-being and the
generalised popular knowledge of the nature of the social relations of producvillage. Although this knowledge is not tion. Equitable and democratic developabsolutely reliable, it does provide an ment would go a long way to attenuating
important component in the gathering of conflict in Mecufi. The vague phrase
evidence. Family members or neighbours 'democratic development' needs to be
can testify as to whether an alleged thief more closely focused on the nature of
has behaved strangely, made more visits local state power and its relationship
to Pemba recently, or acquired some new with the peasantry. Fundamentally, it is
the lack of accountability of official strucand unexplained wealth recently.
tures that allows them to elaborate strategies
of extraction from the peasantry
Finally, the aims of the meeting, as it dealt
which
involve collusion in theft. This lack
with each of the cases, was to reconcile
more than it was to punish. The neigh- of accountability is historically entrenched
bourhood chief would end each judge- to the extent that people perceive the state
ment by stating that the decision should as intrinsically an institution which domimark and end to the dispute and any nates, orders, and requires things from
people. A peaceful and progressive Moacrimony it created.
zambique will not depend on how low its
level of inflation is, but the extent to
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which the state can respond more meaningfully to the collective voice of its
peasant population. The evidence from
Meciifi suggests that this would mean in
the first place providing some basic social
amenities (schools, roads and health
posts).

Graham Harrison, University of Sheffield. I am grateful to the Economic and
Social Research Council for a Small Grant
(R000222306) which funded the 1998 visit.
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Documents
The Prevention and
Eradication of Violence
Against Women and
Children

the domination and discrimination of
women by men;
4) Is acknowledged by the Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action of 1993
as a serious violation of fundamental
human rights;

We, The Heads of State or Government of 5) Includes physical and sexual violence,
the Southern African Development Com- as well as economic, psychological and
munity, meeting at our Summit in Grand emotional abuse;
Baie, Mauritius on 14 September 1999:
a) Occurring in the family, in such forms
as threats, intimidation, battery, sexual
Recalling that:
abuse of children, economic deprivation, marital rape, femicide, female
1) We signed the SADC Declaration on
genital mutilation, and traditional pracGender and Development at our Summit
tices harmful to women;
in Blantyre, Malawi on 8 September 1997,
committing ourselves and our respective
countries to take 'urgent measures to b) Occurring in the community, in such
prevent and deal with the increasing
forms as threats, rape, sexual abuse,
levels of violence against women and
sexual harassment and intimidation,
children'.
trafficking in women and children,
forced prostitution, violence against
women in armed conflict; and that
2) In furtherance of this commitment,
SADC Ministers of Justice, Gender/Women's Affairs, Legislators, Government Of- c) Perpetrated or condoned by the agents
ficials
and
Representatives
of
of the state;
Non-Governmental Organisations convened a SADC Conference on the Preven- Deeply Concerned that:
tion of Violence Against Women in
Durban, South Africa, on 5 to 8 March 6) The levels of cases of the various forms
1998, which recommended the adoption of violence against women and children
of certain measures:
continue to increase;
REAFFIRMING our commitment to the 7) Existing measures to protect women
prevention and eradication of violence and children against violence have proved
against women and children in our re- inadequate, ineffective and biased against
the victims.
gion;
WE STRONGLY CONDEMN violence
against women and children in all its
forms, and resolve that the following
3) Reflects the unequal relations of power measures be adopted.
between women and men, resulting in

Recognising that violence against
women and children:
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Legal
8) Enacting laws such as sexual offences
and domestic violence legislation making
various forms of violence against women
clearly defined crimes, and taking appropriate measures to impose penalties, punishment and other enforcement
mechanisms for the prevention and eradication of violence against women and
children;
9) Adopting legislative measures to ensure the protection and removal of all
forms of discrimination against, and empowerment of women with disabilities,
the girl-child, the aged, women in armed
conflict and other women whose circumstances make them especially vulnerable
to violence;

grammes aimed at eradicating violence
against women and children;
15) Encouraging the media to play a
constructive role in the eradication of
violence against women and children by
adopting guidelines which ensure sensitive coverage of the issue and avoid the
pepertuation of stereotypes;

Services
16) Providing easily accessible information on services available to women and
children victims/ survivors of violence,
including women and children with disabilities;

17) Ensuring accessible, effective and
responsive police, prosecutorial, health,
social welfare and other services, and
10) Reviewing and reforming the crimi- establishing specialised units to redress
nal laws and procedures applicable to cases of violence against women and
cases of sexual offences, to eliminate children;
gender bias and ensure justice and fairness to both the victim and accused;
18) Providing accessible, affordable and
specialised legal services, including legal
11) Introducing, as a matter of priority, aid, to ensure the just and speedy resolulegal and administrative mechanisms for tion of matters regarding violence against
women and children subjected to vio- women and children;
lence, effective access to counselling,
restitution, reparation and other just forms 19) Providing easily accessible, affordof dispute resolution;
able and, where possible, free social, and
administrative services for the empower12) Adopting such other legislative and ment of women and children victims/
administrative measures as may be nec- survivors of violence;
essary to ensure the prevention and
eradication of all forms of violence against Education, Training & Awarenesswomen and children;

Building

20) Introducing and promoting gender
sensitisation and training of all service
providers engaged in the administration
13) Promoting the eradication of elements of justice, such as judicial officers, prosin traditional norms and religious beliefs, ecutors, police, prison, welfare and health
practices and stereotypes which legiti- officials;
mise and exacerbate the persistence and
tolerance of violence against women and 21) Undertaking and sharing research of
children;
the gathering of statistics and other information on the causes, prevalence and
14) Introducing and supporting gender consequences of violence against women
sensitisation and public awareness pro- and children;

Social, Economic, Cultural &
Political
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22) Encouraging the exchange of national, regional and international best
practices for the eradication of violence
against women and children;

Integrated Approaches

Implementing the HIPC
Initiative: Sharing Experiences
Marlborough House, London
2-3 August 1999

The Commonwealth Secretariat convened a
high-level meeting on 2-3 August 1999, to
exchange ideas and experiences on the issues
central to reform of the HIPC Initiative,
launched in September 1996. The meeting
also
reviewed the proposals of the Cologne
Budgetary Allocations
Debt Initiative, launched in June 1999 by the
24) Allocating the necessary resources to G8 industrialised countries, which in turn
ensure the implementation and sustain- aims to secure deeper, broader and faster debt
relief with major changes to the HIPC
ability of the above programmes;
Initiative.
23) Ensuring that all these measures are
implemented in an integrated manner by
all stakeholders;

We Further Resolve that:

The meeting was attended by High Commis25) Regional policies, programmes and sioners and senior government officials from
mechanisms to enhance the security and Commonwealth HIPC countries, and repreempowerment of women and children, sentatives of civil society, the academic combe adopted and their implementation munity, religious groups, non-governmental
organisations (NGOs) and the press.
monitored;
26) Urgent consideration be given to the Summary of Opinions
adoption of legally binding SADC Instruments on Preventing Violence Against 1) Participants welcomed the proposals
Women and Children, and to ensure that to broaden and deepen the debt relief
these commitments are translated into available under the Heavily Indebted
tangible actions;
Poor Countries (HIPC) initiative, which
were made at this year's G8 heads of
27) SADC convene a Regional Confer- government summit in Cologne. But
ence, before the end of the Year 2000, to they felt the terms of debt relief should be
review progress made in the implementa- kept under review to ensure that they
tion of the above measures and recom- provide a sustainable exit for the HIPC
countries. They also welcomed the promendations.
posal to link the 'completion point' at
28) This addendum is an integral part of which a country will receive debt stock
the 1997 SADC Declaration on Gender in relief to the achievement of specific policy
targets. This greater flexibility should be
Development.
used to reduce the time for which a
country has to wait for debt relief, rather
than increasing it. They also welcomed
SADC Newsletter, August 1999.
the proposed provision of interim relief
from the 'decision point' by multilateral
institutions and the greater emphasis on
growth and poverty reduction as the
ultimate objective of debt relief
2) Participants agreed that there is a
trade-off between the different forms in
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which a given amount of debt relief can
be provided, front-loaded debt service
relief is the most effective way to create
fiscal space for direct spending on poverty reduction measures, including (but
not limited to) health and education.
Stock relief removes the overhang of
unserviced debt, thus encouraging investment, promoting growth and reducing poverty indirectly. The balance
between the two should be decided on a
case-by-case basis, but greater emphasis
on fiscal dimensions of debt sustainability is welcome.

5) The International Monetary Fund (IMF)
and World Bank estimated that revamping the HIPC initiative would double
both the financial benefits to debtors and
the cost to creditors. But participants also
noted that to the extent that for the
bilaterals especially, part of this debt
might have been written down in official
balance sheets, the extent of these costs
would be less than the nominal values
would suggest.
6) Given that the original HIPC initiative
was never fully financed, the challenge of
paying for the enhanced proposals in a
way that is fully additional will be all the
more acute. Creditors should bear the
burden of reducing a recipient country's
debt to sustainable levels proportionately, so bilateral creditors that are not
members of the Paris Club must pay their
full part in the process.

3) It was noted that Enhanced Structural
Adjustment Facility (ESAF)-supported
programmes can promote investment and
growth by building confidence markets,
although the link between the implementation of these programmes outcomes
will need to be strengthened. ESAF
should be integrated within poverty reduction framework, including an assess- 7) For its part, the IMF should explore all
ment of the impact of ESAF on vulnerable possible options to finance its share of
groups.
HIPC costs, including the sale and reinvestment of part of its gold reserves.
The Comprehensive Development Frame- These should take account of the impact
work provides a template. Recipient coun- this might have on gold producing and
tries should have ownership of this gold dependent countries, particularly
process, recognising poverty eradication the HIPCs themselves, and do what it can
is a long-term challenge dependent on to limit any uncertainty this might cause
much more than de Debt relief should be in the gold market. Meanwhile, the bilatlinked explicitly to the achievement of the eral contributions will be essential to
DAC (Development Assistance Commit- meet the costs of the World Bank, the
tee) targets for 2015, for which more IMF, the African Development Bank and
effective statistical indicators of poverty other multilateral development banks. In
are essential. The importance of channel- the case of the World Bank, drawing on
ling the proceeds of debt relief into IDA (International Development Assopoverty reduction should not be used as ciation) or net income will limit the
an excuse for piling detailed social policy Bank's capacity to lend.
conditions on top of macroeconomic ones.
Any such social policy conditions should 8) Participants agreed that HIPC counbe simple, realistic and limited in number. tries should be provided with opportunities to consult among themselves and
4) There was also general agreement that share their experiences of how best to
for faster growth, there is a need for an leverage poverty reduction through debt
improved investment climate, including relief. Earmarking the benefits of debt
enhanced transparency of policies and relief in ring-fenced funds can be a useful
approach, but only as part of an open and
institutions and public accountability.
comprehensive medium term framework
for public expenditure, with the involve-
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ment of civil society and other stake- Because 33 of the original HIPC countries
holders. The process of agreeing debt were African, Sub-Saharan Africa's debt
burden has been a major focus of Jubilee
relief should also be more transparent.
2000 advocacy for debt relief since the
movement emerged in the mid-1990s,
Commonwealth Secretariat, September inspired by a biblical call to 'Proclaim
Jubilee' and re-establish justice between
1999.
creditors and debtors by 'freeing the
captives and cancelling all debt'.

Movement's Growing Impact

'Break the Chains of Debt!'
International Jubilee 2000
Campaign Demands Deeper
Debt Relief
Carole Collins
Debt relief for tile poorest countries will
remain a burning issue, given the meagre
results of this year's Group of Seven (G7)
summit in Cologne. The proposals announced there on 18 June fall far short of
the amount of debt cancellation needed,
and will bring little change to the lives of
ordinary Africans, argues Jubilee 2000,
the international coalition of non-governmental organisations (NGOs). Some member groups of the coalition continue to
denounce the current framework for debt
relief - the Heavily Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC) initiative - as a 'cruel hoax'.

Jubilee 2000's political impact has grown
dramatically since May 1998, when 50,000
movement supporters formed a 10-kilometre ring around the G7 summit meeting site in Birmingham, UK, to press for
more debt relief. Germany - supported
by the US, Japan and Italy - at that time
blocked British proposals, in retrospect
fairly modest, for deeper debt relief.
Since then, however, G7 governments
and the IMF and World Bank have begun
to address more seriously the growing
public critique of the HIPC Initiative - on
grounds of poor policy, undemocratic
process and meagre results as well as to
advocate more radical solutions to the
debt overhang.
• In March 1999, representatives of 10
Jubilee 2000 national campaigns met in
London with officials of the IMF, World
Bank, Paris Club and G7 governments
concerning Jubilee 2000's critique of
current debt relief programmes.

The growing momentum of the global
Jubilee 2000 movement to cancel poor • By April, each G7 government had
country debt - with national campaigns
made its own proposal for debt relief
in over 50 debtor and creditor countries,
for poor countries. Right before its
Jubilee 2000 petitions circulating in over
joint spring meetings with the World
100, and more than 17 million signatures
Bank, the IMF also issued a 65 page
collected to date - helped spur the G7
review of criticisms of the current
leaders to move as much as they did.
HIPC initiative extensively quoting
Over 35,000 Jubilee 2000 supporters, many
analyses by various Jubilee 2000 nasporting the German Jubilee 2000 camtional campaigns, Oxfam, and other
paign's vivid rainbow-hued scarves, lined
debt relief proponents.
the roads, bridges and Rhine riverbanks
of Cologne, while another 15,000 marched • On 19 June, international Jubilee 2000
in Stuttgart, to demand that the G7 go
leaders meeting in Cologne urged G7
even further to 'down the debt'.
leaders to go beyond the Cologne
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initiative announced the day before. A
Jubilee 2000 delegation including representatives from the Philippines,
Cameroon, Peru, Spain and the US
(representing five continents), Irish rock
star Bono and Honduran Catholic Archbishop Oscar Rodriguez - met G7
Chair and German Chancellor Gerhard
Schroder to underscore their demands.
• During July-August, representatives of
Jubilee 2000, Eurodad, Oxfam and other
NGOs raised the issue of debt cancellation at several conferences. These included a 26 July forum at IMF
headquarters, a 29-30 July seminar in
Addis Ababa hosted by the UN Economic Commission for Africa and
World Bank, and a 2-3 August seminar
in London organised by the Commonwealth Secretariat.
Jubilee 2000 advocacy has focused on the
G7 governments because, as major creditors, they also collectively control about
half of IMF and World Bank assets. Thus
they are best placed to pledge new
funding, secure changes in Bank and
Fund policies to achieve deeper debt
relief for more countries and ensure civil
society organisations a greater role in
debt relief activities.

tional mechanism placing debtors on a
more equal footing with creditors; and
• recapturing stolen public wealth.

Common Goal, Varied Tactics
Speaking to global policymakers with
one voice has proved challenging, given
the differing historical and regional realities of (and within) the global North and
South. The global Jubilee 2000 movement
has worked hard to develop a shared
strategic vision for campaigns in both
debtor and creditor countries. This effort
is still a work in progress.
The more than 50 national Jubilee 2000
campaigns agree on the need for debt
cancellation. Varied national and regional
histories, however, have led to somewhat
different interpretations. At an April 1998
meeting in Accra, 15 national African
campaigns issued a declaration backing
total and unconditional debt cancellation
as a matter of justice, reparations and
restitution. In the January 1999 Declaration of Tegucigalpa, 14 Latin American
and Caribbean campaigns, citing the precedents of Peru's 1946 debt renegotiation
and Germany's in 1953, urge limiting
external debt service obligations to no
more than 3 per cent of a nation's annual
budget.

While focusing on the need to cancel poor
country debt, the international Jubilee
2000 movement has also raised other Campaigns in different creditor countries
significant debt-related issues, including: have backed these or other levels of debt
cancellation. African and other debtor
• ensuring that debt relief is not condi- country campaigns have cautioned that
tioned on adherence to externally im- Jubilee campaigns in creditor countries,
posed economic policies that increase while understandably adapting their stratpoverty or environmental destruction; egies to suit political realities at home,
must be careful to respect and not inad• ensuring civil society a role in deter- vertently undercut - South Jubilee negomining how savings from debt relief tiating strategies and views.
are redirected to reduce poverty;
The global movement has decried the
• the moral right to repudiate 'odious disempowering impact on South camdebts' accrued by unelected military paigns of Northern campaigns' disproportionate share of the global movement's
regimes;
technical skills and resources, mirroring
• developing a more neutral interna- the historic inequality between North
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and South. During meetings preceding
the Cologne summit, South Jubilee campaigns emphasised the importance of
strengthening their national campaigns
on the ground as well as of South-South
exchanges. They emphasised the need for
the South to take more of a lead in the
global campaign.
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current HIPC terms will be spent. Oxfam
reports that this Fund has helped dramatically improve access to primary education in the past two years. Similar funds
proposed by national Jubilee 2000 campaigns in Zambia and Tanzania have
won governmental support.

In recent months, Northern campaigns
have actively pressed the World Bank,
'Odious Debf
IMF and G7 for earlier and more extenSouthern Jubilee campaigns hope to sive consultation with civil society in the
achieve greater consensus among them- global South on how best to cancel
selves at a 'South-South' summit in No- unpayable debt.
vember 1999 in South Africa. By June
1999, coalescing as Jubilee South, they Post-Cologne Activities
already had adopted a common slogan
(displayed on their T-shirts at Cologne): During summer 1999, the global Jubilee
'Don't owe, won't pay!' This reflects their 2000 movement intensified calls for deeper
evolving consensus that most developing debt cancellation and greater efforts to
country debt is 'odious debt', lent to adapt IMF and World Bank programmes
dictators and repressive regimes (such as and policies to reduce, not worsen, povMobutu Sese Seko, Ferdinand Marcos, erty levels. On 6 August Jubilee 2000/UK
the apartheid government or Latin Ameri- head Ann Pettifor and Jubilee 2000/USA
can military juntas) to help preserve their Chair Jo Marie Griesgraber met with US
power base or enrich themselves.
Treasury Secretary Larry Summers to
reinforce these messages. Representatives
It was on this basis that South Africa, in of various Jubilee 2000 campaigns plan to
1995, unconditionally and unilaterally further underscore them at the annual
canceled debt owed it by Namibia for meetings of the IMF and World Bank on
loans made during the apartheid era. In 28-30 September.
early 1999, South Africa also cancelled
debt owed it by Mozambique after an Jubilee South campaigns have condemned
eloquent appeal to creditors by Mozam- the Cologne initiative as maintaining the
bican President Joaquim Chissano. A HIPC programme largely as a 'scheme of
campaign to cancel the apartheid-caused the creditors, by the creditors and for the
'odious debt' of South Africa and the creditors' inconsistent With the commitformer Frontline states was publicly ment of the Organisation for Economic
launched at a Southern Africa regional Cooperation and Development 'to halve
meeting of Jubilee 2000 campaigns in the levels of absolute poverty by the year
Johannesburg in March 1999.
2015'. The Cologne proposal, Jubilee South
continues, 'refuses to acknowledge the
Calls for new national and global moral dimensions of the debt crisis and
policymaking processes on debt that en- the historical responsibility of the rich
sure greater participation by civil society countries for the current state of affairs'.
representatives are increasingly central
to the global Jubilee 2000 movement. The Other Jubilee campaigns also were critiUganda Debt Network helped develop cal. Father Pete Henriot, a US Catholic
Uganda's Poverty Action Fund, through priest actively working with the Zambian
which NGOs now work jointly with the Jubilee 2000 campaign, has argued that
Ugandan government to decide how conditions imposed from the outside
savings from debt relief granted under undercut 'the responsibility of decision
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makers within the country to seek and
effectively represent the wishes of their
citizens'. The 'probationary period' imposed on indebted countries by HIPC, he
says, is 'economically damaging and
politically destructive'.

Mogae called on creditor countries to
totally cancel Africa's debts, at a conference in Nairobi of ministers and financial
experts from 17 African countries specifically organised to discuss solutions to
Africa's debt problems.

The Canadian Ecumenical Jubilee Initiative and CAFOD, an international network of Catholic agencies, feel the
Cologne initiative will not write off a
sufficient amount of debt. According to
the South African Council of Churches, in
a June 1999 statement, the initiative
'merely polishes - rather than breaks the chains of debt that shackle many
countries to perpetual poverty. Worse
still, the plan seems likely to strengthen
the North's economic stranglehold over
the developing world'.

Southern African Development Community (SADC) Executive Secretary Kaire
Mbuende has called on the G7 to cancel
Southern Africa's debt of $50-$75 bn. He
also criticised G7 plans to finance debt
relief partly through IMF gold sales,
saying this would generate 'unemployment and economic difficulties' in goldproducing nations such as Namibia, South
Africa, Tanzania and Zimbabwe, as well
as in countries providing labour in their
mines. Mr. Mbuende forcefully accused
the G7 countries of wanting to maintain
the debt, as 'a convenient instrument of
political control, so you can continue to
impose your will on people by continually reminding them how much they owe
you and when they have to pay'.

Such criticisms also are being taken up by
African governments and regional organisations. In July, South African Trade
Minister Alec Erwin slammed G7 debt
policy as 'criminal', adding that if developed countries wanted to help build
Southern Africa, they should do so 'not Africa Recovery, September 1999.
by preaching to us about governance, but
by taking debt off the books'. At endAugust, Botswana's President Festus
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ANGOLA
Luanda

HeadofState:Independence:Last Elections:Next Elections:-

Jose Eduardo dos Santos, 1979
11 November 1975
Presidential/ Legislative -1992
No Date Set

BOTSWANA
Gaborone

Head of State:Independence:Last Elections:Next Elections:-

FestusMogae, 1998
20 September 1966
Legislative 1994
Presidential/Legislative -1999

D.R. CONGO
Kinshasa

HeadofState:Independence:Last Elections:Next Elections:-

Laurent Kabila, May 1997
30 June 1960
Presidential/Legislative -1970
No Date Set

LESOTHO
Maseru

Head of StaterHead of Govt:Independence:Last Elections:Next Elections-

King Letsie III
Bethuel P. Mosisili, May 1998
04 October 1966
Legislative -1998 (Monarchy No
Presidential Elections)
Legislative - 2000

MALAWI
Lilongwe

Head of State:Independence:Last Elections:Next Elections:-

Bakili Muluzi, May 1994
06 July 1964
Presidential/Legislative -1994
Presidential/Legislative -1999

MAURITIUS
Port Louis

HeadofState:Head of Govt:Independence:Last Elections:Next Elections:-

Cassim Uteem, July 1992
N. Ramgooiam (Prime Minister)
12 March 1968
Presidential/Legislative -1995
Presidential/Legislative - 2000

MOZAMBIQUE
Maputo

Head of State:Independence:Last Elections:Next Elections:-

Joaquim Alberto Chissano, 1986
25 June 1975
Presidential/Legislative -1994
Presidential/Legislative -1999

NAMIBIA
Windhoek

HeadofState:Independence:Last Elections:Next Elections:-

Sam Nujoma, March 1990
21 March 1990
Presidential/Legislative-1994
Presidential/Legislative -1999

SOUTH AFRICA
Pretoria

Head of State:Independence:National Day:Last Elections:-

Nelson Mandate, May 1994
31 May 1910
27 April 1994
Legislative -1994 (President Indirectly
Elected)
Legislative-1999

Next Elections:SWAZILAND
Mbabane

SEYCHELLES
Victoria

Head of State:Independence:Last Elections:Next Elections:-

King Mswati III, 1983 (Inaugurated 1986)
06 September 1968
Legislative -1998 (No Presidential
Elections)
Legislative - 2004

HeadofState:Independence:Last Elections.Next Elections:-

Albert Rene, 1977
29Junel976
Presidential/Legislative -1997
Presidental/Legislative - 2003
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TANZANIA
Dodoma

HeadofState:Independence:Last Elections:Next Elections:-

Benjamin Mkapa, November 1995
09 December 1961 (Tanganyika)
26 April 1964 (Union with Zanzibar)
Presidential/Legislative -1995
Presidential/Legislative - 2000

ZAMBIA
Lusaka

HeadofState:Independence:Last Elections:Next Elections:-

Frederick Chiluba, November 1991
24 October 1964
Presidential/Legislative -1996
Presidential/Legislative - 2001

ZIMBABWE
Harare

Head of State:Independence:Last Elections:Next Elections:-

Southern African Research and Documentation Centre

Robert Mugabe, 1980 (PM), 1987
President
18 April 1980
Presidental/Legislative -1996
Presidential - 2002/Legislative - 2000
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